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@ad<"20010927" and (fibre adj
channel near router) same SCSI
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IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT; ‘
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

OFF 2005/08/22 08:44

 

 

 

  
  

 

 

   

  
 

  
  
  

  

   

  
 

  

 @ad<"19971231" and (fibre adj

channel near router) same SCSI

OFF 2005/08/22 08:44

 

 

  @ad<"19971231" and fibre adj
channel same SCSI

OFF 2005/08/22 03:45

 

 
 

 @ad<"19971231" and fibre adj
channel near SCSI

OFF 2005/08/22 08:46. 
 

S4 and router  OFF I 2005/08/22 08:45

 

  
  

 

  
 

 S6 7 @ad<"-19971231" and fibre adj OFF 2005/08/22 09:02
channel adj SCSI

 
 

 
  
 

   
  

 s7 0 @ad<"19971231" and "fibre
channel protocol for SCSI"

OFF 2005/08/22 09:02

  

 

 
 
  
  
 

 
  
  
  
  

 
@ad<"19971231" and FCP and
SCSI and fibre adj channel

2005/08/22 09:07

 

  S8 and router 2005/08/22 09:03
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3 S8 and RAID US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:18
- USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

39 @ad<"20010927" and network adj US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:19
attached adj storage and Fibre adj USPAT; '
channel near scsi EPO; JPO;

’ DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

19 S13 and router . US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:19
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

0 @ad<"19971231" and network adj US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/09/03 14:23
attached adj storage and Fibre.adj USPAT;
channel near scsi ' EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

1 @ad<"19971231" and Fibre adj US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:58

channel same scsi same router USPAT; .
F EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S18 8 @ad<"19971231" and ancor.asn. US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:59
- ' USPAT; '

EPO;JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB’

S19 0 @ad<"19971231" and ancor.asn. US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:59
and SCSI USPAT;

EPO;JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S20 0 @ad<"19971231" and ancor.asn. US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:59
and Fibre USPAT;

EPO;JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S21 0 @ad<"19971231" and emerson US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/2210:05 .
near steven.inv. USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S22 4 @ad<"19971231"and SCSI near2 US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/3014:19
FCP USPAT;

EPO;JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

Search Hlstory 9/6/05_2:32:06 PM Page 2
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$23 139 @ad<"19971231" and fibre adj. US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/30 14:48
channel and SCSI USPAT; .

EPO; JPO;
' DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S24 58 S23 and map$5 US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/3014221 ~
‘ USPAT;

EPO;JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S25 14 S23 and LUN ' US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/30 14:21
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S26 11 S24 and LUN US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/3014:23
USPAT;
EPO;JPO;
DERWENT; '
IBM_TDB

S27 0 S24 and virtual near local near US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/30 14:22

storage USPAT;
EPO; JPO;

. DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S28 0 S23 and virtual near local near US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/30 14:22 .

storage USPAT; -
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S29 8 S23 and router . US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/30 14:23
- USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S30 0 @ad<"19971231" and virtual adj US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/30 14:49
local adj storage and SCSI and USPAT;
remote EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S31 0 @ad<"19971231" and virtual adj US-PGPUB; — OR OFF 2005/08/30 14:49
local adj storage and SCSI USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S32 70 @ad<“19971231" and virtual near US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/30 14:49
storage and SCSI USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

|_ IBM_TDB

Search History 9/6/05 2:32:06 PM Page 3 4
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S33 8 S32 and remote US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/30 14:49
. ' USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S34 5 @ad<"19971231" and router US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/09/05 12:11
. same fiber adj channel USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S35 1 “6425035".pn. and remote and US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/09/05 18:18
- map USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S36 1 "6425035".pn. and remote and US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/09/05 18:55
map and maps and mapping USPAT;

V EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S37 1 "6425035".pn. and remote and US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/09/05 18:55
map and maps and mapping and USPAT;
native - EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB
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 DB5 Erault
Operator

US—PGPUB; OR
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT; '

EPO;JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231" and fibre adj US-PGPUB; OR
channel same SCSI USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231" and fibre adj US-PGPUB; OR

channel near SCSI V USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S4 and router US—PGPUB; OR
USPAT; _
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231" and fibre adj US—PGPUB; OR
channel adj SCSI USPAT;

’ - EPO;JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231“ and "fibre US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:02
channel protocol for SCSI" USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231“ and FCP and US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:07
SCSI and fibre adj channel USPAT; V

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S8 and router US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:03
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

Ref ‘Hits Search Query Time Stamp

 @ad<"20010927" and (fibre adj
channel near router) same SCSI

2005/08/22 08:44  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

@ad<"19971231" and (fibre adj
channel near router) same SCSI

S2 ' 0 2005/08/22 08:44

53 A ' 111 2005/08/22 08:45

54 35 2005/08/22 08:46

S5 1 5 2005/08/22 08:45 *

S6 7 2005/08/22 09:02

57 ’ 0

S8 14
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S8 and RAID US—PGPUB; OR _ OFF 2005/08/22 09:18
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

@ad<"20010927" and network adj US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:19
attached adj storage and Fibre adj USPAT; '
channel near scsi ' EPO; JPO;

- ‘ DERWENT;

 

 
IBM_TDB

S13 and router US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:19
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S15 0 @ad<"19971231" and network adj US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/09/03 14:23

- attached adj storage and Fibre.adj USPAT;
channel near scsi EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S16 1 @ad<"19971231" and Fibre adj US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:58
channel same scsi same router USPAT; - ‘

‘ EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
_ IBM_TDB

S18 8 @ad<"19971231" and ancor.asn. US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:59
USPAT;
EPO;JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S19 0 @ad<"19971231" and ancor.asn. US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:59
' and SCSI USPAT;

EPO;JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S20 _' 0 @ad<"19971231" and ancor.asn. US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 09:59
and Fibre USPAT; ‘

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

S21 0 @ad<"19971231" and emerson US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/22 10:05 9
near steven.inv. USPAT;

EPO;JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US—PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/08/30 14:19
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

 
 
 
 
 

S22 4 @ad<"19971231" and SCSI near2
FCP
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"523

S24

S25

S26

S27

S28

S29

S30

S31

832

139

58

14

70

@ad<'f19971231" and fibre adj
channel and SCSI

S23 and map$S

S23 and LUN

S24 and LUN

S24 and virtual near local near

storage

S23 and virtual near local near -

storage

S23 and router

@ad<"19971231" and virtual adj
local adj storage and SCSI and
remote

@ad<"19971231" and virtual adj

local adj storage and SCSI

@ad<"19971231" and virtual near

storage and SCSI

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;

’ DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US~PGPUB;
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

IBM_TDB _

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

' EPO; JPO;
DERWENT; '
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
_ DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

EPO; JPO; I
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

‘EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR’

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

 
 
 

 

 
 
  
 

_ _

2005/08/30 14:48

2005/08/30 14:21

2005/08/30 14:21

2005/08/30 14:23

2005/08/30 14:22

2005/08/30 14:22

2005/08/30 14:23

2005/08/30 14:49

‘2005/08/30 14:49

2005/08/30 14:49
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S32 and.remote US-PGPUB; FOR OFF 2005/08/30 14:49
USPAT; '
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231" and router US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/09/05 12:11
same fiber adj channel USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

"642S035".pn. and remote and US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/09/05 18218
map _ USPAT; '

' EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

"6425035".pn. and remote and US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/09/05 18:55
map and maps and mapping USPAT; '

‘ . . EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

"6425035".pn.’ and remote and US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2005/09/05 18:55
map and maps and mapping and USPAT;
native « EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE UNDER Atty. Docket No.
CROSS1121-15

37 C.F.R. 1.248

Applicant
Geoffre B. Hoese, et al.
Reexamination Control No. Date Filed

90I007,124 07/19/2004
Title

Storage Router and Method for Providing Virtual
Local Stora 2 e

Group Art Unit Examiner
2182 Flemin, Fritz

Applicant hereby serves the Reply to Office Action Under Ex Pan‘e Reexamination Dated

 
 

  
 
 
 

  
 

S
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gill

  

64660U.S.PTO
lllllllllllll

05/24/05 in the above referenced case to:

Larry E. Severin
Wang, Hartmann & Gibbs, PC

1301 Dove Street, #1050
Newport Beach, CA 92660

As per 35 U.S.C. §1.248 service is made via first class mail on July 22, 2005.

Respectfully submitted,

Sprinkle IP Law Group

John L. Adair

Reg. No. 48,828
Dated: July 22, 2005

1301 W. 25"‘ Street, Suite 408
Austin, Texas 78705

Tel. (512) 637-9223
Fax. (512) 371-9088

Enclosures
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

REPLY TO OFFICE ACTION UNDER EX PARTE AflY- D0Cke1N0-

REEXAMINATION DATED 05/24/05 - cR°55"2"'15

Applicants
Geoffre B. Hoese, et al.

so/007,1 24 0711 912004
Title

Storage Router and Method for Providing Virtual
Local Stora - e

2182 Flemin 2 , Fritz

2295 6,421 .753

Certificate of Mailin Under 37 C.F.R. 1.10

  
  

   

  
   

  
 

Commissioner for Patents I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with
the United States Postal Service as Express Mail No.

P~O- BOX 1450 EV734539460US in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for
. .P ,P. .B 14 ,Al ',VA2212-1 J|22,

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 2§(‘,‘f,,'_"5 ° °" 5° ""“‘”“"“ 3 45° “ V

L2 #1 / («J

Dear Sir: . / 5‘9"3‘“'° _
Jul./é L/44/€4flDi

Printed Name

 
in response to the Official Action mailed May 24, 2005 (the “May 24 Office Action”),

Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner reconsider the rejections of the Claims in the Re-

Examination of U.S. Patent 6,421,753 (the ‘"753 Patent”) in view of this reply.
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Attorney Docket No. 90/007,124
CROSS1121-15 Customer ID: 44654

2

IN THE CLAIMS:

1. A data storage gateway capable of interfacing with and providing connectivity

and mapping between a Fiber Channel and SCSI channel interface, the data storage gateway

comprising:

a virtual storage;

a storage router in communication with and providing mapping to the virtual storage

such that a fiber channel device remotefrom the virtual storage can communicate data to and

from the virtual storage; and

wherein the storage router is capable of configuring a SCSI device to contain at least a

portion of the virtual storage.

2. The data storage gateway according to Claim 1, further including a memory work

space for the storage router using a buffer.

3. The data storage gateway accordingxto Claim 2 wherein a Fibre Channel

transport medium connects to the storage router and interfaces with a Fibre Channel controller

and wherein a SCSI bus transport medium connects to the storage router and interfaces with a

SCSI controller.

4. A method for providing, through a storage router, virtual local storage on remote

SCSI storage devices to Fibre Channel devices, comprising:

interfacing with a Fibre Channel transport medium;

interfacing with a SCSI bus transport medium;

maintaining a configuration for SCSI storage devices connected to the SCSI bus

transport medium that maps between Fibre Channel devices and the SCSI storage devices and

that implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI storage devices; and

allowing access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI storage devices using

native low level, block protocol in accordance with the configuration.

5. The method of Claim 4, further comprising the step of providing memory work

space for the storage router. using a buffer.
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CROSS1121-15 Customer ID: 44654

6. The method of Claim 5, wherein the Fibre Channel transport medium connects

to and interfaces with a Fibre Channel controller and wherein said SCSI bus transport medium

connects to and interfaces with a SCSI controller.

7. The method of Claim 5, wherein the ‘maintaining step and the allowing step are

performed by a supervisor unit.

8. The method of Claim 7, wherein the supervisor unit is coupled to the. Fibre

Channel controller, the SCSI controller, and theibufier.
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Attorney Docket No. . 90/007,124
CROSS112-1-15 Customer ID: 44654

TABLE OF CONTENTS FOR RESPONSE TO REJECTIONS

l. Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. § 103

A. Introduction

B. Background of the Invention

C. Overview of Claim 4

D. “Remote Storage Devices” and “Allowing Access...Using NLLBPs” —

Neither Spring nor Oeda Teaches or Suggests the Limitations of Remote Storage Devices and

Allowing Access to the Remote Storage Devices Using NLLBP

1. “Remote" Requires at Least One Serial Transport Medium

2. Spring’s SCSI-to-SCSI System Does Not Provide Remote Storage

Devices

3. Spring’s Ethernet—to—SCS| System Does Not Allow Access using

NLLBP

4. Similarly, Oeda Fails to Provide Remote Storage Devices and

Allowing Access to the Remote Storage Devices Using NLLBP

5.’ Summary: Allowing Access to Remote Storage Devices Using NLLBP

E. “Map" — Neither Spring nor Oeda Teaches or Suggests Mapping Between

Devices Connected to the First Transport Medium and the Storage Devices

1. “Map" — Includes a Representation of the Devices on the First

Transport Medium and the Storage Devices
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CROSS1121-15 Customer ID: 44654

2. Neither Spring nor Oeda Teaches or Suggests a Map

F. “Access Controls." — Neither Spring nor Oeda Teaches or Suggests

Implementing Access Controls I

1. Implementing Access Controls

2. Spring Does Not Implement Access Controls

3. Oeda Does Not Teach orsuggest Access Controls

4. The Ethernet Based Configuration of Oeda Does Not Teach or

Suggest Any Form of Access Controls for Remote Storage

G. The Combination of Oeda and Spring Does Not Teach or Suggest the

Present Invention

H. The Jibbe Reference Does Not Address the Deficiencies of Spring and

Oeda

H. The Cummings Reference Does Not Address the Deficiencies of Spring

and Oeda

J. Summary: There is No Prima Facie Case of Obviousness

II. Conclusion
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Attorney Docket No. 90/007,124
CROSS1121-15 » Customer ID: 44654

I. Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §103

A. Introduction

Claims 1-8 of the ‘753 Patent are variously rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable over United Kingdom Patent Application Publication No. UK GB 2297636

(“Spring”) in view of United States Patent No. (5,634,111) (“Oeda"), United States Patent No.

5,345,565 (“Jibbe”), and further in view of Cummings.

In order to establish a prima facie case ofobviousness, the Examiner must show: that

the prior art references teach or suggest all of the claim limitations; that there is some

suggestion or motivation in the references (or within the knowledge of one of ordinary skill in

the art) to modify or combine the references; and that there is a reasonable expectation of

success. M.P.E.P. 2142, 2143; In re Vaeck, 947 F.2d 488, 20 U.S.P.Q.2d 1438 (Fed. Cir.

1991). As detailed more fully below, Applicants respectfully submit that independent Claim 1

and independent Claim 4 of the ‘753 Patent are not rendered obvious by Spring, Oeda or

Cummings as the references do not teach or suggest all of the claim limitations. More

particularly, the references do not teach or suggest, neither individually or in combination: i)

providing virtual local storage on remote storage devices and allowing access from devices

connected to a first transport medium to the remote storage using native low) level block

protocols (NLLBP) in conjunction with; ii) mapping between devices connected to the first

transport medium and the storage devices; and in conjunction with iii) implementing access

controls. None of the prior art, alone or in combination, teaches or suggests all of these

claimed elements. 0

B. Background of the Invention

The ‘753 Patent is directed to an efficient storage router and method of routing data

over a network from devices (e.g., host computers) on one side of the storage router to remote

storage devices on the other side of the storage router using low level, block storage protocols

or NLLBPs. Even though the storage devices are located remotely over the network from the

host computers, the storage devices are virtualized so as to appear to the host computer as

locally-attached storage devices. The invention of the ‘753 Patent further provides the security

feature of providing access controls in order to control which storage devices (or portions

thereof) any particular host computer can access; this access controls feature is implemented
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Attorney Docket No. . I 90/007,124
CROSS1121-15 . Customer ID: 44654

by mapping host devices to the remote storage devices to which a host device has access. By

allowing a host device access only to those virtualized storage devices (or portions of storage

devices) to which it is mapped, the invention of the ‘753 Patent can prevent unauthorized or

unintended access by that host device to other remote storage devices in the network. Thus,

the present invention provides a networked storage solution that connects hosts to remotely

attached storage devices that a_gp_e_a_r locally attached, provides the security feature of

controlling access to the remote storage devices using a map, and allows the host computers to

access the remote storage devices over the network at the speeds and efficiencies facilitated

by the use of NLLBPs.

As shown in the examples discussed in the Spring and Oeda prior art (discussed more

fully below), prior to the present invention, host computers would access storage devices either

i) locally via a parallel bus such as a SCSI bus or ii) remotely over a network using network

protocols. However, both of these prior art systems had limitations that the invention of the ‘O35

Patent overcomes. For storage systems with locally attached storage devices attached via

SCSI" buses, a SCSI-to—SCS| routing device provided access between host computerson one

side of the SCSI—SCSl routing device to local storage on the other side of the SCSI-SCSI

routing device. Because a SCSI bus was used on each side of the SCSI-to-SCSI routing

device, ,a computer could access a storage device using a NLLBP, which facilitates the

obtaining of information from the storage device in a fast and efficient manner (i.e., without the

overhead associated with typical network file servers). However, a SCSI bus is a complicated

set of parallel wires that cannot carry data a very long distance. This limitation is illustrated in

Graphic 1 below. Note that color copies of Graphics 1-5 are attached in Exhibit A for the
convenience of the Examiner.
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and Can Not Carry Information very Far

Wscsl Bus
25 Meter Maximum

Thus, a major shortcoming of any such SCSI-to-SCSI routing device or method was that

the storage devices must typically be within approximately 25 meters of the host computer that

needs to have access to the storage devices. Indeed, due to the costs associated with these

complicated SCSI buses, most SCSI buses were significantly shorter (typically less than 12

meters) in actual installations. As the ‘753 Patent states “typical storage transport mediums

provide for a relatively small number of devices to be attached over relatively short distances.”_

See, ‘753 Patent, col. 1, lines 19-21.

Modern computer storage systems, however, need networks connecting multiple

computers to each other and to remote storage locations that are significantly distant from the

host computers that access the remote storage. As discussed above, this is not possible with a

SCSI bus because of the distance limitation of the SCSI bus. In typical prior art systems

(including those of Spring and Oeda as will be discussed below), to overcome the inability of a

SCSI-to-SCSI system to provide. remote storage (as discussed an NLLBP cannot be sent a long

distance over a SCSI bus), workstations were connected to a network server using a distance-
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capable network transport medium and a network protocol such as Ethernet. See,"753 Patent

Background, col. 1, lines 43-53. A problem with this prior art solution was that the network

server creates a bottleneck which slows down remote access because, at least in part, the

computer or workstation needs to create something called a "network protocol" to send the data

over the distance-capable transport medium. The problem with this prior art method for

transmitting a storage NLLBP over a network to a remote storage device is that it takes the

computer time to create a network protocol and it takes the" server time to re-construct a native

low level block protocol from that network protocol. Thus, the introduction of a network server

into the system creates a bottleneck which slows down access to remote storage devices.

Graphic 2, shown below, depicts one aspect of that bottleneck with the large balls intended to

depict network protocols and the smaller balls intended to depict native low level block

protocols. Although Graphic 2 only graphically depicts the problems in one direction (from the

host computer through the server to the remote storage devices), the problems exist going both

directions. In other words, the same type of bottleneck occurs in reverse when the data returns

to the computer from the remote storage device through the server.

Network ,
Server
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As shown in Graphic 2, for prior art systems that provided hosts access to remote

storage, a workstation first had to translate requests into higherlevel network protocols in order

to communicate with the network server, and the network server would then translate the

requests into low level requests (e.g., NLLBPs) for transmitting to the storage device(s). It

takes a computer a long time to create a network protocol. Graphic 3, shown below, describes

in general terms steps involved when a computer needs to access remote storage through a

server, and has to create a network protocol to achieve that access. Similar steps occur when

the computer wants to write data to the remote storage device.

Takes a“c'¢mpo{é}‘a"“LSh’g r'i}ne"
to Create a Network Protocol

Network Protocol

Computerdetermines if creates
file 'Butget_12' Transmission Protocol (NP)
is on local Control Protocol Protocol (lP). to server
storage or 00'}. which which identifies
remote storage makes sure data what computer

arrives and is requestingchecks the order and identifies
of the data remote location

Graphic 3

As illustrated in Graphic 4 below, the process the sewer goes through to build a NLLBP

from a network protocol is also complex and time consuming. Graphic 4 describes in general

terms steps involved in building a native low level block protocol from a network protocol. The

native low level block protocol is then used to access a local storage device. The return of the

data from the remote storage device to the host computer also involves the same complex

steps. On the return path, the server needs to build a network protocol from the NLLBP it

receives from the storage device. In addition, the computer needs to process that the network

protocol to get the information by essentially repeating the steps shown in Graphic 3 above in
reverse.
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iiiiuiiéihg én ixiuep frorna NetworkProtocolim 1
ls Complex and Time Consuming

Native Low Level
Block Protocols

Serve .. Serve . Serve . Serv .
' YEIEIVES , ~ processes NF, 0 uses NLLBP to - builds a new

_ i“'°"“3t'°“ - builds Native ‘access local NP to return"‘°‘k5 ‘ma Low Level storage device the information
a‘°“'“V Block Protocol to computerA

’ ;';3,gk,;°'de' (mar). based
- acknowledges °“ "P 0 acknowledges

receipt or receipt or
requests resend requests resend
it not complete it not complete

Graphic 4

Thus, prior to the present invention, those wishing to implement centralized storage at a

remote location for networked devices were typically forced to use a relatively slow network
server solution that required the use of higher level network protocols. These prior art systems

did not provide remote storage that could be accessed at the speeds achieved by using an

NLLBP from the hosts to the storage devices.

The present invention overcomes the deficiencies of these prior art systems allowing

hosts to access remote storage devices at significantly distant, remote locations using a

NLLBP. The use of the Fibre Channel protocol, for example, allows storage devices to be

located in excess of 10 kilometers away from the workstations using a serial transport medium

as opposed to the parallel transport medium of a SCSI bus. However, unlike an Ethernet file

server system, a storage router connected using a Fibre Channel transport medium can allow

access from the host computer to the remote storage devices using NLLBPs without having to

A create higher level network protocols. Because Fibre Channel supports the use of NLLBPs, the

hosts can access the remote storage devices at greater speeds than can be achieved using

higher—level network protocols. The present invention thus routes NLLBPs to the remote

storage devices without involving a network server that requires-the use of higher—level network

protocols. This allows remote storage, but does away with the time consuming and complex
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steps of creating and processing higher-level network protocols at a server. Consequently,

both distance and speed can be achieved, without sacrificing one for the other as required by

prior art solutions.

In addition to providing the ability to locate host computers remotely at significant

distances from storage devices, modern storage systems need to provide security between the

host computers and the remote storage. In addition, since the host computers are remotely

located physically from the storage devices, it is advantageous to provide this security in a

centralized manner. In other words, it is desirable to provide a centralized control mechanism

that controls each host computer’s access so that each host can only access particular remote

storage devices (or portions thereof). In prior art systems, the ability to provide such a security

mechanism in a networked system connecting hosts to remote storage devices using NLLBPs

without simply did not exist.

In addition to providing hosts access toremote storage devices over a network using

NLLBPs, the invention of the ‘753 Patent provides such a security feature. The invention of the

‘753 Patent contains a map that maps the host computers to the remote storage devices by

associating each host computer with some or all of the remote storage devices on the other

side of the storage router. The invention of the ‘753 Patent implements access controls by

using the map to allow each host access to only the specific storage to which the host is

mapped. In this manner,vthe invention of the ‘753 Patent implements access controls to limit

each computer’s access to a specific subset of storage devices or sections of a storage device

on the other side of the storage router. Put another way, the access controls provide the

capability to permit or deny each computer access to a particular storage device, a set of

storage devices or portions of a single storage device or devices (or any combination thereof).

By assigning storage devices or portions thereof to particular computer workstations, the

present invention prevents each computer workstations from ovewvriting or modifying data in

storage assigned to another computer workstation. A This access controls feature is illustrated

below in Graphic 5.
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The Crossroads Invention Provides Access Controls
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Graphic 5

For the example of Graphic 5, host computer A is mapped to remote storage device 1,

host computer B is mapped to remote storage device B and both A and B are mapped to

remote storage device 3. Using this map, the invention of the ‘753 implements access controls

by allowing host computer A to access either remote storage device 1 or 3 (e.g.‘, allow host

computer A to read or write data to or from storage devices 1 or 3) and by preventing host

‘computer A from accessing remote storage device 2 (e.g., only allowing host computer B to
read or write data to storage device 2 in the example of Graphic 5). By mapping between host

_ devices and storage devices (or portions thereof), the invention of the ‘753 Patent can ensure

that requests from host computer A‘ are only directed to the storage devices that are assigned

to computer A. This allows the security feature of access controls to be implemented while still

allowing the host computers to access the storage devices using an NLLBP.

In summary, the invention of the ‘753 Patent provides a networked storage solution that

combines the ability to allow access from host computers to remote storage devices using
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NLLBPs with the ability to control access between host computers and the remote storage

devices. Thus, the invention of the ‘753 Patent provides the advantages of 1) remote storage

devices that appear to the host as locally attached, but that actually reside at remote distances

from the host computers, 2) access to these remote storage devices at the speed and

efficiency associated with using NLLBPs, and 3) data security by controlling the access of each

host to the remote storage. None of the prior art cited by the Examiner, alone or in

combination, teaches or suggests a system that provides access from host computers (or other

device connected to the first transport medium) togremote storage devices using an NLLBP,

while implementing access controls in accordance with a map.

C. Overview of Claim 4

The Examiner rejected independent Claim 4 as being unpatentable over Spring in view

of Oeda. Applicants will focus on Claim 4 in discussing how the present invention differs from

the cited art.

Claim 4 recites:

A method for providing, through a storage router, virtual
local storage on remote SCSI storage devices to Fibre Channel
devices, comprising:

interfacing with a Fibre Channel transport medium;
interfacing with a SCSI bus transport medium;
maintaining a configuration for SCSI storage devices

connected to the SCSI bus transport medium that maps between
Fibre Channel devices and the SCSI stgrage devices and E
imglements access controls for storage sgace on the SCSI
storage devices; and

allowing access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to
SCSI storage devices using native low level, block protocol in
accordance with the configuration. [Emphasis Added]

Claim 4 includes “providing virtual local storage on Legals SCSI storage devices”,

maintaining a configuration that maps between Fibre Channel Devices and the SCSI storage

devices and that implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI storage devices”

and “allowing access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI storage devices using native

low level, block protocol.” Claim 1 similarly includes mapping between Fibre Channel devices

(eg, workstations) and the virtual local storage and that the virtual storage and fibre channel

device are remote. The present invention as recited in Claim 4 thus enables computers to
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access got;storage devices without the overhead of high level protocols and file systems

typically required by network servers (i.e., using NLLBP) while providing the security measure of
access controls.

As will be discussed more fully below, the systems of Spring and Oeda, in contrast to

the invention of the ‘753 Patent, either do not provide remote access to storage devices or, for

embodiments of those systems that may be able to provide remote access to storage devices,

require the use of higher level network protocols (and therefore cannot allow access to the

remote storage devices using NLLBPs). Thus, these references suffer the shortcomings of

exactly the type of prior art the present invention was designed to overcome in that they are

either limited in distance or require time consuming translations between higher level network

protocols and NLLBPs. Moreover, as will also be discussed more fully below, Spring and Oeda

fail to disclose mapping and access controls as discussed below.

D. “Remote Storage Devices” and “Allowing Access . . . Using NLLBPs” - Neither

Spring nor Oeda Teaches or Suggests the Limitations of Remote Storage Devices and

Allowing Access to the Remote Storage Devices Using NLLBP

Examiner Fleming relies on Spring as showing virtual local storage on a remote storage

device and both Spring and Oeda as showing the ability to allow access from devices

connected to a first transport medium to a remote storage device using NLLBP. Applicants

respectfully submit, however, both Spring and Oeda exhibit the shortcomings of the prior art

solutions that the present invention specifically overcomes. Namely, the solutions in both

Spring and Oeda require a choice between local (not remote) storage that can be accessed

using a NLLBP or using slower high level network protocols to access remote storage (can't

allow access using NLLBP); neither Spring or Oeda provides a solution that allows access to

remote storage devices using NLLBP.

1. “Remote” Requires at _Least One Serial Transport Medium

Claim 4, as discussed above, provides virtual local storage on remote storage devices.

A “remote storage device" is a storage device that is connected indirectly using at least one

serial network transport medium to allow for storage devices to be significantly remote from the

host computers. This definition is supported by both the Specification of the ‘753 Patent and by
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the claim construction recommended by the Special Master in currently stayed Crossroads v.

Dot Hill Systems Corporation, Western District of Texas, Civil Action No. A—03—CA—754—SS (the

“Dot Hill Litigation”).

As described above, prior art solutions that allowed access from hosts to storage

devices using a NLLBP used SCS|—to-SCSI routing devices. In this case, both data transport

media sere limited distance parallel buses (SCSI is a parallel, distance-limited bus). The

present invention overcomes the deficiencies of these prior art systems allowing hosts to

access centralized, remote storage devices at “significantly remote positions” using a NLLBP.

See, ‘753 Patent, col. 2, lines 25-31. The use of the Fibre Channel protocol (a serial protocol)

allows the remote storage devices to be located at distances up to and “even in excess of 10

kilometers” from the workstations. See, ‘753 Patent, col. 2, lines 29-31. The claimed invention

of the ‘753 Patent provides the “ability to centralize local storage for networked workstation

without any cost in speed or overhead” so that each workstation can have access to “its virtual

local storage as if it were locally connected” despite potentially being at a great distance from

the storage devices. See, ‘753 Patent col. 2, lines 27-29. In the invention of the ‘753 Patent,

networked hosts are thus connected to storage devices over at least one significant distance-

capable link, such as Fibre Channel.

As the Fibre Channel example just presented, and the other examples provided in the

‘753 Patent illustrate, the ability to have remote storage devices is achieved through the use of

at least one serial transport medium between the workstations and the storage devices. It is

the serial interconnect that allows for attachment over large distances and, hence, the ability to

provide remote storage. See, ‘753 Patent, col. 1, lines 25-32. Even in the SCSI initiator to

SCSI target configuration discussed in the ‘753 Patent, there is a third Fibre Channel transport

medium (i.e., a serial transport medium) between the two storage routers to extend the distance

between the workstations and storage devices to provide the capability for having remote

storage. See, ‘753 Patent col. 6, lines 19-31 .' The serial transport medium is necessary for

remote storage because parallel SCSI buses alone are severely limitedin distance and cannot

provide connectivity to remote storage devices in the manner of the present invention.

1 In this unclaimed configuration, there are two “back to back" FC—SCSl routers. Workstations are
connected to the first router by a SCSI bus and storage devices are connected to the second router by
a SCSI bus. The two routers are connected by a Fibre Channel transport medium.
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The definition of “remote” as requiring at least one serial transport medium is further

supported by the fact that in the on-going Crossroads v. Dot Hi/I Systems Corporation, Western

District of Texas, Civil Action No. A-03-CA-754-SS litigation (the “Dot Hill Litigation"), Special

Master Bayer recommended to the Court that “remote” be construed to mean “indirectly

connected through at least one serial network transport medium" (emphasis added). The

pertinent portions of the Report and Recommendation of the Special Master Regarding United

States Patent Nos. 5 941 972 and 6 425 035 B2 (the “Report") are attached hereto as Exhibit

B. Special Master Bayer was commissioned by the Court in the Dot Hill Litigation to conduct a

 

Markman hearing and provide recommendations to the Court as to how the claims of United

States Patent No. 6,425,035 B2 (the “’O35 Patent”) should be interpreted. Special Master

Bayer filed his recommendations in the Report after reviewing the initial Markman briefs

submitted by both Dot Hill and Crossroads, conducting a Markman hearing (on August 30,

2004), and reviewing post-Markman briefs and reply briefs. After careful review and analysis,

Special Master Bayer concluded that “remote” meant “indirectly connected through at least one

. serial network transport medium”. Thus, at least one of the transport mediums (either the one

connecting workstations to the storage router or the one connecting the storage router to the

storage devices) recited in independent Claim 4 must be serial (e.g., cannot be parallel SCSI).

Indeed, one of the transport mediums of the ‘753 Patent is Fibre Channel. This definition of

“remote" is consistent with the idea that the invention of the ‘753 Patent allows for the storage

devices to be at “significantly remote positions” of up to and “even in excess of 10 kilometers”

from the hosts accessing those storage devices. The at least one serial connection allows for

networked workstations to connect to storage remotely, while a parallel SCSI connection simply

V cannot.

2. Spring’s SCSI-to-SCSI System Does Not Provide Remote Storage Devices

The system of Spring does not provide virtual local storage on1storage devices.

Instead, Spring teaches a system in which a server emulates local drives as local SCSI

removable drives to a set of workstations. See, Spring, page 3, lines 1-5. Workstations access

the emulated SCSI removable drives as if they were locally attached removable SCSI drives.

See, Spring, page 10, lines 1-3. Because the drives appear as removable drives, the SCSI

dismount command can be used to free media for use by other workstations. See, Spring,

page 10, lines 16-25. As an example, in the context of a workgroup that works on large files,
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such as graphics, this allows one user to mount the virtual drive containing a particular image at

the user’s workstation, work on the image, save the image, and then dismount the virtual

media. Another user can then mount virtual media and edit the media. This obviates the need

to share physical media such as CD’s or tapes while coordinating operations between various

workstations.

The invention of Spring is illustrated in FIGURE 1 of Spring, reproduced below.

FIGURE 1 of Spring
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As shown, the hosts 16 connect via a parallel SCSI bus to server 20 which is further

connected to storage devices 21-25. It is clear from the Specification of Spring that the

physical drives to which the data is written and from which the data is read are connected using

a direct connection, specifically SCSI. Spring repeatedly mentions that the disk drives are

implemented in accordance with the RAID 5 configuration. See e.g., Spring, page 6, lines 1-4,

and page 10, lines 1-5. In 1995, the year of Spring’s filing, RAID 5 systems predominately if not

exclusively used SCSI drives? More significantly, Spring stresses that the differences between

the emulated drives and physical drives are that the emulated SCSI drives are smaller than the

physical drives and the emulated SCSI drives appear as removable while the physical drives

A are fixed drives. See, Spring, page 8, lines 18-23. Spring does not differentiate the SCSI

emulated drives from the physical drives based on protocol and provides no ability to convert

between storage protocols. Furthermore, this passage‘ indicates that the physical drives are

physically fixed and remain permanently in place. Id. Accordingly, Examiner Fleming stated

that the system of Spring provides access from the USERS (i.e., host computers) through the

server and to the disk drives using SCSI. See, May 24 Office Action, page 7 (“SCSI . . . is used

from the USER to the storage router to the disc drives”). -

The Spring SCSI-to-SCSI system, such as that shown in FIGURE 1 of Spring, does not

use at least one serial data transport medium and does not provide the capability _to locate

storage devices at significant distances from the workstations. There is simply no distance-

capable storage link in the system of Spring as Spring relies on distance-limited SCSI

interfaces. Indeed, Spring recognizes the inability of SCSI interfaces to‘ provide a distance-

capable link stating “a large number of workstations may be provided relatively close to server

20, in which case conventional SCSI interfaces may be employed.” See, Spring, page 7, lines

‘ 10-12 (emphasis added). Thus, the SCSI-to-SCSI system of Spring does not provide virtual

local storage on “remote storage devices” as it lacks at least one distance-capable serial

transport medium.

3. Spring’s Ethernet-to-SCSI System Does Not Allow Access using NLLBP

While the Spring SCSI-to-SCSI system of FIGURE 1 does not provide for remote

storage devices and cannot allow for significant physical distance between the hosts and

2 Similar to SCSI, other existing drive connections such as ATA and IDE were severely limited in distance.
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storage devices, Spring does provide some insight as to how “remote” or physically distant

storage devices could be incorporated into the Spring system. While acknowledging that 4

parallel SCSI interfaces have “limited” range, Spring states that in order to create less limited

distance separation from hosts to storage devices “in alternative embodiments it may be

necessary to provide alternative connections, possibly via coaxial cables, so as to increase the

distance between the server and the workstations”. See Spring, page 7, lines 3-7. Spring goes

on to state that“. . . in alternative arrangements, workstations may be distributed quite widely

through a building, requiring more robust connection between the processor and server 20. It is

envisaged that connections of this type should allow the workstation to be displaced from the I

server by distances in excess of 100 meters, having characteristics similar to high speed

Ethernet links.” See Id. at page 7, lines 12-17. As will be explained more fully below, this

alternative embodiment to allow “remote” storage devices in Spring does not meet the claim

limitation of “allowing access” between hosts and storage devices “using NLLBPs”.

Independent Claim 4 of the ‘753 Patent not only recites that the storage devices are

“remote", but also that access is allowed “from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI storage

devices using native low level, block protocol.” Thus, the host computers connected to the first

transport medium must be able to access the remote storage devices using a NLLBP. This

_ ability to allow access from host computers to storage devices using a NLLBP, as recited in

. Claim 4, requires allowing access between the host and storage device(s) using a protocol (i.e.,

a set of rules) that does not involve the overhead of high level protocols and file systems

typically required by network servers, as supported in the ‘753 Patent Specification and prior

litigation interpreting this claim term.

As discussed above, in systems prior to the present invention, when making a request

to storage through a network server to allow access between workstations and remote storage

_cl_e_\/jg, a workstation first had to translate the requests from its file system protocols to higher

level network protocols in order to communicate with the network server, and the network

server would then translate them into low level requests to the storage device(s). In contrast,

as described in the ‘753 Patent, allowing a host to access storage devices using a NLLBP

provides a mechanism by which communication between the host and the storage devices can

be accomplished faster because there is no need to translate from a network protocol to a

NLLBP. See ‘753 Patent Specification, col. 1, lines 43-56, col. 2, lines 9-12 and 21-24, col. 3,

lines 14-25 and col. 4, lines 17-25 (distinguishing an NLLBP from higher-level protocols by

contrasting the invention of the ‘753 Patent (allowing access using NLLBP) to prior art solutions
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(which allowed access using network protocols requiring translation to NLLBP)). Further, in

Crossroads v. Chaparral Network Storage, Inc., Western District of Texas, Civil Action No. A-

OO—CA-217-SS (the “Chaparral Litigation”) and Crossroads Systems (Texas), lnc., v. Path/ight

Technology, lnc., Western District of Texas, Civil Action No. A-OOCA-248—JN, the Federal

District Court issued a Joint Markman Order (the “Markman Order‘) interpreting “NLLBP” for the

purposes of United States Patent No. 5,941,972 (the “’972 Patent”, the parent to the ‘035

Patent) as follows: “a set of rules or standards that enable computers to exchange information

and do not involve the overhead of high level protocols and file systems typically required by

network servers.” A copy of the Markman Order is attached hereto as Exhibit C. This

. construction and the validity of the ‘972 Patent was upheld by the Federal Circuit. A copy of the

Federal Circuit decision affirming the decision of the lower court is attached hereto as Exhibit D.

Thus, based on both the Specification of the ‘753 Patent and the Markman Order, an NLLBP is

a protocol that enables the exchange of information without the overhead of high—level protocols

and file systems typically required by network servers.

As claimed in the ‘753 Patent, allowing access from host devices to storage devices is

done using NLLBPs. Using the example of a first transport medium of Fibre Channel (“FC”)

and second transport medium of SCSI, a FC workstation can communicate SCSI commands to

a storage device using the FC protocol through the storage router. In this case, the storage

router receives the FC-encapsulated SCSI commands on the FC transport medium, removes

the FC encapsulation and forwards the SCSI commands to the storage devices on the SCSI

data transport medium (provided the FC workstation is allowed to have such access as will be

discussed more fully below). There is no translation of the commands from a higher level

network" protocol to a native, low level protocol. In other words, the storage router is not

required to translate from a high level command (e.g., a file system command or function call

with arguments) into a SCSI command. Rather, the storage router strips the FC layer off of the

existing SCSI command and forwards the SCSI command to the storage device. Thus, when

the FC host workstation is allowed to have access to the SCSI storage device, that access is

accomplished using NLLBPs.

Thus, as recited in Claim 4, to “allowing access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to

SCSI storage devices using native low level, block protocol" requires allowing access from host

computers to remote storage devices using NLLBP. Thus, due to the “remote” limitation, Claim

4 requires that at least one transport medium be a serial transport medium and dueto the

“NLLBP” limitation, the host computers must be allowed access to the remote storage devices
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using a protocol that does not involve the higher level overhead typically associated with

network servers. Spring simply does not teach or suggest any system that will allow hosts to

access remote storage devices using NLLBP.

As discussed above, Spring does provide an alternative embodiment to its SCSI-to-

SCSI embodiment of FIGURE 1 that can allow for hosts to be separated from storage devices

by distances in excess of 100 meters. See, Spring, page 7, lines 3-17. (". . . in alternative

arrangements, workstations may be distributed quite widely through a building, requiring more

robust connection between the processor and server 20. It is envisaged that connections of

this type should allow the workstation to be displaced from the server by distances in excess of

100 meters, having characteristics similar to high speed Ethernet links”). The use of coaxial

. cable for Ethernet networks was common in 1995 (e.g., 10Base-2 and 10Base—5 Ethernet),

however, these Ethernet networks required the use of high-level protocols to transmit

information between a workstation and a network server. In Ethernet-to-SCSI systems such as

that suggested in Spring, a workstation would first translate the request from its file system

protocol to a “network protocol” (i.e., Ethernet protocol) and send the request to a network

server. The network server would then translate the network protocol to a native low level

protocol (i.e., SCSI) and send the low level request to the attached storage device. The

problem with this type of system is exactly the problem that the ‘753 Patent described in the

Background of the Invention and was designed to overcome. Namely, this type of system

creates a bottleneck that slows down the access from the hosts to the remote storage devices.

Because, NLLBPs cannot be sent over long distances using a SCSI bus, the workstation must

create a network protocol to send requests over the Ethernet transport medium. It takes the

workstation a long time to create a network protocol and takes the server time to translate the

information sent according to the network protocol into a NLLBP (and visa versa when sending

the information back from the storage device to the host). In such a system, data access times

from the workstation to the devices are increased.

While Spring provides no guidance as to how the emulated removable SCSI drives

would be accessed via Ethernet in the suggested alternative embodiment, at the time of Spring,

. one of ordinary skill in the art would have understood that access to remote storage via

Ethernet required the use of a higher level network protocol and there no teaching or

suggestion in Spring othenrvise. Thus, it would be understood that the workstations of Spring

use a higher level network protocol (e.g., an Ethernet file server protocol) that is then translated

by the network server into a NLLBP before access to remote storage devices can be achieved.
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The system of Spring is exactly the type of system that the present invention was designed to

overcome because the system of Spring _d_9§ involve the overhead of high level protocols

typically required by network servers and Q require a translation of a network protocol into

SCSI commands at the network server when allowing workstations to make requests to and

from storage devices. Therefore, Spring does not teach or suggest the limitation of “allowing

access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI storage devices using native low level,

block protocol.” (emphasis added).

4. Similarly, Oeda Fails to Provide Remote Storage Devices and Allowing Access

to the Remote Storage Devices Using NLLBP

Like Spring, Oeda discloses a SCSI-to-SCSI system of connecting a host computer to a

storage device(s). See Oeda, FIGURES 1-5. FIGURE 4, illustrative of the Oeda system, is

reproduced below.

‘IA 1B

 SCSl|D==7 SCSliD==6

  
 SCS|lD=‘l -3 
 

41 scsnp-——'1

42 scsuo-=2 

   
 

FOR HOST 1A

‘- ----------------,~r
. FOR HOST 1B .
._ ’,r
-______________,-. 43 scsuo,-=3
SHARED READ

DISKCONTROLLER
FIGURE 4 of Oeda
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Using the Example of FIGURE 4 of Oeda, a SCSI magnetic disk storage device 3

(including disk controller 5 and drive unit 4) is connected to two host computers through SCSI

bus 2. Thus, hosts communicate to storage devices in this Oeda system using only parallel

SCSI; there is no serial transport medium between the hosts and the disk storage device.

Consequently, for the reasons discussed above regarding Spring, the Oeda storage device 3 of

FIGURE 4 is not remote from the host computers as recited in Claim 4 of the ‘753 Patent.

Like Spring, Oeda also provides an alternative embodiment that has the capability to

provide hosts access to remote storage as shown in FIGURE 6 of Oeda reproduced below.

Like Spring, this Oeda embodiment also fails to allow access to remote storage devices using

NLLBP.

 
 
 

01

 IP ADDFIE8S==1003

IP ADDFIESS_=3004

IP ADDFt‘ESS='=1003, ‘P ADDHEsS=5oo2
5002'

-IP AooaEss=-ao‘o2

20 * «_

NETWORK FILE sraaven

_ CONTROLLER .

3004

FIGURE 6 of Oeda

In FIGURE 6 of Oeda, Oeda replaces the SCSI bus 2 of FIGURE 4.with an Ethernet

._ connection 22 and inserts into the system a network file server 19. See, Oeda, col. 9, lines 48-

67 ‘and FIGURE 6. As this embodiment of Oeda points out, access to remote storage devices

required the use of higher-level network protocols and is not done using NLLBP. There is no

teaching or suggestion in Oeda to the contrary. In fact, Oeda recognizes that a translation from

the network protocol to a NLLBP must occur stating “host computer 1B must accept and deliver
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commands and data in which the differences of communication protocols for the SCSI bus 21

and Ethernet are considered." See, Oeda, col. 9, lines 47-60 (describing replacing the SCSI

bus of FIGURE 5 with a network such as Ethernet). Further in conjunction with FIGURE 6,

Oeda describes that while this embodiment allows the storage device to be shared among

hosts using different operating systems and network protocols, it still requires the use of high-

level network protocols between the host computers and file server (e.g., the network protocols

used by UNIX, MS-DOS and the general purpose computer to communicate via Ethernet).

See, Oeda, col. 10, lines 22-68.

Again, these Ethernet—based systems of Oeda are precisely the types of systems that

the present invention was designed to overcome because they Q involve the overhead of high

level network protocols typically required by network servers and they Q require a translation

‘ of a network protocol into SCSI commands at the network server when allowing workstations to

make requests to and from storage devices. Thus, similar to Spring, Oeda simply does not

teach or suggest the limitation of “allowing access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI

storage devices using native low level, block protoco .” (emphasis added).

5. Summary — Allowing Access to Remote‘ Storage Devices Using NLLBP

Neither Oeda or Spring, alone or in combination, teach or suggest allowing access from

host devices to remote storage devices using NLLBPs. Spring teaches a SCSI-to-SCSI system

in which workstations are connected to a network server via a SCSI bus. Spring does not

disclose in this embodiment any distance capable serial transport medium, but simply the

limiteddistance, parallel SCSI transport medium. Consequently, the SCSI-to-SCSI system of

Spring does not allow access to “remote” storage devices as recited in Claim 4. In order to

provide the ability to access remote storage devices, Spring introduces Ethernet connectivity

(replacing the SCSI bus between the workstations and the server with an Ethernet connection)

and higher-level network protocols. Because this Ethernet-to-SCSI embodiment of Spring

requires the use of higher-level network protocolsait does not allow “access from Fibre Channel

I initiator devices to SCSI storage devices using native low level, block protocol” as recited in
Claim 4.

Similarly, Oeda teaches a SCSI based system and an Ethernet based system that suffer

the same deficiencies as the systems of Spring. In the SCSI based system of Oeda, the

storage device is also not indirectly connected to the host computer by at least one serial

transport medium. Consequently, the magnetic storage device is not “remote” from the host
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computers. The Ethernet based systems of Oeda require the use of higher-level network

protocols and, as in Spring, do not allow “access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI

storage devices using native low level, block protocol."

Thus, in Spring and Oeda, the storage devices are not remote and access to them from

the host is not provided using NLLBPs. Rather, the storage devices are connected using

limited distance parallel SCSI buses. In order to provide access to aistorage device, a

higher level network protocol must be introduced. That is, in order to allow the storage devices

to become remote in Spring and Oeda, access is no longer provided from the workstations to

the storage devices using a NLLBP.3 Applicants therefore respectfully submit that Spring and

Oeda do not teach or suggest providing “virtual local storage on remote SCSI storage devices"

and providing access “from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI storage devices using native

low level, block protocol” as recited in independent Claim 4. As the cited references, alone or in

combination, do not teach or suggest this feature of the present invention, Applicants

respectfully request allowance of Claim 4. Moreover, as will be discussed more fully below,

these references certainly do not teach or suggest allowing access to remote storage devices in

conjunction with mapping and access controls as claimed in the ‘753 Patent.

E. “Map” - Neither Spring nor Oeda Teaches or Suggests Mapping Between Devices

Connected to the First Transport Medium and the Storage Devices

1. A Map Includes a Representation of the Devices on the First Transport Medium

and the Storage Devices

Claim 4 recites maintaining a configurationthat “maps between Fibre channel devise

and the SCSI storage devices” and Claim 1 recites “mapping to virtual local storage such that a

fibre channel device remote from the virtual storage can communicate data to and from the

virtual storage.” Mapping between Fibre Channel devices and SCSI storage devices in the

present application refers to a mapping between the workstations/host computers and storage

devices such that a particular workstation/host computer on the first transport medium is

associated with a storage device, storage devices or portion thereof on thesecond transport

medium. As discussed in the ‘753 Patent Specification, the mapping provides a correlation

3 Jibbe, a reference directed to a SCSI interface, simply does not address the issue of remote storage
devices or allowing access to these remote storage devices using NLLBPs.
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between devices on the first data transport medium and the storage devices through one or

more steps. See, ‘753 Patent, col. 2, lines 6-9, col. 2, lines 19-20, and col. 8, line 61-col. 9, line

5. In addition, the Federal District Court in the Chaparral and Pathlight Litigations defined the

term “map” in its Markman Order as follows: “to create a path from a device on one side of the

storage router to a device on the other side of the router, i.e., from a Fibre Channel device to a

SCSI device (or vice—versa)._ A map contains a representation of devices on each side of the

storage router, so that when a device on one side of the storage router wants to communicate

to a device on the other side of the storage router, the storage router can connect the devices.”

See, Markman Order, Exhibit C, page 12 (emphasis added). Thus, the mapping of the ‘753

Patent associates the host device(s) on the first transport medium with storage devices on the

second transport medium to create a path between the host and the remote storage device (or

portion thereof). For example, the map can include mapping a host workstation identifier (e.g.,

address or other identifier) and a virtual representation of a storage device (e.g., a virtual LUN),

and potentially even further from the virtual representation of the storage device to a physical

representation of the storage device (e.g., a physical LUN).

2. Neither Spring nor Oeda Teaches or Suggests a Map

As an initial matter, Examiner Fleming recognizes that Spring does not map between

devices connected to the first transport medium and the storage devices as recited in Claim 4

(and likewise does not point to any place in Jibbe that teaches or suggests such a mapping).

See, May 24 Office Action, page 7 (Spring “does not set forth a mapping between the

workstations and the storage devices”). Instead, Examiner Fleming, attempts to rely on Oeda

to show mapping. See, May 24 Office Action, page 7 (“a mapping between workstations (in the

‘form of HOSTS) and the assigned partitions (41-43) is clearly shown”). ‘Oeda, however, does

not teach mapping as recited in the ‘753 Patent because there is no “map" that contains a

representation of a device on one side of the storage router and a representation of a storage

device on the other side of the storage router so as to create a path to connect the device to the

storage device (e.g., to connect the fibre channel host device toa SCSI storage device).

There is no map in Oeda that includes a representation of devices on one side of the

disk controller and storage devices on the other side. Such a ‘map is not necessary or used in

Oeda, at least in part, because the Hosts are responsible for knowing which target SCSI IDs

they can request and the disk controller processes target SCSI IDs without regard to the host

that asserts the ID. Oeda discloses a host-based methodology to associate hosts with a
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storage partition and does not disclose a map between devices connected to the first transport

medium and the storage devices. ‘See Oeda, Col. 8, lines 9-13 (host computers are set by the

operating system). In Oeda, SCSI IDs for target devices are processed by a SCSI control

large-scale integrated circuit (“LS|") as described in conjunction with FIGURE 7. The LSI

contains n comparators and ID registers, with each register containing a SCSI ID for a target

device. See Oeda, col. 5, lines 44-48. When a host computer requests a particular target, it

does so in the “selection phase” by marking “true” the data line among the eight data lines of

the SCSI bus which correspond to the SCSI ID number of the target. See id. at col. 5, lines 14-

22. Each comparator compares the ID number asserted during the selection phase (e.g., the

ID of the desired target) with the ID in the respective register and, If a match is made,

generates an ID coincidence signal. See id. at col. 5, lines 48-51. Using the example of

FIGURE 7, if a host asserts ID 1 on the SCSI bus, comparator 74 will compare the asserted ID

to the contents of register 71, comparator 75 will compare theasserted ID to the contents of

register 72 and comparator 76 will compare the asserted ID to the contents of register 73.

Because the asserted ID matches the contents of register 71, comparator 74 will generate an

ID coincidence signal, indicating that the host is requesting SCSI ID 1. The CPU will then

process the subsequent commands and data to read data from or writeidata to the appropriate

partition associated with SCSI ID 1 (e.g., partition 41). See, Oeda, col. 5, line 64 through col. 6,

line 13. This process is done without regard to the host that actually asserted the SCSI ID 1 in

the selection phase. Thus,'whenever LSI receives SCSI ID 1 in the selection phase, it

processes the corresponding command to read from or write to the appropriate partition

regardless of the host device that asserted SCSI ID 1.

The Examiner cites Oeda at Column 7 lines 53—CoIumn 8, line 30 for the proposition that

Oeda shows a “map”, however, this reliance on Oeda is misplaced. In a multi-host

environment, such as that depicted in FIGURE 4 of Oeda (shown above), each host is set

beforehand by its operating system to only request specific SCSI ID’s. See Oeda, col. 8, lines

9-31. Put another way, the operating system sets each host to limit the target SCSI IDs that

host can select during the SCSI selection phase. In the example of Oeda, Host 1A is

configured by the operating system to request only SCSI ID 1 and SCSI ID 3 and Host 1B is

configured by the operating system to request only SCSI ID 2 and SCSI ID 3. See Oeda, col.

7, lines 57-65. Oeda states that it is the operating system of the computer system that sets the

host computers beforehand. See Oeda, col. 8, lines 9-13. After the OS sets the host computer

selection configuration, when a particular host selects a particular target ID, for example target
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ID 1, the LSI of the disk controller identifies the appropriate partition (e.g., partition 41) as

described in conjunction with the selection logic of FIGURE 7. Due to Oeda’s method for using

the operating system to set hosts, the disk controller does not have to (and does not) maphost

IDs to target SCSI IDs because only hosts configured to request target ID 1, will request ID 1 in

the selection phase. Indeed, Oeda fully admits that it does not need or use such a map, stating

“when disk controller 5 performs the exclusive control between an access from the host

computer 1A and an access from the host computer 1B, it need not consider the difference of

the device ID’s (here SCSI lD's=7,6) of the respective host computers 1A and 1B, but it may

merely judge pertinent ones of the device ID’s (SCSI ID’s=1, 2 and 3) of the respective

partitions 41, 42, 43 selected by the host computer 1A and 1B.” Oeda, col. 8, lines 20-30

(emphasis added). ‘

Thus, in the Oeda host-based system, the hosts know which target SCSI IDs to request

and therefore there is no need for a map at the disk controller that controlswhether a particular

host is mapped to (and can therefore access) a particular storage device (or portion of a

storage device). In Oeda each host knows the storage device SCSI IDs it is permitted to

access and makes requests only to those storage device IDs. When the disk controller

receives a target SCSI ID from a host it directs commands and datalto the partition associated

with that requested target SCSI ID without regard to the host that made the request. In other

words, the disk_controller in Oeda does not consult any map to determine whether the host

should be connected to the requested target SCSI ID; rather, it the disk controller of Oeda

receives a request, it simply forwards it to the appropriate SCSI ID. There is simply ‘no teaching

or suggestion in Oeda that disk controller 5, or any other device in Oeda, maintain a “map” that

contains a representation of host devices on one side of the disk controller and representations

of storage devices on the other side of the disk controller as recited in the claims of the ‘753

Patent.

Thus, while Oeda does touch on the concept of setting host computer configuration by

the operating system (see, Oeda, col. 8, lines 9-13), it does not teach or suggest doing any

form of “mapping" as claimed in the ‘753 Patent. For example, setting the host configuration to

define which target SCSI IDs a host may request can be done by setting registers in the host’s

host bus adapter (“HBA”). This methodology entails setting flags in registers of the host HBA

indicating which SCSI bus lines the host can or cannot set as true. Thus, each host would

simply have a listing or set of flags that indicate which target SCSI IDs are available to that

host, but not a map as recited in the ‘753 Patent that represents that host device itself or the
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storage devices (i.e., Host 1A does not map itself to storage devices, but simply contains a list

or set of register settings indicating that the HBA can only assert true on the bus lines for target

SCSI ID 1 and SCSI ID 3). Neither the disk controller nor the individual hosts in Oeda are

operable to map between devices on the first transport medium and storage devices. Thus, the

host-based configuration method discussed by Oeda does not teach or suggest a map as

recited in the ‘753 Patent. ' A

Furthermore, the mapping recited in Claim 4 of the ‘753 Patent is between hostis

connected to the first transport medium and the storage devices that are1from the host

devices. As discussed above, Oeda achieves remoteness through the introduction of Ethernet’

as discussed in conjunction with FIGURE 6 without the use of NLLBPs. In the Ethernet based

system of Oeda, portions of storage are assigned IP addresses based on the operating

system/network protocol that is allowed access that IP address and notthe specific hosts’ that

can access the storage. See, Oeda, col. 10, lines 14-22. Thus, for example, in FIGURE 6 of

Oeda, partition 213 is assigned IP address 5002, which is accessible by MS-DOS based

computers (i.e., any host computer that runs MS-DOS). In contrast to the invention claimed in

the ‘753 Patent, there is no map between hosts devicestand storage devices as the partitions of

Oeda’s Ethernet system are simply “held in correspondence with OS’s and network protocols."

See, Oeda, col. 10, lines 24-27. Once again, the Oeda system controller (network file sewer 19

in FIGURE 6) does not contain a map with representations of particular host computers

associated with particular, storage partitions, but rather Oedalsimply reviews the incoming

request to a partition, sees that the incoming request uses a network protocol compatible with

the IP address, and allows the request to go to the storage partition without regard to which

host sent the request. This is not, and Oeda therefore does not teach or suggest, a map

containing a representation of the host devices associated with a representation of the remote

storage devices as recited in the claims of the ‘753 Patent.

- F. “Access Controls" — Neither Spring nor Oeda Teaches or Suggests Implementing

Access Controls

1. Implementing Access Controls

Claim" 4 recites "maintaining a configuration for SCSI storage devices connected to the

SCSI bus transport medium . . . that implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI

storage devices” To implement access controls requires more than simply allowing a host to
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have access to a storage device. Implementing access controls is a security measure designed

to prevent unauthorized access from workstations to particular storage devices or subsets of

storage as claimed and described in the ‘753 Patent. When access controls are implemented,

particular workstations may be permitted or denied access to particular storage devices or

subsets of storage devices. See, e.g., FIGURE 3 of the ‘753 Patent and Graphic 5 above. The

storage router uses access controls and routing “such that each workstation has controlled

access to only the specified partition of [a storage device] which forms virtual local storage for

the workstation. This access control allows security control of the specified data partitions.”

See, ‘753 Patent, col. 4, lines 29-34. Further, according to the Markman Order, to “implement

access controls” for storage space on the storage devices means to provide “controls which

limit a computer’s access to a specific subset of storage devices or sections of a single storage

device.” See, Markman Order, Exhibit C, page 6.

The access controls of the ‘753 Patent depend on the map discussed above to control

access of devices on a first transport medium (e.g., workstations) to storage devices such that

requests from devices connected to the first transport medium are directedto assigned virtual

local storage on the storage devices. In other words, the storage to which each workstation is

permitted access is controlled through the use of the map. See, ‘753 Patent, col. 4, lines 13-16

(“storage allocated to each . . . workstation 58 through the use of mapping tables or other

mapping techniques”). Thus, “the router can . map, for each initiator, what storage access is

available and what partition is being addressed by a particular request. In this manner, the

storage space provided by [storage devices] can be allocated to [devices connected to the first

transport medium] . . . See ‘753 Patent, col. 8, lines 67 - col. 9, line 5.

The access controls of Claim 4 thus permit or deny access from particular host devices

connected to the first data transport medium to particular storage devices (or subsets thereof)

according to a map that associates the host devices with the remote storage devices. The

access controls are part of the configuration for routing commands according to the map from a

device connected to the first transport medium to defined storage |ocation(s) using NLLBPs

(i.e., without requiring the overhead of high level protocols typically required by network

servers). The access controls of the present invention thus limit access byworkstations to

storage devices or subsets of storage devices by allocating storage according to the map.
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2. Spring Does Not Implement Access Controls

Regarding Spring, Examiner Fleming stated:

Implementing of access controls is clearly described
throughout the disclosure, especially noting that each
USER has access to a large number of removable disc
drives (see page 7, lines 18-27), thereby teaching the
implementation of some sort of access controls, with the
storage router (server 20) determining if the requested
drive is available, and if so, granting access to the
requesting workstation (see page 8, lines 10-17). Thus
the access is ultimately controlled and allowed by the
storage router (server 20). See, May 24 Office Action,
page 6.

The passage of Spring cited by Examiner Fleming, namely page 8, lines 10-17,

describes a conventional mechanism by which a server coordinates host access to SCSI drives,

however this conventional mechanism is accomplished%access controls as defined in

the ‘753 Patent as the coordination of host access described in Spring does not assign '

particular storage devices or portions thereof to particular workstations (or other device on the

first transport medium). This conventional mechanism is not designed to limit any particular

host from accessing any particular storage device, but rather to coordinate access to storage

between hosts so as to avoid contention between hosts for the same storage. In the

conventional mechanism described in Spring, when a workstation requests a logical disk drive,

the server determines if the requested logical disk drive is available and if the logical disk drive

is available, allows the workstation to access the logical disk drive. Under this scheme, agy ~

workstation can access the logical disk drive so long as the drive is available. In other words,

Spring does not describe any mechanism that limits host access based on the ID of the host or

which particular storage device the host wishes to access; rather, Spring simply uses a

conventional SCSI mechanism to coordinate access based on storage device availability.

There is simply no teaching or suggestion in Spring that the availability of the logical drive

depends on the workstation requesting the drive and whether that particularworkstation has

been associated with that drive according to some mapping technique. In Spring, there is no

map between the workstations of Spring and the emulated SCSI removable drives (as

discussed above) that implements access controls to limit a particular workstations ability to

access particular emulated SCSI removable drives.

This lack of access controls is demonstrated by Spring’s utilization of aspects of

removable SCSI drives to coordinate operations between workstations and the fixed SCSI
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disks. As described above, server 20 in Spring presents large fixed disk drives as multiple,

smaller SCSI removable disks. When a workstation wishes to access one of the emulated

SCSI removable disks, the workstation will request the logical drive using conventional SCSI

command. See, Spring, page 8, lines 4-8. The server will determine if the logical disk drive is

available and, if so, will return data to the workstation regarding the logical disk drive including

the fact that the logical drive is removable. See, Spring, page 8, lines 10-17. The workstation

can then transfer data to the logical disk. See, Spring, page 9, lines 1-3. Once the data

transfer is complete, the workstation will issue a SCSI DISMOUNT command to the emulated

SCSI removable disk drive. See, Spring, page 10, lines 17-20. Server 20 “acts upon the

dismount command by releasing the logical drive such that it can be accessed by _QLr

workstations.” See, Spring, page 10, lines 24-25 (emphasis added). Thus, Spring is utilizing

mechanisms to coordinate access between hosts and storage devices to make sure the

storage devices is available.

However, in contrast to the invention of the ‘753 Patent, this methodology described in

Spring does not limit access of particular workstations to specific assigned subsets of storage

devices or portions thereof. Rather, any workstation can access any logical removable drive so

long as that logical removable drive is not busy (i.e., is available). The use of the DISMOUNT

command is to facilitate the coordination of operations of the multiple workstations that all have

access to the same portions of the fixed disk drives, and does not prevent the access of

‘particular workstations to specific portions of the fixed disk drives. There is simply no

mechanism in Spring that prevents particular hosts .from accessing particular storage. Spring

thus teaches a system that coordinates access by multiple workstations to shared disk drives,

not a system that permits or denies access by particular \workstations to shared disk drives (i.e.,

Spring does not “limit a computer's access to specific subset of storage devices or sections of a

single storage device"). Applicants respectfully submit that Spring as cited by Examiner

Fleming does not teach access controls as defined by the ‘753 Patent. Accordingly, Applicants

respectfully request allowance of Claim 4 and the respective dependent Claims.

Moreover, the Ethernet based system of Spring does not teach or suggest providing

access controls for storage devices that are accessed by host computers using a NLLBP. As

discussed above, the Ethernet based system of Spring relies on higher level protocols to

achieve remote storage. In fact, Spring provides no discussion as to how to implement access

controls in its Ethernet methodology (e.g., there is no discussion how emulating removable

SCSI drives are presented over Ethernet to a host or how the DISMOUNT command is
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processed over Ethernet). Indeed, while there are no access controls as defined by the ‘753

Patent disclosed in Spring’s SCSI-to-SCSI implementation, there is no discussion of any -

mechanism to limit access for the barely mentioned Ethernet based system of Spring. Thus,

Spring fails to teach or suggest implementing access controls from remote storage devices that I

are accessed by a host computer using an NLLBP. Accordingly, Applicants respectfully request

allowance of Claim 4.

3. Oeda Does Not Teach or Suggest Access Controls

Claim 4 of the ‘753 Patent recites “a method for providing virtual local storage through a

storage router” that includes “maintaining a configuration for SCSI storage devices connected

to the SCSI bus transport medium that maps between Fibre Channel devices and the SCSI

storage devices and that implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI storage

devices.” The storage router of claim 4 is clearly configured to connect between the data

transport medium to which the host devices are connected (e.g., Fibre Channel) and the data

transport medium of the storage devices are connected (e.g., SCSI) to provide for centralized

management of access controls, thus allowing the ability to centrally control and administer

storage space. See, ‘753 Patent, col. 2, lines 33-38. Moreover, the mapping and implementing

access controls, as discussed above, are tied together as access controls are implemented to

“cause certain requests from FC initiators to be directed to assigned virtual local storage.” See,

‘753 Patent, col. 8, lines 61-64. Again, access controls are performed by a device (storage

router) where mapping between devices on the first transport medium and the storage devices

occurs, allowing for central control of storage space.

The SCSI-to-SCSI implementation of FIGURE 4 of Oeda does not provide for this type

of access controls. In other words, there is no device in the system of FIGURE 4 of Oeda that

manages storage space for hosts using mapping. Instead, in Oeda each host computer is set

by the operating system to be assigned to a particular partition. Thus each host in Oeda
contains flags, or other indications set beforehand, of the target SCSI bus lines corresponding

to target SCSI IDs it can request so that each host can only request those target IDs (e.g., Host

1A is configured so that it can only send requests to SCSI ID 1 and SCSI ID 3). See, Oeda,

col. 8, lines 9-14. Because Host 1A is configured not to request SCSI ID 2, it will not

erroneously request partition 42. See, Oeda, col. 8, lines 14-16. The control of the SCSI IDs
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and therefore corresponding partitions that hosts can request thus occurs at each of the hosts

and not at a supervisor unit/storage router or mapping as in Claim 4 of the ‘753 Patent.

In contrast to Oeda, Claim 4 of the ‘753 Patent requires a storage router that

“implements access controls". In contrast, Oeda, has no supervisor unit or storage router

connected between the hosts and remote storage devices that implements access controls.

The disk controller 5 of Oeda as shown with reference to LSI 6 of FIGURE 7, simply forwards

requests for a particular SCSI ID to the appropriate target. The disk controller does not process

' the host IDs, or perform any other mechanism to limit access of any particular host to any

particular storage. The disk controller merely processes “pertinent ones of the device lD’s

(SCSI |D‘s=1, 2 and 3) of the respective partitions 41, 42, 43 selected by the host computer 1A

and 1B.” Oeda, col. 8, lines 20-30. Disk controller 5 is completely agnostic as to which host

asserts a specific target ID as it is assumed in Oeda available target IDs are set beforehand at

the hosts. Thus, disk controller 5 does not act as austorage router or supervisor unit that

implements access controls for the storage space to limit a host's access to portions of the

storage space. . '

Similarly, Oeda does not maintain “a configuration for SCSI storage devices connected

to the SCSI _bus transport medium that maps between Fibre Channel devices and the SCSI

storage devices and that implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI storage

_ devices “as recited in Claim 4. In the ‘753 Patent, the implementation of access controls is

‘ accomplished in conjunction with the map which maps the host devices to the remote storage

devices. As discussed above, neither the disk controller 5 of Oeda nor any other component of

_ Oeda utilize a map that maps between devices connected to the first transport medium and the
storage devices. There is, consequently, no component of Oeda that uses a map to provide for

management of storage space “that maps between Fibre Channel devices and the SCSI 1

storage devices and that implements access controls for storage spaceon the SCSI storage

devices.” In other words, there is no teaching in Oeda of implementing access controls by

providing a mapping of what storage access is available and what partition is being addressed

by a particular request such that “the! storage space provided by [storage devices] can be

allocated to [devices connected to the first transport medium] . . . See ‘753 Patent, col. 8,

lines 67 — col. 9, line 5.

In Oeda, because the hosts are set to know which SCSI IDs they can request and fly

host (or other device) that asserts a particular SCSI target ID is granted access to the

corresponding partition, there is simply no mechanism (e.g., supervisor unit, storage router or
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mapping) that limits each particularhosts’ access to the storage device or particular partitions

of the storage device. Therefore, Applicants respectfully request allowance of Claim 4.

4. The Ethernet Based Configuration of Oeda Does Not Teach or Suggest Any

Form of Access Controls For Remote Storage

As discussed previously, the storage devices for which access controls are provided are

“remote storage devices” that are remote from the host devices requesting access. The

portions of Oeda cited by the Examiner, namely those associated with of FIGURE 4, as

allegedly providing access controls are discussed entirely within the context of a local, SCSl-to-

SCSI storage implementation. While this host-based mechanism of Oeda is not the claimed

access controls mechanism of the ‘753 Patent (as discussed above), Oeda provides no

teaching or suggestion as to how even that host-based mechanism could be implemented for

remote storage and, indeed, discards entirely that host-based storage allocation mechanism of

FIGURE 4 when moving to the remote storage implementation of FIGURE 6.

As discussed above, Oeda introduces Ethernet to achieve remoteness. As shown in

FIGURE 6, portions of storage are assigned IP addresses based on the operating system that

can access that IP address, not the specific hosts that can access the storage. See, Oeda, col.

10, lines 14-22. Thus, for example, partition 213 is assigned IP address 5002, which is

accessible by MS-DOS based computers. See, Oeda, col. 10, lines 37-39. Any computer that

supports MS-DOS can access partition 213. See, Oeda, col. 10, lines 46-54 (explaining how’

the network file server handles requests to a particular IP address). The network file server

does not provide any security to prevent hosts using the same operating system from accessing

each other’s data but simply forwards requests to a particular IP address to the proper storage.

While Oeda discloses providing remote storage, this is done using a higher level

network protocol (not using NLLBP) without any access controls as claimed in the ‘753 Patent.

Any computer using the same operating system and higher level network protocols can access

the same partitions of storage. Oeda does not teach or suggest providing access controls for

remote storage that is accessed by a host using NLLBP and, consequently, does not remedy

the deficiencies of Spring. Applicants therefore respectfully request allowance of Claim 4.
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G. The Combination of Oeda and Spring Does Not Teach or Suggest the Present

Invention

Even assuming arguendo that Spring and Oeda can be combined as suggested by

Examiner Fleming, these references in combination do not teach or suggest the present

invention. if combined in a SCSI-to-SCSI system, the combination of Spring and Oeda fails to

teach or suggest mapping and implementing access controls for the storage space or mapping

and implementing access controls at a storage gateway or a storage router. For remote

storage, both Spring and Oeda teach the use of higher level network protocols and neither

teaches mapping between devices connected to the Ethernet transport medium and the remote

storage devices or implementing access controls for the storage space on the remote storage

devices. Thus, the combination of Spring and Oeda fails to disclose allowing access to remote

storage using a NLLBP in conjunction with providing a mapping between devices connected to

a first transport medium and remote storage in conjunction with implementing access controls

for the remote storage devices.

H. The Jibbe Reference Does Not Address the Deficiencies of Spring and Oeda

Jibbe discloses a SCSI interface that is used to connect a host computer to a SCSI disk

array. The interface of Jibbe allows a host computer to transfer operations to a number of disk

drives configured as a RAID 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 disk array. See, Jibbe, Abstract. There is simply no

teaching or suggestion in Jibbe that the disk array should be attached by anything other than a

local SCSI bus and consequently does not teach or suggest remote storage devices.

Moreover, Examiner Fleming did not cite the Jibbe reference as showing, nor does the Jibbe

reference appear to show, mapping between devices connected to the first transport medium

and the storage devices, implementing access controls or allowing access from hosts to

storage devices using NLLBP.

l. The Cummings Reference Does Not Address the Deficiencies of Spring and Oeda

Similarly, the Cummings reference does not remedy the deficiencies of Spring and/or

Oeda. Cummings is an article written near the inception of Fibre Channel that prophesizes

potential uses for Fibre Channel without actually providing implementation details for any of

these uses. Cummings provides no teaching or suggestion of a map or access controls, and

more particularly, does not teach or suggest a map between Fibre Channel host devices and
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remote storage devices or implementation of access controls between a host and remote

storage devices. Consequently, Cummings in combination with Spring, Oeda and Jibbe fails to

teach or suggest the claimed invention.

J. Summary: There is No Prima Facie Case of Obviousness

The ‘753 Patent provides a system and method which allows a host computer to access

remote storage devices using an NLLBP, while mapping between the host computers and

remote storage devices (or portions thereof) and implementing access controls for storage

space on the remote storage devices. Spring and Oeda teach either local SCS|—to-SCSI

systems that do not provide remote storage or Ethernet-to-SCSI systems that rely on higher

level protocols. While the Examiner has attempted to point to access controls in Spring and

access controls and mapping in Oeda, these references show neither access controls nor

mapping. Moreover, the portions in Spring and Oeda relied on for mapping and access controls

(which do not, in fact, show mapping and access controls as discussed above) only apply to the

SCSI-to-SCSI local storage implementations and do not apply to the Ethernet-to-SCSI

implementations of these references that allow for remote storage. Consequently, Spring and

Oeda do not show a system or method that provides access from host computers to remote

storage using NLLBP, while applying access controls that limit a host computer's access to

specified portions of the remote storage, nor do they teach mapping between the host

computers and the remote storage devices. Moreover, none of the additional art cited by the

Examiner makes up for the deficiencies in Spring and Oeda.

Applicants respectfully submit that the Examiner has failed to establish a prima facie

case of obviousness for Claims 1-8 as the prior art references do not disclose, teach or suggest

all of the claim limitations. Specifically, the prior art cited by Examiner Fleming does not teach

or suggest: i) providing virtual local storage on remote storage devices and allowing access

from devices connected to the first transport medium to the remote storage devices using a

NLLBP; in conjunction with ii) mapping between devices on the first transport medium and the

storage devices; in conjunction with iii) implementing access controls. While Examiner Fleming

provided a thorough analysis of Spring and Oeda, these references simply fail to teach the

claimed limitations. Furthermore, Jibbe and Cummings do not make up for the deficiencies of

Spring and Oeda. Accordingly, Applicants respectfully request allowance of Claims 1-8.
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ll. Conclusion

Applicants appreciate Examiner Fleming’s consideration of the previous response and

Examiner's interview when drafting the May 24 Office Action. Moreover, Applicants further

_ appreciate Examiner F|eming’s careful and detailed review of all of the submitted prior art and

the issuance of a non-final office action. Applicants respectfully submit, however, that Claims ‘

1-14 are distinguishable from Spring, Oeda and Jibbe for the reasons stated herein. Therefore,

Applicants respectfully request allowance of all claims subject to reexamination. _

This Reply was served via First Class Mail on July 22, 2005 to Larry E. Severin, Wang,

Hartmann & Gibbs, PC, 1301 Dove Street #1050, Newport Beach, CA 92660.

The Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge

any fees or credit any overpayments to Deposit Account No. 50-3183 of Sprinkle IP Law Group.

Respectfully submitted,

Sprinkle IP Law Group

Attorneys for Applicant

John L. Adair

Reg. No. 48,828

Date: July 22, 2005

1301 w. 25"‘ Street, Suite 408
Austin, TX 78705
Tel. (512) 637-9223
Fax. (512) 371-9088
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_DOT HILL SYSTEMS CORPORATION,‘ Defendant

 
Attached hereto is the Special Master's Report and Recommendation to United States

District Judge Sam Sparks regarding the construction of claims in United States Patent Nos.

5.941.972 (“the T972 parent") and 6,425,035 E2 (“the ‘035 patent").

The Special Master notm that during the course of the pre-hearing and post-hearing

‘oriefing as well as the Markman hearing itself, the parties reached agreement on certain terms

initially identified as being in dispute. For instance. the panties’ stipulated definition of the claim

term "native low level, block prouocc " which isthe same in hath patents, was incorporated into‘

their St1pulated'Defin.it1'ons of C1aimTetms [#131], filed with the Court on August-31, 2004. Also,

although Crossroads initially identified the term “remote storage devices" in the ‘D35 patentas one

of the tenns requiring the Court's construction. it has apparently abandoned that position since the

parties‘ dispute over the meaning of “remote storage devices” may be resolved by the Court's '
construction of the vrord "remote" without the need for a separate construction of the entire

phrase.

Additionally. in its post-heating briefing. Crossroads stipulated to DotHi1l’s definition of

the term “allow access” in hothpatents based on the representations of Dot Hill's counsel at the
hearing and in Dot Hill's briefing that the portion of Crossroads‘ proposed definition which was

‘excluded by‘ Dot I-Iill’s definition—"preventing nnauthotized communica.tion"—is part of the

definition of the phrase, “implenienting access controls." which also appears in the patents. See

345
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_ ’ Crossroads’: Pbst-Hr’; Markman Br. at 8; Tr. of Marla-nan Hr’g at 119:2-19; Do! Hill‘: Post-

D ‘ ‘ Marlcman Hr’g Claim Canslruction Br. at 22. ‘
Proposed consumions for the remaining disputed mm are attached hexeto. The parties -

I may file wrinan objections to the rewmmendnfions made in this report vyithin ten (10) days from

the date oftheirrec:-iptofiut pursuamto me-L Court's Ord:x'ofFebzunry'23. 2oo4.

~ SIGNED this the gay Dflanuary 2005.

BAYEI

SPECIAL
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BE 1'rR1a1\4EMBE1iE1)fi:a:onu1e2s°- day of.Tu1y20D0 EhcCo1nn,inaomrdanoe with

. Mmbmm. Wesfiiewbmnmags, inn, s21=3d'95'7 (1-‘ed. gir. 1995), 1_;3"d,116 9. C_r-_1384 (1996J,'
A . heldaheazingatw1fichfl;epmficsappearedbymp;m=ntafiodufmmse1andmadeom1a!Eum5n15

.,onfixei1-pmplusedclaims canstrucfiun. At1hchea:i.ng,tl.1e'parfin$p_res§::.:1aed aloimsfigulafionof

(313111; conga-ugtigugn, définifions fdr sc;r:¥x1tee1:.
_ .,w,,, infJ.s. Patefit No. 5,941,972 me '97: patém’-’). andlthat-duly j§nmrm§ andfor

pg,-ms¢.s3,,.a,¢ ‘.972 Anérmnsidcdngflaebfiefs, 1112 Cast; fi1easav§ho1e,‘

a§.;_ms _q;p1ica1§1e law,1he Court emersihe follpwing opinion andmaes.

‘ 1’ Standard for Consiruclion

> Theaonslructionofclaims.U1§thei1¢finifinnofthetanfisusedin1hec1aiim,is'amaIterof

;,,_-w‘f,,fl,g com wgm fiiopfingaclfim eonsuuen'on.1__he Court should .fitst eonsid:r1he.in11-insic
— ace,  '. A
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Received 07/37/2000 'l2:'0\/3 09:25 on line 17! for HD1961 printied D7[ J00 12:13 * Pa 3/17\_/

Cam. ‘I’. Cancepironic. Inc.,' 90 F.3d 1576, 1582 19_96) (acplainhzgfhatjnfiinsicevidence

.____é_E%em$§yfi de@1ly &fimm¢cldfihumgfl. Hm “-

siirprisingly, the start1'11gpuint' is “fizz: ,wordsoffl19'c1aimsfl1ams=1v:-5.” 141,- seealso comm-,1-

Inc. v. H_am's Com, -156 R311 1132, 11sé(1=ed..c1:. 1992). oflhe

Vitmnim. 90.-153:1 at 1582. Thus, the Court mus£3¢viev;~the.$pecifioa1ian-'and file histoiy to.

determ1ne' whether intended to useany Seé iii ‘The
. speammmanamehgmqrmy alsohenonsulted as g=11t_:1'al guides fa1-cla'i11'1interp‘z'etmion. se;

Comarlc, 156 F.$dat 1185; » "A ' 1 . h
The s;1ecificafiun and filehowavét, a:'enots11bsIitutes forth:plain language ofthe

claims. The specificafipnis notme:i11tfo1ies1;:ibefl1efi1I1 scape of1i1=pate11t¥i1‘. incruaes only a

wri11e1ides=np‘hon'' .oft11einv=nfion.szrficienttnexiableepe.-'sons1ci11edinihea:t1nm21ke§nd’1.3se
:'1t,as wéll as fl1ei11'vmfion’s “best made.” See 55 U‘.S.C. § 112. be broader

' andgenemJ,lyShUuldnnfbe'éqnfinedto'the'e$:amples bftheinvemiunsetfoflh

1m1_ae'§pgcifim1im see,c¢‘m;m—k,1ssr3aa1 1127 (“Alflaanghfiac spebifina1iunmnyaidth‘ecc'n:rt'v
'gthemeh'11ing'ofdisp:1ted claim néngmggparacdxnemboaimemsand exa11:p1es _

appéadng inAfl11:—specifi‘cafionwfllnotgei1=!nI1yb=xeadi:mofl1e1:Inin1§.?’). 1nL:1ee:1,me1=ea=m1 '
Oi_r_c1fithasrep=aIed1yspe;:ifi:=!finna:enottobereédi11tothe'

A 00474
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linemen D112?/ZIJUU 12:05 ‘K-,_ 09:25 on line Tn for n3u'{9§1 printed 07/. . mu ' 12:13 - F9 6/17
.~ Q ~ 0y.-

' ‘Iv. Hemon Eabsl c:a:3:,1'61 F3d ?09,‘716(Eéd.-Ci.:.1'998)’(“['1']1:ial éuuflsgealeraily

tesfizyaony-fin:-baclslgrbuixd '-and on the technology by the presented claim
eunsirncfionissues; an£1.1ria1co1'n-ts'have rtagnrdf)‘. Theplainfifihas

provided an-expert aifidavit fiom as
evidence conceming Exaconstruch’’ ‘on offilé teims Aime *912 pélznt.

II. “ir_nplemen1s‘Aa-news célliu-ols'fnr sfdrigé spice on the SCSI defines”

.1j1$isphxas;:isus’edinc'1ziims'«1,1oaxid11nf11:e‘972pa:enr. Thepartics aisputewhethar
' refiatstu cuntmlé" fifilyffiicexiain szxbsécfigns ofzidividcd SCSI storage

‘ orwhethcr italsoincludés aucassio cnfiremidivided scsx stiuagé '1hep1amufi‘ ‘

axguestliephrase ofaéces conifols; the say the" phraserefersonly

; m ppntrbls re: va£ious- éubgeéfiohs a -single dividetl SCSI storage dcviée. The
‘defendants alsq a:gue’1s:e;;s1aixni£:'-s cons-uufi" ' ' isimp:9perbecanse;ifaaopred,-itwmresumtairhe

‘972pgx=n:1$ei1iginva1id&dbypxioraxt. _

V Thepldnfifimupéhésmeruubwing -gmviaes coi1t.ro1s*wI1i:=hliu1ita-r.'.ompu1m"s
' aspecii"i_cs11bs:tufstc‘)1-agedgviceé or secfiéns ofasihgIcstbmgéd;fice.f' See Plaixfifs A I

Bniéé, 5:20. "The dafenda'nf§ projaasenie iatnase shofiid be defined as ‘gamafiuns the sipmge‘sp§ue

nn_each cg: Stine SCSIA§to1age and definésflue azséesibimy oreachresumng pmtaiph,"
&eener'é.:'mants~1'3raer.Ex.-9. ihecomiagxeeswhhmefilaimsii ' V

I 1‘h=evidenceofflm ‘972 patcntéhowfithexplairifififi intefidedlto

‘access boams on scsr siomge device, aswall as to ienfiregundivadea SCSI aeiriaea

Fzmgfixeplainléxxgrmgepfthis ph1as¢Iefc1's‘onl}_'t6_“;itprage space”and does notlimit flu: space‘

A 00475 »V
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gegei-ua;|'u7fl7/znnu 12;\/W‘ 59:26 on line m- for nan19_s1 printai 12:13" - P9 5/17..M” ‘xx~

I bnlyto dn1>’sections_ofa divided scs: storage device. Secand;Figu1é 3 Ofthe ‘$72 pfihmtsnppurts

a ofthis Figure 3 showsfhree SCSI snnnagadeviceé, two of which are"

undivided (60 and 64-). Th’ettn'1-d ofstorage space. From _

the l'abeIing‘onFigne 3.»it is c1ea1'that.th:.en1i1'e, device (64) igmgantto

beadcessed onlyby asingle (cdmp'uier‘_E_). "Thus, Figme sgxpmsxy mm fimfflm

plainfifl’s invenfioncontemplatesusi:gg“aoccds cpntro1_s"fioranstorg_gedeviceas
even as forth: divided subsections wiflminda singlevstnxagies device_.'_ fhe -mgdagc mus

spgcificafion acpzesdy dsc:-ibeé access in aniclntirc, undivided scsr sung: deviaé.

- Specifica].1y,inrefi:m'ngtn Figur=3,1he sdcadbeanocateda;

smgerunheremagnhagwodcscadadss (v'var;cs:ad.dd,r_s):= see "9‘[‘2Patem. am-.2b_ -42.1. Ame

‘ heafing,thedefendants’~ co1mselarguP'.d1i:at,simplyhecanseFigure3 desfidbesfiiis featqrednesnut

meanfi1efeatlJfi=Wa5inmnded mbephrtafflmddmedhva;fiom'TheCum1w1mm§1uejccsmu

azgmnznt.’ Figme 3 is man: to be‘ an example ofhcw the p1a.id1fifl’§‘:laimed'inv_énfibn can be

dnnplemautcd. and mcspecificgaun cleady describes ddsfigme as illusu-min.g gm

offlae claimed ipvenlion. Adopdng:h=dermdanis’ugxdnuitwdu1dignmeamndamgnm1prmcip1=

bfclaimsdunsuuedon,ofirqfifiedmficderendadwbridfadd oralmm:s‘p°.aificgfi§n f

jis=d=esmg1ebestg:dd=tommdeapidga£adispumdum- See rmmaggovadad 1527. Finally,

the desdndams con'ect!y~pa“1rIt ounhat1.’ué also refer; to-the singae, undivided slnxage

(64) as a (i.e., storage;lefinitfion)." See ‘972 Pateng at 4:44 - 4:47. Rather

than compel-the defandénts’-propfised consuucfiqn. however. this language wppuns the plainfifi’s
 

I Figudss dsodise1osm;addmade£andmdsdono:dispnteLma:1hdp1aiddd’sinvmfion V
condanplateglimifingaccesstovafiousshbsecfions ofthe divided SCSIsto:ag§device(62).
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rusuclvuu In/cucuuu m:uu .-u:n:: an urn: Lu for umrwul pnntecl ull. '_ _J;Jl.I _‘I¢:L‘a * Pg 6/‘I7

\.../

argumenfatthshefiriizgtbatadismelnunit ofsturage-whs1i1eru:1ven_1:iz~cSC§I§t1n-agedevice era

sfibsa:fibnvd1finthatdeviqe—can5crefenedmas;“pmfiiinn’*

1hederenaamsawugu=magwmi£me_mmsimmmmmppem1hep1ainun=§proposed

definifinn, this defi-ififionis nnneihialess improper becangée the ‘972paxent tureafl

direcflyuponpfio:art(andfhezeforeEinvafid). 1:isuueanar‘“c1aims_shou1ab_e:eaid snawayméu’

ensuring prior art ifit possible to_ do sq.” Harris 1:. .lXY.S'Car_n., 1-147F_.‘5d 1149; I

3153 (Fed. Cir. 1997; However,thedefendamshavenntshawnthat1b;priormtati5sue—theLni

patent-wou1L1be_‘.";nsna:ed”by adapting theplaintiff definitifin. importantly, the Luipa1c'ntwa§

partoftlgepfiorartezgirasly considered bythepatcniézsamincrbefisrq gmntingtlze ‘972pa!:en1._'.t'he-

paamamminaappmenuyaidnn;us=a1e£nipaten¢mej=s¢asing1e¢1am1in11:e‘svzpatem. The

paianieamminex-also didnntissneano£aeeAc1;pnmqgi;ing-mepiahxafétodisangnsshaunwénum

I fi'61htheLnipa1miton-a§;cesscon1i'o1.(oirm13f-afi1ez').g:punds.A1thqug}:theP3nent0ficeisnntthe

model ofefid‘dymfl1moughfiess,i}sV’Eai1meméif:theL5fipat:ntaspahenfia}Iy invalidafingprinr

' ‘art <_:rea1es‘a. stung prcfiumputio-n ibatrfiae Lui pafienfi doeinatyread upon pIainfifl’s clan-n‘I sd

ilfirentiun. notappeairtotheCum1fl:atfl1eLni1:_§a1en$:re.a1ds11pon.the ‘972

_ clximedinvanfiun. Whi1efl1eL1fipam1I£¢joesdiscl§seasystunAqfFibm'Chamm1mnq)utetsand

Ascsr stpmge devices, se'e'Defi=ndénls"B:ief,-!:f.x. 5, }It2:53 ~'2:a5,um similarities and there. 111;’ A

.Luipal=11toqnnemsgni11ve11tionof"bypas§circ11its”u5edIo “p1evehtfl:efai.'ture ofanydevicefin .

thesysvaxn. See id.,atAbsIrac!. ThéinvmfianoffiBLu;i'pI§tentjsfiotconcanedwifl11h:swifl

flméfirofmfonnafimwussgmumfiandmgmdoesmtdiscloscwphniquesfmtmpphg.

. ’ =necbui:a:p£ass1yno:§;,fidwega;rhmhis£a£&efini&£gghe:emi.4pa£i§5m*inmisordez.
- asfl1atta1misnatusedin1he‘9?2cIaim1anguage. - . » - - '
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lléceived wérkhnd 12,’fi‘ -1.39225 an une -m for nao19a1 pnhzed t3'"\ ' ion 12:13 - Pg 7/17 _x_‘- - ~_-/

.i_mp1emeu'ung comrtfls, me-.hm£y bnfieh-.3 A1 11:: hearing, the _
»___.__ suggested 2 uffhe Lui patent diséloses 11:: claimed havehhum-ofxhs ‘#72 fig,

However, 2 ofthelni patent is nhta part ohheihi hwehaoh; rzitheritis a-nilluslrztion of
a-“conventinhnl” netwui-1: s_y=s::m fizarlhe Lui inyemihh anegeay izfipwvcs upon. -See in: at 3:66:

'I‘heComtrej=ct.sthed=f:ndan_1s’ arginncutumhaumhhonal" neturouhsysgexhsalsohehd dimizlg

uponfhe ‘972 claamhdinvention "I‘hepa1:nte:xamine:mayhnve letonefiece orpraufiu sfipby; _'

h: or she {would not have hnissed‘a "cahvehiionhlu hemnh system dixecfly appliéable to ihé

f>lnintifi‘s claimed I .

aflafxt ihep1aintifl"’s prrhpased iiefinifioxhaxxsrj '
“imp1entsaccehs eon1m1s”inth':. ’;>ffl1“e‘972pat£I1ttomeIin“paovidés gommlswhichlimit ‘

a,.'c.'ompu|;cx’sa'::'cess a specific ofstfirage devices or ufil St0ragc‘device_u
III. “alluca_fion'o£ subsets of stohjage shpacg to associated Filire Channel devices." wherein

A each imhseg is only aeeessihlehy the associated Fibre chanht device‘?

essemihilyrhe shmeas inflhehprecetniingxsecfionh Ihisphrasékusedin

321111 !.2ofthe.‘972px-ftent. A§itdidWifl}the“‘1mp1ém=n1s access controls . . .”phhésé,
' the the"all9ca1ioi 1 . . .'= phrase fl1nt ‘¢hme1”Eg§ieés.cm'he -

allocatedéiordgze§paceonsubse;:fionsof§single.SCSIs1nhagedevicemdonc1ifih§,mdmdadéH’ " . A

smug’edefices.T$c'defendmEsfic§;wfl1:n"gmua1mgmnunmf1fi§issfie,mdcontmd.ftlaephl-ase‘ -
I

 

p1ir:itly”fonncI i1'1th=Lui in
- L-i
disclnsed by the«Lui patent, aniithe otherpxioraxt»

h'an'ofcmn'biningiha1:p1:ior artwilhtheinveniion

are‘fi:n

 ‘ 56:’ -..~- .n:«s-.1 ’ um’-1 null ‘H .‘

edfl:a11:hese- _ “im1=1ii=ifly”

brieflyrefexzncedbythsdefendantsmalcesnfi '
‘ affiieLnipatc::n:,or'vice-vzrsa. '

 
:I|_ ‘vi’ 1

-5-
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necewan utru/zuuu ‘1¢:uD- . on Line In fur B80196‘! printed 07/.’ - ;mn 1Z:‘I3.* Pg 8/17
- F ; ' . ("\ '

. _ kw}
\__.

meaxussmxugespacccanonpyhemmcajndonguhmcfiomorasingleaividedscsr s11n3gedefice_

Bofhparties agr=efl1i5'SlI>r=g=.spa::e,-however it isonlybe _Bl>G8SSBd by flue specified .-

Fihie Chmnzeldeviccfs). .

I11e;§1ainfifE'$pfbposeddefih.i1i:onis“sd1isetsofstb1-age spaeeattallomlfidto spec.-'ificFibre

'Channel~devic§.”‘ See Brief, in 26; The defendants-say uheprnase shouldbedtzfined to

inean ‘Tune orAmnte parlitigns that-are only a.ccessible‘by hi fiiisgle Fihze Channel See
Defendzmts’ Brief; 2. For 111: reasonediscnssed :'In_the section, the Court-a'E1opt$ the
’p1ainti&’s proposed .

IV.” “supervisor tInit’’'' .

iusedin claims 1,.2 Io" of'th=,‘972 The‘p1ainafi-comefids mm '

shouid be definerIas:“a'mibi'op1-acessof data in*a buffer" iu“drd-:Etbjn;ap

betwc-en.'Fibre Channel ‘devices and scsr devices afidvéfiihh implements controls.” See

Plzrintiffis B:-iefi aI25. Th: d&:ndan1sargnethe1:amshn1fidbedefinec{as“anInue1'8D96ORP

' p:dcessui" with eeveral specific features. See Dc&ndants'. Ex. 2.

. othe§1*claifi1Iang1xaigeinfl1e ‘972Vpa.’nent.-‘S'ee

 

é1aimé1r:«.Mar1anm- at 35-39; _

V Seétion 112(6) ofthe Patent Act provides ihat when. _a I. a

-7-“
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hecésvea a7/zjznnn 12:0 -.._£9=2s an iin,-.' -in fur‘ nsn196'1 printed '-"Inn" 12:13 - P9 9117

specific Bt2,.b1!1 fails to these the‘::nes':ns than mustbe defined by

4' T5519= £ L ' _‘__

inclndetheteun“means,”fl1c1eisi:pIcsmnpfionflmI1he § 112(6)means-plus-zfuncfiun analysisdoes

 

nut apply. SeeAI-Site Corp. v. _I’SIht't'. Inc. 174_i53d-1308.. 1318‘(Fei.Cir..1999) c'{w]henL an
elémemofaclnhndosnbtusefigetam ‘means,’ tfeahnenzasangeaxxs-phLs~'£.’unsfic;nc1aime1cm:nt

isgenéra11ynot_i1ppm'bp1ia1e.”). To waeomethispresumption, the party seekingto apply § 112(6)

. must showthe :‘:1ain11anguage aiissueis pixrely fimcfional imguage class not

adequirtely descfibe the disputed term. See. id gfifivgqhegi-itis. element
pu:e1yfi;n::tiona_lt=zms,wifl1Uutth=addifio1in]reni1a1ofspscificslruct1rfedrmateria1fo:i{effonning _
rm functicni, the claiméleinéutmaybe axfieanspxusfimaam eiam.-atdespigeihe lac]; ofexpress .

mean5.pj,;s. fnnctii;_m1ang|,1age.”). 1=mmaz=xr1cvg¢ru:ec1gixn1aa;guageasawho1e,rheco;ntngxe=s

withthe “supervisort_mif’is notp\:}=1y»fimcfiunaL instead to ‘£1
cgnpedbr_u1_Afl1e-tlasks"§p;cificallylisI=d infime language brake ‘972’pa1-nit.

$pccificaJ1y,c1ai_xns1,2an;110 offlae ‘972pmg1fiflescn'be a.fsupervisornnit"fl1a1can: (1)main1nin

andmapfi.Jec§nfigui3fion ufnetworkedFibre cmnmgmdscsx stmagedsvices; c2)in=1udein1ias-
canagmaammanéganongrspecgsc stung: spacers specifi=r§'Ia:='cn:an:_i=1 devioeés; <2-3'

imp1anenzamssmnuo1sforfi:_escs1 sto;-agede{»ices;.und{4)pnocesgdainint1:_e:;in:agemu1a;r's V

.'H b,,fie,t,,nbw,nmhangeb=:w=mmeFnxechm§amdscsIsumagedefice«,;..s'eE.9721>a:=m,
 

_ 4 -Secfion>112(6):ehdsasfoiIo'9f$: “Ane§e1nnnIin{aclaimforacun1i3inafi¢$nnz=§ybe
ebqiressedasamgansoxstepforpedbnnangaspeczficdfimsuonwiflaputflzexecxtalofstructure,
mnaimmamshstxpponthemofimdsuchdaimshfllbewnsuuadmwva-themnwpmdhag
'st‘muu:¢,mma:éa1,u:ac:s desctihedin1hespe¢i.ficafionandequivalen1sthez'eof.” 35U.S.C.§
112(6). , , ‘ - -

. .- ‘ _8_

"A 00430
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. xesxlvw In/guzuuu 1;:-_uu . much c:_1.une ui for IJISIHVO1 printed--U!'l':' )7.” 12:11 " P9 10/1’!

“O _Q

atC1aims1.2 and 10; 1hcs=arefl1c:inm:task§desc1ibee1inth;p1ainfi:fl’sPl°PPSeéldefinifimL In‘

' _' addition,fi:e%fi4:afionexpress1ydefin=s1he“supuvismmiE’as;‘amimopmc<sst;f’ (acomputez

' mdq:a:ificaflyas“anfimupInc;ssorformntblfiI1E QP<ira’1Eiono£stn:ugei'ou1z:r56andto

innflemappingafid;eunityaccessfmmqum_sbetwemFibi=Chmmi52§ndSCSIbus 54;” See

id at 5:7 -5:10. However, neither thesp=cificaflon(norfl1ec1aimIang1:age)Hmitsfl1c ‘5W2patent

m,:i1eepeeifie1nne1eompueere1:iprefe:eneedbya:e;1eienaeme_ Aldxotxghthedéfenfimtmconecfly -

‘ pointoutthatthelntel sn96oc1fipismean1y.eom13umrehipa:peess1y:imneainthe*972pa1emapa

. thespeeifieefiondheemanyfeemesmis ehip,a:edefendants£ai1teno:etha:u:e1u:e1sd96o

. chip is as only “one imp_I_ementa1ion" offlhe i:1ai1pad,inva1fion’s -See ‘972 '

Patent, at5:63. Th; defendants are ezgaenyevhatme Federal.Ci1cu'itprohibits-to'li1.n'it

the c]aims"to-thepnefeired embqdimeutand examples ofaaespeeifieafiqn. “'I'hiscou1flxas_

against me_e1esmed to peefeeeed emboagmem or specific examples inrhe

specificafinn.” Coxnark, 156 F.3dat1186(quofi§ig Teiczm 15'2s1_:r:anen1x, Inc. v. Unhed STaies'Inr’!

maze cammz, 305 1521 1558, 1563 (Fed. Cir..198E)). ‘I11: Courl; willnptqsc an e'xamp1e.of“onc

_ implemmtgfipg” in 1;: limit the language; of the claims._ Accordingly, the

Com-tizudopis mep1ninfifi’eae;finmmo£“supemeonme’mawmeensune+hmemaeuseainme

claims‘972pdi1ent‘tomean“amicruj:roc::«.siJrprog:a1i1r_nedtoproaessdaptina

mmepbe;weenF11$:e;chame1devicee and scsx devices mdwhid1imi:;lan§nf$access ca;m'ols."

v.. “SCSI sui:-age ' l

' A .Thistc1"m,isusedinc1aims 1,4,7. 9-11 and 14 bfthe ‘Q72 paw.

yneedsnofinaeerdefinifionbeeaueethetemscsx is§soweI_1-knovirnlinthe

ind:.|sn'y,b'_1it proposes the: ihe-term can be firth; deemed as “any.snor«ige device inc11fli1Ig,fo:r ' ' ‘
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Rééeived 07/2712nnn.u2{L\’ ‘.59:25 an line :71 for nau19s1 priiiteél n{ )uo ‘:22-13 yr pg-11,17-- a . \__,.

example’" cu-noMazive,¢rnhnadis1:nnven$nxnnaensxnnds:hc«scs1pnn:n'natnnn

uaznnnhnnsniae aefineq as “any storage devineanarnses a-SCSI standard and has a unique

'BUS:'iIARGET:i.UN addram”. Sée.Defendahts’ Ex. _ -

definition should be used because it “cq1fip61'ts'wfith“972nnaigsdiisnnnsinn ofS(_2SI
storage devibés. sen nnrnnnnnrs Bti=f,- at14.'Hbwever,'theSpecifibation‘]angngge, 1-q‘fen-edto by

thedefenaannwonxy onmnmplenfhnwmescsr sdn:me“enn~b3

represented. See -#729. the are 1ynyingm 1.-nnnhe‘
claim languageto an=xzn;;':1e-,;i.vé1ni1ifhespeciiicafion. Sen Cbmark,‘15'6F.3da1: 1186-37. Fdrflae

sakeofa:_I;ac1afity,1hc ComtwfiflomfieplfinfifswapusfiHdfififion'h:flfis term.‘ - '
-VI. -=procem1.ntninme‘bn::ez="‘ V

in cininzs'1"ann1u'nhhé ‘972 mpmaigngugfiggmmeg

ndénguanébrdafimdon its comendihe‘

phraséshnfildbe defined :§s“tt$ data i'I1‘th§bi1fi't:rin é.'mann:f‘to (a).achiev'e

" betivet-.nFib|e and (b)app1yacoess'confro1s'nndmufingfimcfi9ns.”
nefnnannzs’ B:ief,E:. 2; ' ' ' ' ‘

Thcplainlgnguage of.clai:~1‘:s'_1'an:'1l0’di§c"1ose1h:rtfl1B’supcrv1A‘v’ '_‘:"sor’
pmnessesanmnxmebnniinz-mnnerrnnebnnneenaznrrmecmmmelcnnnnnnn nnaun; scs:

, gonunnnrm annw defi§es.1oSCSI 1.-unage aen;n..nng ‘the:
name‘' 1o§v'1eve1,b1nn1qnnnocoiinncco:dan¢=wirhtheseemzpnungA afclaims

Jana 10. Tms1nngmgendeqna&=1ydesm3es€yhu&mnamw'rrncessdmmmebumer"romeu
' ' ..1o- - V

-. A00482
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,...=,.¢.. .,.,..,..uv.o i;..uu .u.:.u uu -nu: LIJ nu uouunn gin Iuuzu uui. "/u.u u-...a.o I-5 :41 M

"0 ii <3

claims. Simply hams: fine specification nnny nsnszigiiny .difi'zx-ant language to descu'be this

=‘piocessing,-- nee in: at 5:18 -,5-ab, does nut aiming the dafendams to adopt the specifimfiun

inngungnovegme-pminiangnagn ofiiin claims.plnase.
VF “wee Mex?’

"rhis_iann.isuseaincimmsV'‘1—7nnd1b.nfthn‘972pa1eni.Tnep1ninn1r'' aJ:guesthé1::nn' ‘mas

' mfmtherH=finifin;1fo;cIahnsl:6,andforclahn7its!mu1dbed§iinedas “adevioe whichproirides

viiinal lqcal implements nncessponnnis, and sum access using native low ievci

block pininnninf See mainiifrs Brief. 81 mi deftmgiants contniiii1ie,ii=rni snnum inean “a '

bfidge_dévic_e_1i1atcuiini:cts a_Fi1;i:e directly aSCSIbus 0}.

SCSIinfomagficn bptwcen dpplicafion clients an SCSI bus devicwc and the Fibre
- a

Channel Jinks: gne B1'ir.:f,_.Ex. 2.

Tiieanrnniianzsdnngimnkemiynigiimnin£oraieirpmnpnsed_dfininoniiiiiiei:bnef.anddid '

notaisniissrhninnnnzuinsniyzsheaiing, In11iéi1'notebookofexhib'r£spres.v;-.nt=1i_at;thVehearii1g,

flzsdefendants includc nnepagnwhichnippnmmeirdniiniiionwfihnquoiefiomiiie npccificaiitnn
Szie Defendafits’ ,E.xhibif5, “1\fIa1it.-r‘x:‘a.11 Pfcscntafion" Tab, at 22. This argmngnl is

The quwteabyrheaefendautsss féubweasy

several snmznsns "smiage innu-.:.’j _Indeed,' in; gen sniinncc “Further, ‘H18

swing; mute: nppiies access controls . . see #972 Pateiat, at 5530. The atternpt to _

Enmh§t=m;is5mmgemut2i'”tn meofsevaaldcscdfifivesentencgsinflxe hisnptwe11- '

' taken inaiidiiionmiecninziindsiiiet=nn“smige:mnez,:'asused_inan,c1aims_o£ihe‘972pa1gnt.

_isadeqnnne19-desumedbymenddifima11mgnageof:neninms.wnicndi;nmsns iiidetailthevarious

function; nnarni qualifies ofthe sionige iuuun. The cnunwm notiinmnr iiiis ienn.

. _
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I mgans$muans1a:=adamse;".see1§efendants°naer;Bx2.

Received 07/27/zouu-1z’£\‘ ‘-59:25 an Ling m *for1:Bn'I96‘l printed 12:13 * -Pg 13/17- _,« .~_.2 -

vm. “xnép”

incnaings-1,7,~io'ana1‘1orthe ‘-97_2ga13ni. "1'l:e °' ' cun:en*a'sg;§‘@,-

means“to_create apa1hfi'om'a'dex§iue onnné sideofthestomgemmcrtdadnieeontheommside

bfflzemuinr, ie.:EomaFTbre Channel deiriaetti aSCSI devlce (orvice-vema). A ‘map’ contains

ar‘epraen1ationofd:vices'onea_ch.sideoffh_8Stomgerm1m, so fi1at_wh:n'édevic-égfienesidelyf
tluestaragc router wantstoa on 1i:eether side ¢_Jf'the §tofage'mma',

sto:agemunan:ama_m_ne::tt1iedeviees." SeePlain1§E’sB:ie£m.22. 'I’lhe¢j''

In support offheif‘.thedrifieniizms a clicfionaiy dlefixiiltlionlotl

See Defe':;da:ats"Brier:-£13 a'ni1E.-:.4. 11le'plainiifi. bnunbumhafi; ciinsiiw perliuns
pffhe spe<:ifica1_ion um suppoxtits dafinifions oimnpkbam as a verb ‘mm; gs mad in-flu-,_

élziims ofthe ‘97‘2patenL See1?1ai111ifl’sBfie£a_I22 tciting*9721>amnt, at 1:66-2:5 and 6:65 - 7:5;
Because isfitrmure dafini'Iian,'nndbeeanSe.1he Court ‘ T

agreestlxatthe specificafionlenghege cited bythcplainfiffisuppuris its ofihe ‘term

“map,"1he Court will éflopfthe plninfifl°S pmpfisd liefinil:ion’offliistenn.

ix. ‘ "munmma lpfutocuol unit” “SCSI pretocd unit” “ '

These terms are esedjin 5.'a__fid.6 'df.the ‘972pzltelit.' TE: contenclstthesel
pm-‘ “ shoxhabeasfinea‘ as“apm'Eonof1hefiEreChmmél‘cénuoller§rhichod1lnee1s'tofi:e'Fihre

C1}e1mel‘uanspurt “afidifionofthe emmullcrwliich Sdslhlis.” .
see Pla:'u1tifi'sBx-ief, n27. Ineaefmaanssayuzetms mean“bloelc and thexeofthat ‘

locum, mmei=ibr_echmme1""' uanspo"rl;medmm'"iinrl.“blo:knn.1i:eq1Jiva1e11visthereofaxatconnsets‘

m we scsx ‘bus mc:fiux:‘n." Seé'Defendan3:s’ 2.

.12..
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Iu.=Iv|=u ullzl/cuuv‘ I535!!! __ 311:3-Inn Lille IJJ Iul unlnrol p|‘un.:u Ill]-1‘ _)UU I::ID '- F9 I10] I:

O

whederendanmargusznemaans-plus-finmuonanalysis uf§ 1 _12(5)

flmfmnsagewefl-lmownmdamnotdefinedinmodkfionafimcimdbyflasdéfimdms. Se_e

_ mméhmfld be flefineziinrefezenneto the specification, anI_1-i':1fiiD£con1an:1“the‘972 spec:ficah'‘on

fai]s_to geveal nnjr to the claimed See ii at 8 and-._l5.. The i

. defendanastpenpmoposethe wmd “block” shouldbe~used1'n=desm'1'be1heset=nns becaizge the _

“_ptotoco1units”arc“simp13;dzpimdd§§1b1oc1:€s{i1i:inthe<Iiag1:am'ofFig1xre5”flffl;c"972phfmt. -.

'I'hisrcasanmg_" '  iswhoflyAunpeisuasive.:simp1ybecmJséafigure'iiilh_epansnt" physically

depi'cas:he'pr5mco1unns'‘iziablock-likg: shape‘‘,‘-itaoesnoz-fonowrhaxtheumxs‘ s1Lou1d1s=defin‘e&

' as “blocks or equivalenis tgmeofi” Undclrthai reasoning, the scsx which ate

physica11ydep1ctedas cylindersin 11:5 ‘972 panengauildaae defined simp1yas«cy1sm;=m, on drums

at monkeybnrrels, nzequivalents'fl:ereo£” As the min, the Ianguagc of

claims 5 and 6plai:1]ystn1=sfi1Etth_:.f‘pru1noo1I:':1i1s" for bath devicesare partof'lhe,“cbnh.‘oI1crs”

fbnhc dam.'ces', " to deviées to “txanspurt medm’" {L$.,'w

various cables). See ‘972 Patent, ax Claims 5 ands. Accordingly; the cam"adopts the

definitionsforthesctenns,én:1wil1construefl:e1fi:1nstnmean“apurfionoftheFibreChn1mel' -

Qonuoner which oonncpts to 1139 Fibre channel transport ngedsmnf and ‘a portion; ome scsr

conimllerwhichixnzrfacai to 1heSCSI 1m-'- ’ ‘

x.. “inn.-1-rice” _ _

Intheir Joint Stipulafiun ofclaim £ 1onsh';u:tion, mg phxfies 1hemeani_n'g ofthétenn.

"ifne:iizoe* is in dispute. Howcx-u',1hisphmseis_notdiscussed'i1iaVz1y of‘l:he'par|ies' mag; and

n§i1hu§depuesmwdanugmm:m'meJu1y25§1eafi;1gmmwhyfl1§temisdispmul.‘ 'I‘hisu=.nn_

Defcndamzf B1-ic£,at7-8, 14—1s,Ex.4anday. 5. Enwevzr,fl:cd=fie:1damsdon.otindicate'1'1owth2 '
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Received .07/:7/mo 12!"-\. Mac on line m for m_au19'61 printed or‘) you 42:13’-r Pg 15/17

hasasmaanaapaara:na:ymea:mg_—evmmareae:a15uage;ana:1§e-comtwill-notfinmexacme

it 

xx. Una§spyteaTerm,' p

Finany; in their Joint $lipn1aficn ofciaim Constxncflon, thégsarses have suipuxmam me

arm btherlterms in the *972 patent. The amwill therefore adnptthzse sfipmnea.

Hccmstrustions,-solely fqr the-purpose of-fiuis I'm-zsnit. .

' Accbrdirngiy, the Courtgmrs the following mder:

. .IT1S QRDEREDthat'theauachzdy:ansu'ncfionofthzpatantc1aimwil1be ipnmfiémmdimo.

anyjmyinsuucfionsgiyeninthiscauseanawmbeappxiedbythe commmungmtheissue;

. ' . _‘‘2‘ A. __ .
SIGNED an :his.g;_ day ofJu1y200.0-

 

.;14.
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' x i‘) C" . nu-cuvua cu:-.unuvu« u..uu - --r.-02-:-.u uu \ux=_ LIJ nn vuvwvl ya unua 0111- .~. run: |:.: I; " I-3 IDIII
L

\ .

coNs'1mIc1'1o1\xor ' .
U.S. PATENTNo. 5,941,972 ' ‘

1_3__1"ge Terms

The phrase “implemeuis stomge on the de1‘:iee:“'m7.-.ans
pmvidesconto1s.wlfichlhnitacompmer’sacc¢ssmaspeeffiea1bse:ofsInmge devicesprsectiuns
ufesinglestoragedevioe. _ ' . _ . . . -

'Thepmme%1maamq£mbscsofamagespmmamemaaH6m@mEnaaeviees,ehm-$a§h
s11bsetisonlyaneessib1ebytheassociatedFiIneChaneldevibe”means suhsemofstmagespzce are

al1aea1edto'sp‘ecificFib1:eChanne1 .

A T‘sIJpervisor1mit”is-an1ieruprocessorprogrmnmed1z)pix'c'|cess da1ainabufi'erinoJ:deete1nap
between]-‘ibre Channel devices and_whic11i1npiem'eu!s access cemm]s.- '=

A “SCS1stoinge device” is
or a. hard disk drive that Imdetstands 11:: SCSI pmI:oco]'and‘ean cumnmnicate using the SCSI

promol ' "

'Iheterm“map" meanstocreate'apath'fiun1a.deviceunanesideufthe'sto1-age"' mute;-tofidevige
ontheoflzeréide ufrhe route:-,~ Le. fimn al-’ibreChanne1'device"to 9. SCSI device (orviaeversa), A

____ “map” containsa_ ofdevices on eachside nfthe storagermmer, sathaiwhen adevice
' ononesideofihestnnagemuterwamstocommlmipgtey.-ithadzviceonflzeathersideoftheetorage '

ro1rter,thesbo:ageruutercaneunnectthedevices. é » . M ‘

A “Fibre Channel protocol unit" is aporiion nffl1e‘Fih-echannel cent-ofler whichconnects ‘to the
Fibre Cha.nne1.transp0It medium. . ' ‘ v ' e

‘ - .'A"‘SCSIpmmce1.Imit"is apuriion arms scsx coimonerwmaainnanrmegm the scsrbus. -

-S£__u11l'V atec1.[1g;d_mm':41

A“bufi'er*isa.me:norydeviee1hhtisuu1ized1nBmporafilf'ho1ddata.—'

A“'dir=crmmnozyacoess(DMA)hnsrece'isadevi§ethataee1jn:1§int;1e_oxnomie:oprbces§o:
.caet_1olwacccssme1nnqfordatn1_mn§fer; ' . r '

A "fibre Chmmef’ is alinovvn high-speed serial interconnect, flue structure and opemfienof
isdesmibed, forexample, inFibreClmnne1 Physicaland Sigunlinglmex-fi:oe(FC-P11), ANSI X31230
Fibre Cha_r_me1~ Aibitatefl 'Lopp (FC—AL), and ANSI X3272 Fibpe Channel Private Loop Direct
An:anh(FC—PLDA). ‘ ‘ . V . A

A 00437
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naéeived-a7;z7;’2nno 12_f'\. 29:25 on Line :1: ‘far n3n1951 primed If '\-T 12:13 * -P9 17/17s x_.

A “Fibre czminel con1:mi1e:r”'is a device with a Film: ‘ézumml transport mgm-‘1,,

A“Fib1eCha:meldeviee”ism:y;ie\r'ice. suehasaeomp1mer,that1mflezs1andsP1'bre Chnnizelpmm 

“PihreCha1me1promeol”isa.setofrh1eqtha1applymFflare

‘A “Fibre Channel transpmi median” is 5 ‘serial oplical or electrical uoinnumicetzions link "that -
connects devices using'Fibre‘Chzume1 pmtncoL -

A “firs:-in-first-out-qneue;"iszi. m'u1fi-element structure from \iIhi:':h elements
' ‘only in the same o:_-de: in-whichflzey was inserted; that is, it fnllgws a fixstin, first ouf(FIFO)

constnuni. _ ‘

mriie1dudesaSCSI

. adevice‘Ii14at-issuesreqnestsfordatn or storage. -B

_“maimai_nfmg) a means keqfiang) emndifiable setfingof.
_ I f‘£"I:aIi.veluw1eve1,b!od:protacol"isasatofnfleserstandardsthafenablevcompetezstcexchange

mfonnafion and do not involve the pveflzced ofhigh level pmtocols and. file systems typicany
xeqnimed by netwoflc servers. . ‘ ' .

A{“SCSI"(Sma1lC6mp1ne:S)mtem'Intaface)isafiighspeedpamlldintmfaeefl1atmaybemedm
eannecteomponenis ofa compmersystem. . ' 4 .

_ A“§dSI bus transpm-tmediu:{n”isa cab1ecausis1.ing ofn group ofparalielwi1es{nenna11y68)?|hat
fpmsawmmhficaflompafl1bawewaSCSIstmagedeficemd-aneflzerdevinqsuehasa

A“scsImmn§risadevixmaine:smesmm&es;simmmpm'mmim-

‘Viruxal local storage" is auspeeizfic ofeorvcrall dmn:-:torefl in stofiage devios fize
nppeataneeandchax-acteristiI:s.oflocal_stotag:. - - _

‘ A“ivwks1etiee“ka1mnommmp1ningdwimfl1atebmédsmfl:='Fi1em_Cham:L- consist.'
ofépersonalcomputez. ' "
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This Page is Inserted by IFW Indexing and Scanning
Operations and is not part of the Official Record

BEST AVAILABLE IMAGES

Defective images within this document are accurate representations ofthe original
documents submitted by the applicant.

Defects in the images include but are not limited to the items checked:

Cl. BLACK BORDERS .

Cl IMAGE CUT OFF AT Top, BOTTOM OR smEs '

A - [H{ADED TEXT 0R DRAWING _

Cl BLURRED 0R ILLEGIBLE TEXT OR DRAWING

C]. SKEWEDISLANTED IMAGES

Cl COLOR OR -BALACK AND WHTTE PHOTOGRAPHS
Cl GRAY scALEsnocUME1~iT I

13./LINES OR MARKS ON ORIGINAL D_ocUMENT
Cl RE'1rE_RENcE(s) OR’EXHlBIT(_S)' SUBMHTET) ARE POOR QAUALITY A
C! OTHER: 

IMAGES ARE BEST AVAILABLE COPY.

As rescanning these documents will notcorrect the image .
‘problems checked, please do not report these problems to
the IFW _In1age Problem Mailbox.
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V NOTE: ‘Pursuant to Fed. Cir. R. 47.6,‘ this oisphsifion
MAR 1 g 2903 . ' is not citable as prececlent It is a public record. This

. disposition will appear in tables published periodically.

;3m:is*.°a“:* E E ~ »By . l.'Tni?ce¢:l States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit  
DEFUI-Y CLERK V ‘I - I - ‘

A02-1153 ~ . MA“ 0 Z _003
CLERK,.U_s_

Bl:‘V£sTEQN msbizsléygr COURT
~22é;£

CROSSROADS SYSTEMS, (TEXAS), lNC., °~Purv CLERK .

Plaintiff-Appellee,
V.

CHAPARRAL NEIWORK STORAGE, mo,

Defenqant-Appellant ~

FILED

 

 

 

  

U.S. GOUFIT OF APPEALS FOR
THE FEDERAL CIROUIT

_ . . ,_ A_ FEB 1 2 20123

‘ ' ” ‘ ‘ ’ ‘ "JUDGMENT _ JANHORBMY
CLERK

: E ‘ " 5: 3 '3
ON APPEAL from the United States District Court for gag .;._+_-_ -

_ ' _ the Western District ofTexas. >833 5,3841 O . LLE ___

In CASE NO(S). 00-cv-217 and no-cv~521 3 E
This CAUSE having been heard and considered, it is E§-3 gig _ 2
. -. A ' - V _ . r: “ .

- ORDERED ancl~ADJUDGED: - AFFIRMED. See Fed. Cir, R. 35

Per Curiam (NEWMAN, SCHALL, and DYK, Circuit Judges). g2 E :3 -
. _ ~ V g.

ENTERED BY ORDER oF THE COURT ‘

DATED: ' ‘ FEB 1 2 2-"H3 _..- -.
_ ' _' - . ' Jan Hor

ISSUED as A umrnuz: MARCH. 5,. 2003 V _ '
- ' ‘ ‘ ~ Goats Against Appellant:

-—~—-— ——--’ ' _ - Totél . $97-35
—j—-—-1-:-— .  '“nfi 17- 4-7'_:f-Fry’ /|3\' Mn an-1:1 1 —-—-——-—-V." -
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90/007.124 6421753
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Fritz M. Fleming 2182

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination

alZ Responsive to the communication(s) filed on 06 April 2005 . blj This action is made FINAL.
CIZ A statement under 37 CFR 1.530 has not been received from the patent owner.
 

 
  
  
  

  

  
  
  

  
 

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire g month(s) from the mailing date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will result in termination of the proceeding and issuance of an ex parte reexamination
certificate in accordance with this action. 37 CFR 1.550(d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c).
If the period for response specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a response within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days
will be considered timely.

Part I THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. IX Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 3. CI Interview Summary, PTO—474.

2. E Information Disclosure Statement, PTO-1449. 4. E] .

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION

IZI Claims E are subject to reexamination.

1b. Claims are not subject to reexamination.

Claims have been canceled in the present reexamination proceeding.

Claims are patentable and/or confirmed.

Claims are objected to.

The drawings, filed on 7/19/2004 are acceptable.

The proposed drawing correction, filed on has been (7a)D approved (7b)l_:I disapproved.

I3

[I

. D

. X Claimstg are rejected.
. I]

. E

. I]

. El Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)[:] All b)Ij Some‘ c)[:I None of the certified copies have

1C] been received.

2:] not been received.

3!] been filed in Application No.j

4:] been filed in reexamination Control No.

SE] been received by the International Bureau in PCT application No.

‘ See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

9. E] Since the proceeding appears to be in condition for issuance of an ex parre reexamination certificate except for formal
matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte_Quay|e, 19

35f3.D. 

  

 11,453 O.G.213. «

10. [3 Other:

cc: Reguester (if third party requeste_r)US. Patent and Trademark Ofilce

PTOL-466 (Rev. 04-01) Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20050523
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 Page 2
An Unit: 2182

Reexamination

1. In order to ensure full consideration of any amendments, affidavits or declarations, or

other documents as evidence of patentability, such documents must be submitted in response to

this Office action. Submissions after the next Office action, which is intended to be a final

action, will be governed by the requirements of 37 CFR 1.116, which will be strictly enforced.

Extensions of time under 37 CFR l.136(a) will not be permitted in these proceedings

because the provisions of 37 CFR 1136 apply only to "an applicant" and not to parties in a

reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that reexamination proceedings

"will be conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR 1.550(a)). Extension of time in ex parte

reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR 1.550(0).

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 2 months from

the mailing date of this letter.

1. The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR l.565(a) to

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving

Patent No. 6,421,753 throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. The third party

requester is also reminded of the ability to similarly apprise the Office of any such activity or

proceeding throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282

and 2286.

2. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-8 have been considered but are moot in

view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

It is to be noted that claim 4 has the‘ phrase “using native low level, block protocols”,

which per the interview for 90/007127, distinguishes over the art of record used in the first office
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 Page 3
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action. It is to be noted that claim 1 does not have this limitation. However, instead of being

able to close out prosecution with this action, a new non-final action is being issued. This is due

to the filing of the IDS after the mailing date of the first office action. Had this information,

namely the Spring (UK GB 2297636), been filed prior to the first office action, these issues

would have been taken into account in the first office action. Since there was no statement

similar to that of 37 CFR 1.97(e), an action based solely upon art cited by the patent owner could

have been made final, even when the claims are not amended (see below). Since the art cited by

the patent owner led to the discovery of other references used in this rejection, this action cannot

be made final, but does certainly delay a final action on the claimed subject matter.

l\/[PEP 2171:

III. ART CITED BY PA TENT OWNER DURING PROSECUTION

Where art is submitted in aprior art citation under 37 CFR 1.501 and/or 37 CFR I. 555

(an IDSfiled in a reexamination is construed as a prior art citation) and the submission is not accompanied by a

statement similar to that of37 CFR I. 97(e), the examiner may use the art submitted and make the next Oflice action

final whether or not the claims have been amended, provided that no other new ground ofrejection is introduced by

the examiner based on the new art not cited in the prior art citation. See MPEP § 706. 07(g).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the an to which said subject matter penains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.
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4. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459

(1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35

U.S.C. l03(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness
or nonobviousness.

5. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the

claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various

claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any

evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 156 to point out

the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later

invention was made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. l03(c)

and potential 35 U.S.C. l02(e), (f) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. l03(a).

6. Claims 1,4 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Spring (UK

GB 2297636—Spring) in view of Oeda et al. (Oeda) and Cummings.

Starting with the independent claim 7, one finds an apparatus per Figure 1 comprising a

plurality of user workstations (USER l-4 each havingl 5-18), a corresponding plurality of first

transport medium (un-numbered) connecting the USERS to the storage router (server 20), which

in turn is connected to a plurality of storage devices in the form of drives 1-5 (21-25) via a

corresponding set of second transport medium (again un-numbered). Thus the storage router

(server 20) interfaces between the workstations and the storage devices, as shown in detail in

Figure 2, wherein the processor 28 controls the USER interface circuits 26 and the disk drive
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interface circuits 27. The internal memory 29 provides programmed instructions for the

processor 28. The storage router (server 20) is connected to each USER via a SCSI interface,

and in turn to the emulated SCSI drive (drives 21-25). See for example, pages 5-7. Thus, an

apparatus for providing virtual local storage (at drives 21-25) on remote storage devices (21-25

are remote from workstations 15/16) connected to one transport medium (the non-numbered

connections from the shared file server 20 to the drives 21-25) to devices (workstations 15/16, of

which 4 are shown) connected to another transport medium (the un-numbered connections

between the workstations 15/ 16 and the file server 20) is shown in Figure 1. The method of

providing virtual local storage is set forth at page 3, wherein it is disclosed that a method of

storing data at a large storage volume which emulates (hence makes virtual) a plurality of

removable disc drives (the local storage). See also page 10, lines 1-3, wherein step 34 describes

a data transfer in which the local operating software may read and write to logical drives as if

they were local removable disc drives, thereby anticipating the virtual local storage, as the

drives themselves are remote to the users, but appear to the user’s as the conventional local

removable disc drives, and hence virtual local storage as logical drives emulate (i.e. virtual) the

removable disc drives (the local storage). Thus the storage router (server 20) interfaces with the

first and second transport medium and provides the virtual local storage to the USERS. There is

a mention of a look up table (68) for each logical drive, but such is not the mapping between the

workstations and storage devices as claimed, noting that USERS access logical drives. The

implementing of access controls is clearly described throughout the disclosure, especially noting

that each USER has access to a large number of removable disc drives (see page 7, lines 18-27),

thereby teaching the implementation of some sort of access controls, with the storage router
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(server 20) determining if the requested drive is available, and if so, granting access to the

requesting workstation (see page 8, lines 10-17). Thus the access is ultimately controlled and

allowed by the storage router (server 20). All of this is done by native low level, block protocol

(NLLBP), as the only protocol used from the USERs to the storage router and by the storage

router (server 20) is that of the SCSI protocol, such being selected so that the storage router

(server 20) will return data back to the USER via the SCSI protocol (page 8, lines 10-17), as the

processor 15 (of a USER) issues commands over the SCSI interface (page 8 lines 4-9). Per page

12, lines 14-26, the local operating system of the USER (62) thinks it is accessing a conventional

SCSI drive via communications over a conventional SCSI interface to the storage router SCSI

interface (65), wherein the communication conforms to establish SCSI protocols without having

to embed network software within the workstations. Furthermore, the server operating system

(66) converts the SCSI sector definitions into physical data blocks for each logical drive, such

that the server operating system (60) emulates an SCSI disc drive per Figure 5. Finally note that

the storage router (server 20) grants access to an emulated logical disc drive (page 9, lines 17-19)

via mount and dismount commands (pages 9 and 10) and that the storage router (server 20) has

to keep track of user created blocks, such that the USER is presented with a user interface

allowing existing logical drives to be selected as well as new logical drives to be defined (page

12, lines 9-13), all via the use of the SCSI NLLBP, which certainly represents the storage router

(server 20) being capable of configuring the SCSI drives to contain at least a portion of the

virtual storage. Communications between the USERS and the storage router (server 20) is

implemented using established protocols, preferred to be SCSI, which is in turn, the claimed use

of the NLLBP, as this is used from the USER to the storage router to the disc drives. While look
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up tables and keeping track of USER blocks is mentioned, this does not set forth a mapping

between the workstations and the storage devices, noting that Spring is using logical drives for

the USERs.

In the same field of endeavor, Oeda et al. (Oeda) teaches that it is old and well known per

Figure 4 to have a plurality of HOSTs (i.e. lA,B) connected to a SCSI bus (2), which is then in

turn connected to a disk controller (5) and a disk drive unit (4). Per Figrre 4, it is clearly shown

that the disk drive (4) is divided into subsets mapped to the HOSTS, wherein HOST 1A is only

allowed to access its partition (41), HOST 1B is only allowed to access its partition (42), and

either HOST is granted a shared read only access to the shared partition (43). The partitions (41-

43) are assigned to the HOSTS as is shown, with the purpose of the assigned partitions avoiding

erroneous partition access and data destruction (column 7, line 53-column 8, line 30). Thus a

mapping between workstations (in the form of HOSTS) and the assigned partitions (41 -43) is

clearly shown, such that a HOST 1A can only request partitions 41 and 43 (the implementing of

storage area access controls), and is prevented from erroneously accessing the Host 1B partition

42 (see colurrm 8, lines 13-16), which is the ultimate allowing of access to only those partitions

of the storage area for which access control has been mapped. Furthermore, the disk controller

(5 and functioning as a storage router) performs exclusive control between the HOSTS and the

drive per Figure 2, wherein the SCSI CONTROL LSI has the ID REGISTERS (71-73) which

contains the DEVICE IDs and thus compares the requested device ID by a HOST to the stored

IDs and grants or denies access based upon the mapping of Figure 4. Since each partition has a

SCSI ID, each partition is a seen as a logical drive (and can be assigned different logical unit

numbers — LUNs ~ column 6, lines 34-37), as the HOST sees three separate disk storage devices.
o
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The protocol used is that of the SCSI standard, with the 7 phases set forth at column 5, again

showing that access from the HOSTS to the storage router (i.e. the disk controller 5 as it performs

the mapping, access controls, and granting of access) to the disk drive unit (4) is exclusively

SCSI, thus exhibiting the use of a NLLBP as claimed.

In the same field of endeavor, Cummings teaches the use of a fibre channel based system

architecture to provide the transport mechanism for multiple user station access to the “Disk

array and tape library” using the same protocols (i.e. SCSI) as if they were connected to the

user’s local workstation. See Figure 2 and pages 253-254. Thus virtual local storage is provided

by a remote disk array and this array is accessed by the same SCSI protocol as though it were

locally connected. Therefore, it is clear that SCSI, a NLLBP, is used from end to end, as fibre

channel has SCSI protocol, as well as others, mapped to it (page 253). Advantages gained are

the use of a single channel, a distance independent transport mechanism, and remote storage that

is indistinguishable from the local disk storage (page 254). Since access is via SCSI protocol, it

is thus obvious that the “Disk array with storage manager” of Figure 2 requires a fibre channel

controller interface to interface with the fibre channel leading to it, as well as a SCSI interface

for the array, as the array is accessed with the SCSI protocol. But at the top level, Cummings

clearly shows a fibre channel transport medium that is used to interface the user workstations to

the “disk array with storage manager” and that the “disk array with storage manager” is SCSI

based as that is the protocol used to access it. Note also that the concept of private and shared

storage are mentioned at page 255, thereby setting forth motivation to combine with references

that teach SCSI based private and shared storage.
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Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time

thatthe invention was made to modify Spring 636 in view of Oeda and Cummings for the

express purpose of providing a plurality of USERS/HOSTS mapped and controlled access to

assigned partitions in order to avoid erroneous disk access and data destruction in a distance

independent fibre channel based transport medium carrying the end to end SCSI protocol

NLLBP. It is to be noted that this combination is expressly taught by Spring ‘636 at page 7,

lines 3-17, in that more robust connections may be needed in order to provide for greater

separation from the users to the disks. Thus the use of the fibre channel transport medium of

Cummings teaches the use of the fibre channel to carry the SCSI based protocol functionality of

Spring ‘636 and Oeda such that the virtual local storage can be separated from the users by a

greater distance than achieved by SCSI alone, without changing the use of the SCSI protocol

(end to end) and making the disk storage array appear exactly as if it were locally connected. In

combination, each USER/HOST is granted access to only its subset partition (i.e. logical disk) to

which it is mapped. The USERS are a plurality of workstations, and the storage devices are a

plurality of disc drives, noting that Oeda supports an array of drives (17) divided into partitions

(171-173) such that it performs as a RAID, as does SPRING ‘636, with each device seen by a

HOST independent from one another (Oeda columns 6 and 7). Thus when combined, the

plurality of disc drives are divided into partitions mapped to specific USERS/HOSTS, so that

access is controlled and granted via the mapping, performed by the storage router (the combined

server 20 and disk controller 5). The claims only require fibre channel and SCSI bus transport

medium and interfacing thereto, which the combined references teach. The indicated claims

require only the top—level interfacing and require no details of the fibre channel or SCSI
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controllers. Thus the SCSI storage devices are accessed in a mapped and access controlled

manner via the SCSI that is carried over the fibre channel transport medium, and the interfacing

will occur at the disk array with storage manner, which would be the server (20) of Spring ‘636

and the disk controller (5) of Oeda, such that the user devices (i.e. HOSTS) on the fibre channel

will be mapped to the appropriate SCSI partitions on the disk array using the SCSI protocol

carried over the fibre channel bus transport medium. The user workstations are the initiators on

the fibre channel bus transport medium.

As far as claim 4 is concerned, the method limitations are rendered obvious by the

combined teachings of Spring ‘636 in view of Oeda and Cummings. Combined, Spring ‘636 in

view of Oeda and Cummings set forth the method by which the fibre channel USERS/HOSTS are

interfaced with the SCSI disk drives (storage) such that the storage router (the combined

teachings of the server 20 and the disk controller 5) provides the claimed mapping, implementing

of the access controls, and the allowing access using only the SCSI protocol, which is a NLLBP,

via the fibre channel transport medium, which requires an interfacing to the fibre channel and

SCSI transport medium at the “disk array with storage manager.”

7. Claims 2,3,5—8 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as being unpatentable over Spring

‘636 in view of Oeda and Cummings as applied to claims 7-9 and 1 1--14 above, and further in

view of Jibbe et al. (Jibbe) and Crouse et al. (Crouse).

Spring ‘636 in view of Oeda and Cummings set forth the use of a storage router to

provide mapping, access control and access granting of fibre channel USER/HOST requests to

the SCSI storage disks. Per Spring ‘636, the server (20) has interfaces (2627), a CPU (28)

connected to the interfaces, and a memory for CPU instructions (29), using SCSI protocol (a
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NLLBP) end to end. See Figure 2. Per Oeda, the disk controller (5) provides mapping and

access control and granting based upon the SCSI CONTROL LSI (6) and the ID REGISTERS

(71-73) from the HOSTS (1A,B) to the disk(s) (either 4 or the arrayl7) using the SCSI protocol

(a NLLBP) end to end. Per Cummings, it is taught to use the distance independent fibre channel

transport medium to carry the end-to-end SCSI protocol user to remote storage requests as

though the storage were locally connected. What is lacking is the specific detail of the fibre

channel HOST to SCSI DISK controller and a buffer for providing memory work space for the

storage router.

In the same field of endeavor, Jibbe teaches that it is old and well known to use a SCSI-

SCSI controller for HOST to disk array access. See for example, Figure 1, which sets forth the

use of a microprocessor (51) coupled to the HOST SCSI interface controller 14 and the SCSI

disk drive interface controllers (31-35), such that the microprocessor controls the interfaces

(colurrm 4, lines 1-9). The SCSI Array Data Path Chip (ADP 10) interconnects the SCSI data

bus (16) with the SCSI data busses (21-25), and is also under the control of the microprocessor

controller (51). The DMA FIFO BLOCK 70 holds data received fromrthe host until the array is

ready to accept it and to hold data from the disk array until the host is ready to accept it (colurrm

5, lines 14-21). The DMA interface (14) is coupled to the FIFO (70) as well as the firstlprotocol

unit (SCSI adapter 14), such that the HOST SCSI adapter (i.e. a first controller) is operable to

pull data from and place data into the FIFO (70), with the second controllers (SCSI interfaces 31-

35) operable to pull data from and place data into the FIFO (70), under the control of the

supervisory unit (microprocessor 51) and its bus (53) that couples it to the interface controllers

(14 and 31-35). The memory (36) is a 64kByte SRAM that provides memory workspace during
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read/modify/write operations of RAID 5 and is also coupled to the microprocessor/supervisor

(51) via the ADP (10). Thus the memory (36) and the FIFO (70) provide memory work space

for the array controller and allows the microprocessor/supervisor (51) to process data stored

therein to allow a HOST to interface with the disk storage. In summary, Jibbe teaches a

supervisor unit 51 _coupled to first and second controllers (14 and 31-35), an ADP (10) and

buffers (36 and 70), such that the supervisory unit controls the controllers and buffers and the

ADP for the express purpose of configurability between RAID 1,3-5 levels, as well as the use of

the FIFO buffers for holding data until the host/disk drives are ready. The Host DMA interface

(14) is coupled to the SCSI controller (14) and the FIFO buffers/queues (70/101-105) and the

buffer (36—internal to the Figure 1 disk array controller). . It is also expressly taught that the

data path architecture can be constructed with ESDI, IPI or EISA devices rather than with SCSI

devices (column 11, lines 40-43).

Building on Jibbe’s express suggestion to construct the data path architecture with

devices other than SCSI, one finds that Crouse teaches a data server that uses a fibre channel user

node transport bus medium (12b) and SCSI storage devices (46 and 48) that encompass both

online and removable. Note the use of DMA and buffers in Figure 4a/b. The goal is improved

data transfer architecture (column 3, lines 23-41) via a pipelined data server, to include

removable and online storage devices.

Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time

that the invention was made to modify Spring ‘636 in view of Oeda and Cummings by the

teachings of Jibbe and Crouse in order to provide for increased RAID functionality via the SCSI

disk array controller details, which in turn provide for configurability between various RAID
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levels (certainly desirable as both Spring ‘636 and Oeda are concerned with various RAID

levels), as well as the ability to buffer data until the host/disks are ready, with the requisite

details of the fibre channel to SCSI interfacing required by Cummings and shown by Crouse.

The combination is proper as Spring ‘636 and Oeda use SCSI controllers between the host and

disk(s) and RAID configurations. Spring ‘636 even lays out the same basic functionality as

Jibbe’s array controller in the storage router (server 20), with the required ability to interface

with the host and disks via the SCSI protocol. Oeda also provides host to disk interfacing with

mapping, access control and access granting in a SCSI protocol environment. Thus Jibbe

provides the details of a SCSI disk array controller needed by Spring ‘636 and Oeda, and the

combined teachings of Spring ‘636 and Oeda and Cummings and Jibbe and Crouse render the

claims obvious per the above analysis. Admissions made into the record of 90/007,127 by the

patent owner bolster an obviousness rejection, as at page 10 of the response dated 4/6/2005, the

record clearly states that various protocol (not even mentioned in the specification, but only

appearing in the claims) represent protocols that CAN encapsulate SCSI commands, would be

understood by those in the art. This statement is an attempt to provide support for claimed

protocols not mentioned in the specification. Using the same rationale, then it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to use any protocol capable of encapsulating SCSI, and

any hardware associated with the use of these other protocols, as the patent owner has stated that

one would recognize such. Thus this admission, coupled with Spring ‘636 desire to use a more

robust protocol when extending the distance between the workstations and the disk drive storage,

and Cummings’ teaching that fibre channel is distance independent and Jibbe’s express teaching

that other devices than SCSI can be used and Crouse’s teaching of a fibre channel to SCSI data
o
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server controller interfacing, then the claimed subject matter is rendered obvious and is certainly

within the ordinary skill in the art, and the references themselves express a motivation for the

combination of references, thereby avoiding the issue of impermissible hindsight.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

-examiner should be directed to Fritz M. Fleming whose telephone number is 571-272-4145. The

examiner can normally be reached on M-F, 0600-1500.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Jeffrey Gaffin can be reached on 571-272-4146. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306. Any fax should

be sent to the CRU at 571-273-0100.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status infomaation for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, Contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866 17-9197 (toll-V ee).
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Deposit Account No. 50-3183 of Sprinkle IP Law Group for any fee under 37 C.F.R. §1.17.
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Sprinkle IP Law Group
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IN THIE CLAIMS:

1. A data storage gateway capable of interfacing with and providing connectivity

and mapping between a Fiber Channel and SCSI channel interface, the data storage gateway '

comprising:

a virtual storage; _ _

_ a storage router in communication with and providing mapping to the virtual storage

such that a fiberchannel device remote from the virtual storage can communicate data to and

from the virtual storage; and

wherein the storage router is capable of configuring a SCSI device to contain at least a

portion of the virtual storage. '

2. The data storage gateway according to Claim 1, further including a memory work

space for the storage router using a buffer.

3. The data storage gateway according to Claim 2 wherein a Fibre Channel V 1

transport medium connects to the storage router and interfaces with a Fibre Channel controller

and wherein a SCSI bus transport medium connects to the storage router and interfaces with a

SCSI controller.

4. A method for providing, through a storage router, virtual local storage on remote.

SCSI storage devices to Fibre Channel devices, comprising:

I interfacing with a Fibre Channel transport medium;
interfacing with a SCSI bus transport medium;

maintaining a configuration for SCSI storage devices connected to the SCSI bus

transport medium that maps between Fibre Channel devices and the SCSI storage devices and

that implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI storage devices; and

allowing access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI storage devices using

native low level, block protocol in accordance with the configuration.

5; The method of Claim 4, further comprising ‘the step of providing memory work

space for the storage router using a buffer.
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6. The method of Claim 5, wherein the Fibre Channel transport medium connects to

and interfaces with a Fibre Channel controller and wherein said SCSI bus transport medium

connects to and interfaces with a SCSI controller.

‘7. The method of Claim 4, wherein the maintaining step and the allowing step are

performed by a supervisor unit.

8. The method of Claim 6, wherein the supervisor unit is coupled to the Fibre

Channel controller, the SCSI controller, and the buffer.
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I. Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §103

A. Introduction

Claims 1-8 and are variously rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable

over Petal in‘ view of Quam, Cummings, and Crouse.

In order to establish a prima facie case of obviousness, the Examiner must show: that

(1) the prior art references teach or suggest all of the claim limitations, (2) that there is some

suggestion or motivation in the references (or within the knowledge of one of ordinary skill in the

art) to modify or combine the references and (3) that there is a reasonable expectation of

success. M.P.E.P. 2142,’ 2143; In re Vaeck, 947 F.2d 488, 20 U.S.P.Q.2d 1438 (Fed. Cir.

1991). The Examiner must explain with reasonable specificity at least one rejection —

othenrvise, the Examiner has failed procedurally to establish a prima facie case of obviousness.

M.P.E.P. 2142; Ex garte Blanc, 13 U.S.P.Q.2d 1383 (Bd. Pat Application. & Inter. 1989). When I

the motivation to combine the teachings of the references is not immediately apparent, it is the

duty of the Examiner to explain why the combination of the teachings is proper. Ex garte
Skinner. 2 U.S.P.Q.2d 1788, 1790 (Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1986).

B. Claim 4

The Examiner rejected Claim 4 as being unpatentable over Petal in View of Quam and

Cummings and devoted a significant portion of the Office Action to analyzing what Applicants

believe should be Claim 4 in light of Petal. Accordingly, Applicants will first show how Claim 4

differs from the cited references and then address the other Claims.

1. Overview of Claim 4

Claim 4 recites:

A method for providing, through a storage router, virtual
local storage on remote SCSI storage "devices to Fibre Channel '
devices, comprising: ‘ _

' interfacing with a Fibre Channel transport medium;
interfacing with a‘SCS| bus transport medium;
maintaining a configuration for SCSI storage devices

connected to the SCSI bus transport medium that maps between
Fibre Channel devices and the SCSI storage devices and t_l1a_t
implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI
storage devices; and

allowing access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to
SCSI storage devices using native low level, block protocol in
accordance with the configuration. [emphasis added].
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Claim 4 includes the limitations of a configuration that (i) maps between Fibre Channel

devices and SCSI storage devices, (ii) and implements access controls. Additionally, Claim 4

includes the limitation of “allowing access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI storage

devices using native low level block protocol in accordance with the configuration”. These

features of the present invention allow a Fibre Channel initiator device (e.g., workstation) to

access only that portion (or portions) of the storage devices associated with that particular host.

These features also allow a host (or hosts) to communicate with storage devices using o_n|y

native low level block protocols (“NLLBPs”).

2. Petal Does Not Disclose "Allowing Access” From a Fibre Channel Initiator

Device to SCSI Storage Devices Using NLLBP

Claim 4, as discussed above, recites “allowing access from Fibre Channel initiator

devices to SCSI storage devices using native low level block protocol . . A NLLBP is a

protocol that enables workstations and network servers to exchange information with storage

devices without the overhead of high-level protocols and file systems typically required by

network servers. As explained below, this definition for NLLBP is supported by both the

Specification of the ‘T53 Patent, and the judicial interpretation of a similar limitation by Judge

Sparks of the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Texas (an interpretation upheld on

appeal by the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit).

In systems prior to the present invention, when a computer workstation would make a

storage request to a storage device (e_.g., disk drive) through a network server, the workstation

first had to translate the request from its file system protocols to higher level network protocols
to communicate with the network sewer. The network server then would translate these high

level protocols into low level requests to the storage device(s). See ‘753 Patent Specification,

col. 1, lines 50-60 and col. 3, lines 14-15 (distinguishing an NLLBP from higher-level protocols

by contrasting the present invention to prior art solutions). This high levelto low level

translation wastes valuable time and makes the access of information occur at a much slower

rate. See '753 Patent Specification, col. 1, lines 48-57.

Further, in Crossroads v. Chaparral Network Storage, lnc., Western District of Texas.

Civil Action No. A-00-CA-217-SS and Crossroads Systems (Texas), Inc., v. Pathlight 1

Technology, lnc., Western District of Texas, Civil Action No. A-‘OOCA-248-JN (collectively, the

“Chaparral Litigation”), the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Texas issued a Joint

Markman Order (the “Markman Order") interpreting the term NLLBP for the purposes of United

States Patent No. 5,941,972 (the “‘972 Patent”) as follows: I
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a set of rules or standards that enable computers to exchange
information and do not involve the overhead of high level

protocols and file systems typically required by network servers.

A copy of the Markman Order is attached hereto as Exhibit A. This construction, and

the validity of the ‘972 Patent, was upheld by the Federal Circuit on appeal. A copy of the

1 Federal Circuit decision affirming the decision of the lower court is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

Thus, based on the Markman Order, an NLLBP is a protocol that enables computers to

exchange information without the overhead of high-level protocols and file systems typically

required by network servers.

As discussed in the ‘753 Patent, allowing access from host devices (e.g., workstations)

to storage devices is done using NLLBPs in the present invention. Using the example of a first

of Fibre Channel (“FC”) and second transport medium of Small Computer System Interface

(“SCSI”), a FC-connected workstation can communicate low level SCSI commands directly to a

storage device using NLLBPs. For this example, the present invention accomplishes this by

encapsulating the low level SCSI commands in an FC ‘wrapper’ or ‘layer.’ The specification of

the ‘753 Patent discusses such an exemplary embodiment where a Fibre Channel-attached

initiator (e.g., workstation) issues SCSI-3 FCP commands, and an associated SCSI-target

storage device operates on a SCSI-2 protocol (See, ‘753 Patent, col. 6, lines 33-45). In this

case; a storage router connected between the host device and the storage device receives the

FC-encapsulated low level SCSI commands, removes the FC encapsulation, and fonivards the

low level SCSI commands to the storage devices (provided the workstation is allowed to have

such access, as will be discussed more fully below). In this example, there is no translation of

the commands from a’ higher level protocol to a low level protocol. In other words, the storage

router is not required to translate some high level command from the workstation (e.g., a file

system command, or function call with arguments) into_a low level SCSI command. Rather, the

storage router simply strips the FC ‘layer’ off of the existing SCSI command, and fonivards the

SCSI command to the storage device without any high-to-low level translation (because no

such high level to low level translation is needed). Thus, when a host workstation is allowed to -

have access to a storage device, that access is accomplished using only NLLBPs.

Petal, on the other hand, discloses a system in which Petal clients (i.e., workstations)

send higher-level protocol commands to the Petal Sewer that, in turn, transforms these higher-

Ievel, higher overhead commands into low-level SCSI commands that are forwarded to the

storage devices (i.e., at least one high level to low level translation takes place between the

workstation and the storage device). Petal clients are configured with a Petal device driver in

the kernel layer of the Petal client. See, Petal page 88, col. 2, section 3. Higher level
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applications (i.e., user space applications) see virtual disks (representations of the storage

devices) through the Unix File System. See Petal, page 90, col. 1, section 3.2. When a Petal

client wishes to access a storage device behind the Petal server, the client issues a file system

command to the virtual disk which is passed through the class layer to the Petal device driver

(i.e., the kernel layer process for accessing the virtual disk). The Petal device driver then

issues a remote procedure call (“RPC”) using the User Datagram Protocol (“UDP") to the Petal

server to read or write data. See, Id at page 88, col. 2, section 3 (describing the RPC interface)

and page 89, col. 1, section 3.1 (describing handling read and write requests). The Petal

device driver acts as a filter driver to translate the command to the virtual disk seen by the user

space application into an RPC that is sent out in UDP packets.

An RPC is a well known mechanism in networked operating systems and is essentially a

function call to the Petal Server. In issuing an RPC, a client will provide a server with the

appropriate arguments in a UDP packet so that the server can perform some process. The

Petal Server performs a transformation when receiving the RPC in the UDP packet by

processing the RPC in the UDP packet to execute the called process and generate the

appropriate low level SCSI READ and WRITE commands. Thus, the Petal client uses the

traditional network mechanism of issuing a higher level command (e.g., an RPC in a UDP

packet) to the network server that the network server processes to call a function. The Petal

server must execute the appropriate function to transform the information in the UDP packets to

the appropriate low level SCSI command.

Thus, the Petal system does not allow the client (i.e., workstation) to access the storage

devices using an NLLBP. Instead, the Petal client uses a scheme in which high level file

system commands to virtual disks are translated into RPCs which are packaged in UDP

packets and transported to the Petal sewer for transformation into low level commands. Unlike

the NLLBP commands described and claimed in-the ‘753 Patent, these RPC in UDP‘ packets

contain additional higher level overhead and require transformation to low level SCSI

commands at the Petal Sewer. As noted above, the Petal server executes the called

procedure to transform the RPC in UDP to the appropriate low level SCSI command.

The process of Petal therefore requires first creating an RPC, and then encapsulating

the RPC in UDP at the Petal client, and further executing a procedure to transform the RPC in. A

UDP to a low level SCSI command. Consequently, while the Examiner has pointed out various

commands), it is only in the context of the time period after high level RPCs have been ‘
transformed to low level SCSI commands. The system of Petal is the type of system that the
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present invention was designed to overcome, because the system of Petal d_o¢§ involve the

overhead of high level protocols typically required by network servers(i.e., RPCs), and requires

a transformation of the high level protocols into low level SCSI commands at the Petal server.

Therefore, Petal does not disclose, teach or suggest a system for “allowing access from

Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI storage devices using native low level block protocol,”

as recited in independent Claim 4.

3. Fetal Does Not Disclose Mapping Between Fibre Channel’Devices and SCSI

Storage Devices _ 0

Claim 4 also recites a configuration that "maps between Fibre Channel devices and the

SCSI storage devices." Mapping between Fibre Channel device and SCSI storage devices in

the present invention refers to a mapping between the Fibre Channel devices and SCSI storage

devices such that a particular Fibre Channel device on the Fibre Channel transport medium is

associated with a storage device, storage devices, or portions thereof, on the SCSI bus

transport medium. As discussed in the ‘753 Patent Specification, the mapping provides a

correlation between devices on the first data transport medium (e.g., workstations) and the

storage devices. See, ‘753 Patent col. 1, lines 6 through col. 2, line 5 and col. 8, lines 67 — col.

9, line 5. I

In the Chaparral Litigation, the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Texas

adopted the definition that a “map" contains a representation of a device on one side of the

storage router to a storage device on the other side (e.g., from a Fibre Channel host device to a

SCSI storage device). See, Markman Order, Exhibit A, page 12. The mapping of the “753

Patent associates the Fibre Channel devices (e.g., workstations), with SCSI storage devices on

the SCSI bus transport medium. Thus, the mapping can include mapping from a host

workstation identifier (e.g., address or other identifier) to a virtual representation of a storage

device (e.g., a virtual Logical Unit Number (LUN)), and potentially even further from the virtual

representation of the storage device to a physical representation of the storage device (e.g., a

physical LUN). b I
It should be expressly understood that the ‘mapping’ of the present invention is not _

identical to the concept of “virtualization." In virtualization. a storage device (or portion thereof)

is presented with a particular logical address to the hosts or workstations. While it is clear that
the present "invention can include virtualization as part of the mapping (e.g., the map can I

include the mapping from a virtual representation of the storage (virtual LUN) to a physical

representation of the storage (physical LUN)), such virtualization is not, inand of itself, a

mapping between devices as defined in the ‘753 Patent. See, ‘753 Patent, col. 8, line 65-67. In
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fact, this type of virtualization was available in a number of RAID systems at the time Petal was

written. Virtualization does not require that representations of workstations on one side of the

storage router be mapped to a storage device(s) on the other side of the storage router.

Petal does not disclose, teach or suggest a map that maps between Fibre Channel

devices and SCSI storage devices connected to the SCSI bus transport medium as recited in

Claim 4 of the ‘753 Patent. In Petal there is simply no map that associates host devices (i.e.,

the Petal clients) with the storage devices or representations of the storage devices. At best,

Petal teaches “virtualization” of storage devices. In other words, Petal discusses a virtual to

physical mapping of the storage devices rather than a mapping from the device making a

request (e.g., workstation) to the storage device for which the request is intended. Petal states:

The basic problem is to translate virtual addresses of the form
<virtual-disk-identifier, offset> to physical addresses of the form
<server-identifier, disk-identifier, disk-offset>.

See Petal, page 85-86, sections 2.1-2.3 and Figure 4 (entitled “Virtual to Physical Mapping“).

In Petal, a virtual disk directory of virtual disks is mapped to a global directory which is

mapped to physical disks. Id. A client workstation provides a virtual disk identity which is

translated into a global map identifier. Id. The global map determines the serverresponsible for

translating the given offset. Id. The physical map of the specified server translates the global

map identifier and offset to a physical disk and an offset within that disk. See Id., page 86, col.

1, section 2.1. Thus, the mapping of Petal only represents the virtualization mapping of storage

devices and does not correlate or associate the storage devices (either virtual or physical) to

particular Petal clients (e.g., workstations) on the other side of the Petal server. In fact, the

virtualization-type mapping described in Petal is simply a description of the virtualization

technique generally used in RAID systems at the time of Petal.

The Examiner correctly points out that, in Petal, a disk identifier used by‘ clients to

reference a particular virtual disk is “mapped” to a physical identifier. However, this is simply A

virtualization-type mapping. There is no correspondence (or map) made from the Petal clients

to the storage devices (or portions thereof) behind the Petal Server. Put another way, there is

no mechanism disclosed in Petal to perform the function of mapping a particular client

workstation to a particular storage device (or portion). Consequently, Petal teaches a

virtualization scheme, gt a configuration that “maps between Fibre Channel devices and SCSI

storage devices" as recited in Claim 4 of the ‘T53 Patent.
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4. Petal Does Not Disclose lmplementin “Access controls”

a. Implementing Access Controls Requires Allowing Access Using

NLLBPs ‘

Claim 4 recites “implementing access controls" which requires allowing access using

NLLBPs. As described in the ‘753 Patent, “access controls” are a particular form of security

measure designed to prevent unauthorized access to particular storage devices or portions of

storage devices by certain workstations. When “access controls” are implemented, particular

Fibre Channel devices may be permitted access to particular storage devices or subsets of

storage devices. See, e.g., FIGURE 3 of the ‘753 Patent (permitting access from particular

workstations to undivided storage devices as well as divided subsections within a single- storage

device). According to the previously mentioned Markman Order, “access controls” means

“providing controls which limit a computer's access to specific subset of storage devices or

sections of a single storage device." See, Markman Order, Exhibit A, page 6.

The “access controls” of the ‘753 Patent allow access using a NLLBP such that requests

from devices connected to the first transport medium (e.g., workstations) are directed to

assigned virtual local storage on the storage devices. See, ‘753 Patent, col. 8, lines 61-65.
The ‘753 Patent recites:

The storage router can...map, for each initiator, what storage
access is available and what partition is being addressed by a

particular request. In this manner, the storage space provided by
[storage devices] can be allocated to [devices connected to the
first transport medium] to provide virtual local storage...

See ‘753 Patent. col. 8, lines 67 — col. 9, line 5.

Thus, the “access controls” described in the ‘753 Patent are device-centric in that they

permit or deny access from particular devices connected to the first data transport medium

» (e.g., workstations) to particular storage devices (orsubsets thereof) according to the

A configuration. The access controls are thus part of the configuration for routing commands

from a device connected to the first transport medium to defined storage |ocation(s) using

NLLBPs (ie, without requiring the overhead of high level protocols typically required by

network servers) according to the map. ' ‘
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7 b. Petal Does Not Render The Access Controls Limitation Of Claim 4

Obvious

In rejecting the limitation of “implementing access controls” the Examiner points to Petal,

page 90, col. 2, section 4, which states in pertinent part:

...currently we do not provide any special support for protecting a
client’s data from other clients; however, it would not be difficult to

provide security on a per virtual disk basis.

Applicants submit, however, that the statement "it would not be difficult to provide

security on a per virtual disk basis,” without more, does not enable security on per virtual disk

basis in the UDP environment of Petal. UDP is primarilya broadcast protocol in which the

computer issuing a UDP communication typically places UDP packets on a network without

regard to the device that receives the packets.

Petal provides no support as to how to implement its “security on a per virtual disk

basis" for UDP broadcast packets communicated over an ATM transport medium. For

example, a common security method in packet based networks is the use of access control lists

(“ACLs”). While ACLs may be used to entirely block UDP communications (e.g., as in a

firewall), Petal provides no suggestions on how to implement ACLs in a UDP environment to

limit access to a portion of a server file system (e.g., a particular virtual disk). As Petal provides

no support for providing security in the UDP/ATM environment, Applicants respectfully submit

that Petal, at best, only makes it ‘obvious to try’ some unspecified form of security.

“An ‘obvious-to-try’ situation exists when a general disclosure may pique the scientist's

curiosity, suchthat further investigation might be done as the result of the disclosure, but the

disclosure itself does not contain a sufficient teaching of how to obtain the desired result, or that

the claimed result would be obtained if certain direction were followed." In re Eli Lilly &
Company, 902' F.2d 943, 945, 14 USPQ.2d 1741 (Fed Cir. 1990). “Obvious-to-try”, however, is"

not the standard for obviousness under §103. See, In Re O’FarreII, 853 F.2d 894, 902, 7

USPQ.2d 1673 (Fed. Cir. 1988). For example, the statement in a patent that “the user of the

' external field canceling method . can allow for gradient fields to be produced with greatly

reduced problems” provided only general guidance as to the form of the claimed invention and

how to achieve it but did not provide sufficient guidance to render_the claimed invention H

obvious. See, In Re Roemer, 258 F.3d, 1303, 1309-10, 59 USPQ.2d 1527 (Fed. Cir. 2001).

Similarly, the Petal reference does not provide sufficient guidance as to what is meant by

“security” or how to implement such a “security” feature; and certainly does not provide any

guidance on how to implement “access controls" as recited in Claim 4 of the ‘753 Patent.
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a At best, the statement in Petal that “currently we do not provide any special support for

protecting a client’s data from other clients; however, it would ‘not be difficult to provide security

on a per virtual disk basis" is an invitation-to-try to implement some unspecified security feature

on a per virtual disk basis. The statement does not provide any teaching or suggestion as to

how the security feature would be achieved, much less how “access controls” that allow access

using NLLBPs would be achieved. Thus, while it may be ‘obvious-to-try‘ some unspecified

security feature based on the above-cited statement, one is left completely in the dark as to
how such security would be achieved. 1

Moreover, the Examiner has not pointed to any art or other evidence in the record such

that one of ordinary skill in the art would have a reasonable expectation of success in

implementing the claimed “access controls" to allow access using an NLLBP in a UDP/ATM

environment to limit access to a particular virtual disk. if the Examiner is relying on his own

knowledge that one of skill in the art would know how to implement “access controls” that allow

access using an NLLBP on a per virtual disk basis in the Petal environment, then Applicants

respectfully request that the Examiner provide an affidavit detailing the data on which the

Examiner relies for this position, or alternatively allow Claim 4. See 37 CFR 1.107(b) and

MPEP 707.05.

c. There Is No Disclosure or Teaching In Petal That The ‘Security’

Referenced Therein Would Allow Access Using NLLBP

Even though the Petal article states that “it would not be difficult to provide security on a

per virtual disk basis” there is no teaching or suggestion as to how such security would be

provided. Certainly, there is no teaching or suggestion in Petal that a ‘security’ feature could be

implemented to allow access using an NLLBP. It simply is unclear what type or manner of

‘security’ Petal references. For example, security can be a simple password-based security

scheme, or something much more complex.

Moreover, even if security were implemented in Petal, there is no teaching or suggestion

that such security would be implemented to allow access using a NLLBP.’ It would appear that

any security implemented would be on top of the high level RPC.over UDP scheme of Petal.

Again, this would appear to require thehigh-level protocols and wou|d‘not provide access using
an NLLBP. Thus, even if security were applied to the system of Petal, this does not suggest

access controls that allow access using an NLLBP.
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5. Quam and Cummings

The Examiner relies on Quam and Cummings for the proposition that “it would have

been obvious to change from ATM to Fibre Channel in the system of Petal. "Regardless of this,

neither Quam nor Cummings makes up for the deficiencies of Petal and the Examiner has not

pointed out where Quam or Cummings teach or suggest (i) mapping between devices

connected to a Fibre Channel transport medium and SCSI storage devices, (ii) “implementing

access controls” and (iii) “al|owing.access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI storage

devices using native low level block protocol”. Even if Quam and Cummings are combined with

Petal, the combination would lack these features of Claim 4. Accordingly, Applicants

respectfully request allowance of Claim 4. I

6. Summary

In sum, the cited references fail to teach: (1)“a|lowing access from Fibre Channel

initiator devices to SCSI storage devices using native low level block protocols,” (2) maintaining

a configuration that “maps between Fibre Channel devices and SCSI storage devices” and (3)

maintaining a configuration that “implements access controls.’’

Instead, Petal teaches a system in which high level RPC calls in UDP packets must be

transformed into low-level SCSI commands by the Petal server. Further, there is no disclosure,

teaching or suggestion in Petal‘ that clients on one side of the Petal server should be mapped to

storage devices on the other side of the Petal server. Moreover, access controls that allow

access using NLLBPs are not disclosed, taught or suggested in Petal nor is any other security

. method. At most, Petal suggests that it would be ‘obvious-to-try’ adding an undefined security

measure, without providing any direction as to how to do so with a reasonable expectation of

success. Moreover, the Examiner has not pointed outwhere these features can be found in‘

Quam and Cummings. Therefore, Applicants submit that Petal, Quam and Cummings (alone or

in combination) do not render obvious the present invention as recited in-Claim 4, and _

respectfully requests allowance of such claim. Applicants also respectfully request allowance of
Claims 4-8.
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C. Claim 1

1. Overview of Claim 1
Claim 1 recites:

A data storage gateway capable of interfacing
with and providing connectivity and mapping between a
Fiber Channel and SCSI channel interface, the data

storage gateway comprising:
a virtual storage;
a storage router in communication with and

providing mapping to the virtual storage such that a fiber
channel device remote from the virtual storage can
communicate data to and from the virtual storage; and

wherein the storage router is capable. of
configuring a SCSI device to contain at least a portion of
the virtual storage.

Claim 1 includes the limitation that the storage router provides a “mapping to the virtual

storage such that a fibre channel device . . . can communicate data to and from the virtual

storage.” The mapping thus maps a fibre channel device to the virtual storage with which it can
communicate data.

2. Petal Does Not Disclose a “Map" to the Virtual Storage _

The storage router of Claim 1 maps from a Fibre Channel device to the virtual storage to

allow the Fibre Channel device to communicate with the virtual storage. This mapping is more

than mere virtualization as the storage router associates the Fibre Channel device with the

virtual storage to allow the Fibre Channel to communicate data to and from the virtual storage.

Petal does not disclose, teach or suggest a map that associates particular devices

connected to the first transport medium with virtual storage (i.e., particular storage devices or

subsets thereof). Rather, Petal teaches that a virtual to physical mapping (i.e., virtualization of

the storage device) takes-place. There isghowever, no correspondence made between the

clients and storage devices (or portions thereof) in the mapping of Petal; i.e., there is no

mechanism disclosed to say “this client maps to that virtual storage” on the other side of the

Petal server. Consequently, Petal teaches a virtualization scheme rig a “mapping” to the virtual

storage to allow a Fibre Channel device to communicate data to and from the virtual storage.

3. Additional Cited References

Applicants respectfully submit that the Examiner has not pointed out where Quam,

Cummings or'Crouse make up for this deficiency in Petal. Therefore, Applicants respectfully

submit that the Examiner has not made out a prima facie case of obviousness with respect to
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Claim 1. Applicants therefore respectfully request allowance of Claim 1. Additionally,

Applicants request allowance of Claims 2-3 as representing further limitations on Claim 1.

D. Summary: There is No Prima Facie Showing of Obviousness

Applicants respectfully submit that the Examiner has failed to establish a prima facie

case of obviousness for Claims 4-8 as the prior art references do not disclose, teach or suggest

all of the claim limitations. Specifically, the prior art cited by the Examiner does not appear to

teach or suggest i) maintaining a configuration that maps between Fibre Channel devices and

SCSI storage devices," ii) maintaining a configuration that “implements access controls for the

storage space on the SCSI storage devices” and iii) “allowing access from Fibre Channel

initiator devices to SCSI storage devices using a NLLBP.” Additionally, with respect to Claim 1,

the prior art does not appear to teach or suggest “mapping to the virtual storage such that a

fibre channel device . . . can communicate data to and from the virtual storage.” While the

Examiner has provided a detailed discussion of Petal to attempt to show where these features

are found, Applicants respectfully submit that Petal does not disclose, teach or suggest the

claimed limitations. Furthermore, the remaining cited references (Quam, Cummings and

Crouse) alone or in combination, do not make up for the deficiencies in Petal. Accordingly,

Applicants respectfully request allowance of Claims 1-8.

ll. Conclusion

Applicants appreciate the Examiner’s diligence in issuing thorough office actions in

multiple reexamination cases so quickly. Applicants respectfully submit, however, that Claims

1-8 are distinguishable from the Petal, Quam, Cummings and Crouse references. Therefore,

Applicants respectfully request allowance of all claims subject to reexamination.

Applicant has now made an earnest attempt to place this case in condition for

allowance. Other than as explicitly set forth above, this reply does not include an acquiescence

to statements, assertions, assumptions, conclusions, or any combination thereof in the Office

Action. | u
I This Reply was served via First Class Mail on April 6, 2005 to Larry E. Severin, Wang,

Hartmann & Gibbs, PC, 1301 Dove Street #1050, Newport Beach, CA 92660.
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The Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge

any fees or credit any overpayments to Deposit Account No. 50-3183 of Sprinkle IP Law Group.

Respectfully submitted,

Sprinkle IP Law Group
Attorneys for Applicant

John L. Adair

Reg. No. 48,828
Date: April 6, 2005
1301 W. 25"‘ Street, Suite 408
Austin, TX 78705 '

Tel. (512) 637-9223
Fax. (512) 371-9088
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UNITED SIATES DISTRICT COURT.

wnstmsnn DISTRICT on

 

AUSTIN DIVISION

- . . _ . . _ ' ' ,5-_M _ ~
CROSSROADS SYS'l‘EMS,(’I'EXAS) INC.§ _ -V--=..... W .

I . 4 ‘ s § .. ‘ . BY s0FF’CEr'l‘T
‘ vs. - _ § 0. A00 CA 217 my

. . . _ . . _ § . _
‘CHAPARRAL NETWORK ~ -.§

. STORAGE, ma; §

CROSSROADS sYs'1T:Ms, (TEXAS), INC. '5;

vs. ‘ ’ § N0. A00 CA2-18 SS _ ~- .

PATELIGHT TECHNOLOGY, INC. :5

ORDER. ‘_ .----..

BE IT that on the 25'” day of July 2000 the Court, accordance with

, Mariam v. Westview Instrumenm, Inc., 52 F.3d 957 (Fed. Cir. 1995), qfl”d, 116 s. on 1384 (1996);

held a hearing at which the parties appeared by representation ofcounsel and made oral arguments

.. on their claims construction. Atthe hearing, the parties presented aloint Stipulation of

Claim Construction, rhattheparties have agreed uponthe definitions for seirenteen terrns _

"audio: phrases in. us. Patent No. 5,941,972 (“the ‘972 patent’-’), and that only Ten terms and/or

phrases in-111: ‘972 patent:-emain in dispute. Afier considering the briefs, the case file as a whole,

and the applicable law, the Court enters“the following opinion and order. 1

1. Standard for Claims Construction

The constructionofor the definition of the terms used in the c1airns,is'a matter of

lawforthe Court. When adopting a claim constrlictiorz, ‘the Court should oonsidertheintrinsic V

'”%vitl€ii?:'1Trliifii1TE1i1t1e‘s‘tlfetli«iinis:the‘speeifiz:afion7and“the'prosecufion‘histo1yrSee"Vitronics

3/\ _ RECEIVED
_ - - FEB‘ O 7 2005

AO0473 OFFICE or PETITIONS
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Corp. v. Cancepironic. Inc._; 90 F.3d 1576, 1582¢(Fed-. Cir. 1996) (explaining that intrinsic evidence

-—~—-—— —-—————isi‘theinostsignificant.so11rce.o£the.legally.ope1-ativemeaningo£disp1ned_c1aii11,langm;g:1’)__h[Qt____‘__>v
sinprisingly, thestaniiigpoint is always “the oftheclaimsthemselves.” Id; see also Camarlc

.ca;}zmun}¢aziazu, Inc. v. Harris Cor_'p., .156 1=.3a 1132, 1136(Fe11.cir. 1998). 1'11": "words ofthe
- elaims a1'e generiilly given their ordinary and cuetomary -mieening, the patentee intended to

use a “soecial definition of the term clearly _in the patent speeificafion or tile 'histo1'y.”

V1'!mm'cs, 90‘ F.3d at 1582. Thus, the Court musipeview-the and file -histo1'y to.

determine whether the _pz_itentee intended to use any “speeia1*‘ definitions. See id. ‘The
. specification and file history inay also beeonsulted as general guides for-claini intetprethtioii. 5;;

.Comark, 155 F.3d at 1186. ' i i

The speeification and file history, howeveif, are not substitutes forthe plain language ofthe

claims. The specificetionis not meant todeseribe the full scope ofthe patent— includes only a .

description ofthe invention, suficient to eriable aiperson skilled in the art malce and use

it, as well as the ii1‘ven1:'on’s “best mode.” See 35 U;S.C. § 112. Thus, the eliiimsimay be broader

thaiithe specifieafioii, and generallyshouldnotbeeonfinedto lheexamples ofthe invention setforth

in tbeiepeeification. See Cbmark. 155 F.3d at 1137 (“Although the specification may aid the court -
in‘inu:1jareting the me'a'ning' of claim limguage, embodiments and exzmiples 9

appearing specifieation will not be read into the claims”). the

has repeatedly emphasized that “limitations fmmthe specification are natto beread into the

claims.” Id at.l1_86.
4 "In addition the intrinsic the may, in its diseretiongreceive

. extrinsicevidence regarding the pmpeteonstruetiaiiofthepatenfsterms. See_Keyl’}rl177nticeutieaL9

-2;

A 00474
\
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' I u Hercon Eabs; conga, 161 F.3d 709,715 (FedCir. 1993) (“['1']rial courts-generally canhearexpert

testimony for background "and education on the technology implicated by the presented claim

construction issues, andtrial courts’ have broad discretion" in this regard.”)’. The plaintiff has

provided an-expert uiiidavi: and fiie’defendant has p'rouided'exeerprs from severed dictionaries as

extrinsic evidence concerning the construction ofthe terms (if the ‘972

II.‘ “implemenunccess ccntrolsfor storage‘ spice on the SCSI storage devices”

This phrase is used in claims’ 1, 10 and 11' ofthe ‘972 patent. The parties dispute whether

’ thephrase refers to “access controls" duly fur certain subsections ofa divided SCSI storage device,

- or whether it also includes limiting access to entire undivided scsr sterage devices. The piainiiir

argues -the phrase includes both kinds ofaccess controls; the defendants say the phrase refers only

' tn access cpntrbls for various‘ subsections 2': ‘single divided SCSI storage device. The

defends also arguetheplaintiffs construction is imp:-qperbecause,ifit will result irirhe

‘"972 patent being invalidated by prior art.

Theplainfiffpropuses the following definition: “provides.controlswhichlimitacomp1mer’s

‘ T a specific subset ofstcrage devices or secticns ofa single storage device.’:’ See Plaintifl’s

Brief, 5} 20. The defendants pronose the fihmse should be defined as ifipnriiiious the stdmge'spuce

on each one ofthe _scs1 storage deiiices and defines die accessibility ofeach resulting partition,”
r9ee Defendants’ Brief, Ex. 2. The Court agrees with the plaintiff. V

The‘intrinsic evidceofthe ‘972 patent: showstheplaiutiffis invention is intended‘to restrict

ucoess both to‘ subsections ofa sesi storage device, at well as to entire,-undivided SCSI dexkiees.

I First, the plain language of this phrase refers only tc_“st_m'age space” and does not limit the space‘

A DO47:i
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only to subsections ofa divided SCSI storage device. Second‘, Figure 3 ofthe ‘972 patent Supporm

a bmmixeaaiug ofthis uhrase. Figure 3 shows three scs1- storage. devices, two of which are '

undivided (60 and 64). The third (62) is divided into four-suluisections ofstorage space. From

- the simple labeling on Figure 3, it is clear that.the.entire, mdivided device (64) is meant to

be assessed only by a single workstation (comp1nerjE_). V'l_‘hus, Figme 3 expressly shows fimfthe

plaintifl’s invention contemplates using “access oontmls” for an tire, storggc device as
Well as for -the divided subsections within :a single. storage device.’ the language of the

specification exprely access to an entire, SCSI storage device.

Specifically, in referring to Figure 3 , the specifieati'on'states “storage device 64 can be allocated

storage for the remaining workstation 58 (vvorlcstation £.).*' See ‘972 Patent, at 4:2i) - 4:21, A: the

._ hearing, the defendants‘ cmmsel arguedthar, simply because Figure 3 deseribesthis feature doesnot

mean the feature was intended to be of the ‘claimed invention. ' The Court soimdly rejects this

argmnent. Figure 3 is mum to be an example of how the pla.i11fiRs claimed"invention can be

‘implemented, and the specification clearly describes this figure as illustrating one imnlementsfion

' ofthe claimed invention. Adopting the defendanis’ argumentwould ignore aL‘fun'damental principle

ofclaims construction, ofirepeated infl1e defendants’ briefand oral argnments, thatthe specification ‘

‘is "tile single best guide to the meaning ofa disputed tenn.” See Vztronics, 9o Fe3d at 1532. .
the defendants correctly point out that the mcification also refers to the single‘, undivided storage

device (54) as a “pin-tifion (i.e., logical storage definition)!‘ See ‘972 Patent, at 4:44 - 4:47.

than compel-tlie defendantfproposed construction. however. this language the plaintifl‘ s

« * Fig1ne3 ‘also discloses 4 and his defendants do um I-‘ that the plaintilfs invenfion
contemplates to various snbsections ofthe divided SCSI storage device (62).

. . _ 4 r -

A 00476
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"avoids ensnaring prior art if it is possible to do so.” Harris Corp. v. LXYS Corp, 114 F.3d 1149,

‘ —_-l 1 53 (Fed. Cir. 1997). However, the defendants have not shown thatthe prior art at issue -—the Lni

_ sum the Lui patent ouaecess contro1_(or any_-other) grounds. Although the Patent Ofiice is not the

' art ereatee a strong presutnption flaarthe Lui patent does ncrtnread upon the plaintifi’s claimed

A_ elaimed invention. While the Lui patent does disclose a system Fibreuchannel computers and

_scs1 storage devices, see'Defendnnts’iB1ie£.Ex. 6, at 2:53 - 2:65, the similarities end there. The

lu=\.crvl:u uusucuuu nczuu I‘ - uv:a> on line Lu ‘rur unulvol prlntea U!/. ’. '1_UU .1£:‘|3 " Pg 6/17

argument at the hearing that a. discrete unit ofstorage— whether an entire scsi storage device or a

subsectionwithinthaIdeviee—berefenedtoas;1“partition.”’

The defendantsalso ifthe intrinsicevidence supportsthe plaintitfs proposed

definition, this definition is nonetheless improper because it would. cause the ‘972 patent torcarl

directly upon prior art (and therefore be invalid). It is true that"‘c1aims should berend in ‘a way ’

patent—wou1d be_""enma1ed” by adopting theplaintifi’s definition. Imporlantly, the Lui

partofthepriorart expressly considered by thepatent examiner before grantingthe ‘972 patent. ~-

patent examiner apparently didnotuse the p‘atentto1-eject asingle claim inthe ‘972 patent. The

patent examineralso did not issue anOfficeActionIequiringthe plaintiffto distinguish its

model ofeficiency orthoroughness, failure to theLui potentially invalidating prior

invention. In addition, it does not appear to the Court that the Lui patent uponithe ‘972

Lui patent eoncems an invention o "bypass circuits” used to “prevent the failure ofany device?’ in

the system. See id, at Abstract. The invention of the Lui‘ patent is not concerned with the swifl

transfer of information across a router, and thus does not disclose techniques for mapping,

. . .1 The Coxnt eacpiesslynoties, howevelithmitisnotdefining inthisorder,
asthat term is notused in the ‘972 claim language. A

-5‘-
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-implementing controls, or-.a memory brcfife.-r.’ At the hearing, the defendants’ "counsel

suggested that Figure 2 of the Lui patent discloses the claimed invention of the ‘9I'72 patent.

However, Figure 2 ofthe Lui patent is not a part ofthe Lui invention; rather it -is an illustration of

a~“convent:iona.l” network that the Lui invention allegedly irnproves upon. ‘See id at 3:66;

TheCourt rejects the defendants’ that “conventional” network also read dixectly

upon the ‘972 claimed invention. "The parent examiner may have let one piece ofpriorart slip by; _

he or ‘she would not have missed‘ it “eonvenfionul” network system directly applicable to the

plaintifi:"s claimed invention. . ’

In einn, the'Co1n1: win adopt the piainiiirs -proposed definition. and ennnn; the phrase

“implements access controls” inthe. claiins ofthe *972 pntenno mean “provides contmls which limit

. ajeiomputt-.r’s to a specific subset of storage devices or sections ofa single storagidevice.”
III. “allocationhof subsets of ‘storage space to associated Fibre Channel devices," wherein

each subset is only accessible by the associated Fibre Chanel device’?

The dispute hue is the same as in d1e.prece€l.ing'sectione This phrase is used in

claims 2, 8 and l2 ofthe ‘972 patient. As it did the "implements access controls . . ." pliuriasi-.',

‘ - l A the argues the "allocation . . ." phrase means that specific can ‘be -

allocated onsubsections ofatsingle SCSI storage device and on entire, undivided
storagle devices. Thcdefendants stielctothe' general argumentonthis issue, and contend the phase‘ '

 

_ , ’ The defendants argue these fiefatures are “implicitly” found in the Lui specification and in -
__________any_e:rcnt_weredisclosed.in.other_prioLa1'L_See_DefendantsLBrief._at_12_a.nd.n. l.._.'lJ1e_C.our.t.is.not

-persuaded that these features are ‘‘implicitly’' disclosed by the Lui -patent, and the other prior art
briefly referenoedby the defendantsmakes no'mentionofcombining that prior artwith the invention
of the Lui patent, or vice-versa. ‘ - ' '

-5-
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means storage space canonly be allocated on subsections ofa singletdivided SCSI storage

Both partiesspace,-however it is only be accessed by the specified - ‘

Fibre Channel devieets).

Ihep1ainfifi’sprbposeddei:initionis“snhsetsofstomgespaee are allocated to specificFibre

Channel-devices.” See Brief, ‘at 26; The defendants-say the phrase shouldbe defined to

‘fans -or more partitions thatare only accessible by a" single Fibre Channel See
Defdan1s* Brief‘, Ex.‘ 2. For the teasonsldiscussed inithe preceding section, the courtetiiepts the

plainfifi's proposed construction.

IV.‘ “supervisor unit”

Thistci-um is usedin claims 1, 2 and 10 ofthe ‘972 patent‘ 'I'he'p1'ain'tiEf'conten‘as this term

should be defineclas -“a'mi<‘:i'oproeessor to data ina buffer in" birds? toimap

between Fibre Channel devices and SCSI devices and -which implements aeeees controls.” See

Plaintilfs Brief, at 25. The defendants argue m term should be defined ar. “an Intel‘ 8096011? . -

processor” with several specific features. See Defendants’ liriei, Ex. 2.

The defendants arguetheir construction is by the means-plus-fiinctinn anaiysis of

5 112(6) of the Patent Act, because the claims ofthe ‘972 patent do not adequately describe’ the‘

“supervisor unit" to be used." See Defendants‘ Brief, at I5-_l‘7.' The plaintiff‘ argues that -§ 112(6)

does not apply because the tenn “means” is not used the term ‘feuperviser unit” and becmrse

the term “supervisor unit” is adequately described by other claim language in the ‘972 patent.» See

. Plaintifl-'§.1Harkman Exhibits, at 35-39.

Section 112(6)»of the Patent Aet provides that when _a refers Vtovthe “nieans a

.7-
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specific act, but to adequately describe these Ineans, thelmeens then must be defined by

’ reference ‘to the specification; See 35 U.S.C.‘ § 112(6)." If the claim language_at' issue dqgg_n_o_1____

include the term“means,”thereis npresumptionthat the § 1 12(6) means-plus-ftmction analysis does

not apply. See AI-Site Corp. v. _VSTInt'I, Inc., 174 F.'3d;13o8, 1318 (Fed.,Cir. .1999) ("waned an

element ofaclaim does not use the term ‘means,’ treaunent as ameans-plus-function claim element

is generallynot cppmpriate.").' To overcome this prestunption, the party seeking to apply § 112(6)

i. must show the claim language at issue is purely functional and thatcrther claim language does not

adequetely describe the disputed term. See. id. _(“[W]hen-it 'is_ appasdem that the element invokes

purely functional terms,withouttheadditional recital ofspecific structure ormaterial forperforming‘

that function, the claim ele-Intent" maybe a riieans-plus-fimction element despite the lack ofexpress .

means-plus function la.nguage.”). From a reviewofthe claim languageas a whole, the Court agrees

with the plaintifi’ that 1i1e.term “supervisor unit” is not purely -functional, but refers instead to ‘a

device that can performlthe tasks specifically listed in the claim language of the ‘972 patent.

Specifically, claims 1,2and 10 ofthe ‘972patet1ti'1escn'bea“su_pcrvimrunit”thatcan: (1)ruainta.in

andmap the configuration ofnetworked Fibre Channel and SCSi storagedevices; (2) include in this - ’ '

configuration an allocation of specific storage space to specific Fibre. Channel devices; (3)'

implementaccess controls for the SCSI storage deirices; ‘and (4) process data in the storage router's

‘ . bufier to allow an exchange betweenthcFibre SCSI devices, See ‘972 Patent, '

 

_ ‘ Section 112(6) reads as follows: “An element in‘a claim for a combination may be
expressed as a means or step for performing a specified function without the recital of structure,
material-, or acts in support thereof, and such claim shall be construed to cover the corresponding
structure, rnaterial, or acts described in the specification and equivalents thereof.” 35 U.S.C. §

112(6). ‘ ‘

.3-
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atC1aims 1, 2 and '10. These are the sarnetasks describedVinthep1a.in'tifi’s pmppsed definition. In ‘

addition, the specificationexpresslydefinesthe“supervisornnit" as ;‘amicroprocesso1” (acomputer

chip) and specifically as ‘fa microprocessor for oonuelling operation of storage router 56 and to

‘handle mapping and security access forrequestsbetween Fibre Channel 52 end SCSI bus 54.” See

id at 5:7 - 5:10. However, neither the specification (nerthe claim language) limits the ‘972 patent

tohthe specific Intel computer chip referenced by the _defendants. Although the defendants correctly ‘

point out that the Intel 30960 chip is the only computer chip express1y' named in "the ‘972 patent and

the specification describes many features this chip, the defendants fail to note that the Intel 80960~.

» chip is listed as only “one irnplyementation” ofthe claimed.invention’s nlicroplocessor. A See ‘972 .

Patent, at 5:63. The defendants are attempting e2_iactly- what the Federal Circnit prohibits — to limit

the claimstolthepreferred embodirnentand examples ofthe.specificafio_n. “This cointhascautioned

against limiting the claimed invention to embodiments or specific examples in the

specification.” Chmark, 156 F.3d at 1186 (quoting Texas Instiwnents, Inc. v. United 5'tates‘Im‘I

Trade Comm ‘n, 805 F.2d 1 558, 1563 (Fed. Cir.’ 1988)). The Court will not use an example of“one

implementation” in the specification to the -plain language" of the claims. Accordingly, the

Court "adopts the pihiniifrs definition of“supervisor1mit" and will construe that term as used inthe

claims ofthe ;972 patentto mean “a microprocessorprogrammed toprocess data aorder

to map between Fihre Channel devices and SCSI devices and which implements access controls.” H

V.. “SCSI storage devices’?

This term, is usedinclaims 1,4,1,_9-1i and 14 oflhe ‘Q72 patent. 1'h¢-eplaintiffarignesthat

this term needs no further definitinn because the term SCSI is.-so Well-known the '

indusu-tr, but that thetenn can be further defined as “any-storage device including, for '
:9-
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cxamp'’'1e, a tape drive, CD—ROM drive, or a‘ hard disk tlzive that nndereten‘ds thescsl pretoeol and

eo_n;n_ml;t,i_cate‘ueing the E;l,pmtocoL_”_S_e£¢?l1t‘m.fi.l1:sBrie£3I..1.8;__fIThe;defendantsLarguelthe_________._

tenn should -be defined as “any storage device that uses a- scsl standard and has a

‘BUSt'l‘ARGET:LUN nddre.es.”_ See.Defendants’ Brief, Sn 2. p

The Court agrees with the plainfiif. - the defendants -contend their nennw

definition should bensed because it f‘-eomports with"972 specification” and its dieenseion ofscsl
storage devieee See Defendanfs Brief, at 14. -However," the speeifienttenlangunge re_ferred'to by

the defendants is" only’ bone example of how the SCSI storage addressing scheme ."ean"

represented.‘ See ‘972.Pa’1ent, eI’7:39. Again, the defendants ale impel-missibly trying to limit the

claim language to an example glvén in the speeifiention see comark, "156 F.3d at 1186-87. For the

sakeof c1arity,\the Court adopt the pl'aintifi’s proposed definifion for this term.‘ - ‘
VI. “process data‘ in the'l:u'|fl‘er”"

This phrase is need in rand l‘o-‘ofthe ‘972 patent. The plainfifinrgues the phrase is

adequately defined on its own and by the suirollnding elaim lellguage. The defentiarlte contend the

phraseshollld be defined es “te manipulate date in the bufi'er in ntnrnnner-tor(e)eehleve rnnpprn‘_ ‘ g

' between Fibre Channel endSCSI clevieee, and (b) apply access‘eontrolennd routing functions.” See

Defendants’ Brie£,JEx. Z

Theplain languageof1 land 10 dieelosethatthe unit (the microprocessor) .

processes data in the bufifer “to intetfaoe between the ‘Fibre Channel controller and the SCSI

. controllerto ellow access froin Fibre devices to SCSI etorage the V

néltive lbw level, block protocol in aceordanee with the configurafion.” see ‘972 Patent; at Claims '

I and 10. This language adequately dcscribeswhat it means to “précess data in the buffer” for these
' - 10 —
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einitns. Simply because the specification tony use slightly -different language to describe this

“proeessi-ng," see id at 5:13 -_59.’o, does not entitle the defendants to adopt the- specification

language over the ‘plain language ofthe claims. The-_ _CoL_u1 will not furt_her define this phrase.

V11. “storage routerf’i I

1-‘land 10ofthe‘972patenL Thepla.intiffarguesthenermneeds

. no further definitionforclaims 1-6, and for claim 7 it should be defined as “adevice which provides

local stzorage,.ma.ps, implements accesscontrols, and alloivs access using native low level

block protocols.” See Pla.in1ifi’s Brief, at 27, The defendants contend the term should mean “a

htidgedeviee that nmore chnnneliink directly to a SCSI bus and enables the exchange oi‘.
SCSI commanduset information aipplication clients on SCSI bus devices and the Fibre
Channel iinitsgf see Defendants’ Brief,.Ex. 2.

\

The defendantsdo notmake any zirgument fortheir definition intlieirbrief, and did '

not discuss the term at the July 25 hearing. In their notebook of exhibits presented at the hearing,

the defendants include one page which supports their deiinilion witha quote fiom the

i See Defendants’ Markmcm Exhibits, “Markman Presentation” Tab, at 22. argument is

disingenuous. The specification language quoted by the defendants immediately followed‘ by

several sentences further defining “storage router." Indeed,"the sentence begins “Further, the

storage router applies access controls . . ._ ." See ‘972 Patent, at 5:30. The defendants’ attempt to

limitthe “storage router” to one ofseveral descriptive sentences the specifimtion is notwell- I

’ taken. In addition, the Court finds the teen “stoinge router,’.’ as used in all claimsofthe ‘972 patent.

isndeqnnteiy desen'bedhythe_additiona1~1angnageorthe claims, wlxichdiscloses indetaiithe various

functions and/or qualifies ofthe storage router. The Court will not further define this Tenn.

j'_.._._..:?_j.,_.1_]__L—e-————-—————--—-—
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Vin. “mep” ‘ j ‘ I _ ’ ' .

_____V~__>___V____ This te!m'is'usLed inclaims :1 , 7,‘ l0 11 ofthe ‘9_7_2_pntent. The plainfificmtends thefig-m
means “to ereane a path from Iaideeice on one side ofthe storage routerto adeviice-on the other side '

‘ofthe router, ie. from aFibre Channel deirice to a SCSI device (or vice-versa). A ‘map’ contains

a representation ofdevices on side ofthe storage router, so that when n device one side of
thestorage router wants to -communicate" to a detiiee on the other side of the storagerouher, ‘the

storage router-can the devices.” See Plaintifi’s Brief, 22. The defendants the

I *_*to translate nda:esses.". See nefendanw Briefi' Ex. 2.

In supportofdefinition,‘ the defendants point only to a dictionary definitionioli

See Defendants" Brief,«at is and Ex. 4. nnplasnnfr, oi-ithe otlier cites no npenific portions

of the that sup_port its definitions ofmap.'(both as a vexb Kandvai-noum) used in the_
elziixns ofthe ‘972'pa1enL See .PlaintifPs'B1ief, (cifing‘972 Patent, at 1:66 —.2:S and 6:65 - 7:6).

Because isfar more salient than5.definition, andtheComt _

agrees that the specification lnngnnge cited by the plaintifi‘ supports its of the term

“map,” the Court will ‘adoptthe plaintifl’s proposed ‘definition bfithis term.

ix. "Fibre Channel pi-ntocol unit” nn “Sm prntocni unit” A

These terms are usedtin 5 a__nd.6 of the ‘972 The plaintiff contendsithese

should be defined as “aportionofFibre Channel oimtroller Which connects’ to the’Fibxe

Channelnanspon mediu1n”'an'cl “a portion ofthe scsr controllerwhich interfaces tothe SCSIb1is.”

see Plaintiffs Brief, at 27. The defendants say the terms mean “block and equivalents thereofthat

4 conneets to the Fibre Channel trensport medium” and .“bloek andequivalents thereofthat

to the scsx bus nanspon medium." See'Defendants’ Brief, Ex. 2.

_-i2-
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The deféndantsarguethelnezns-plus-fimction enalysis of§ 1 12(6) should _applyhere because

the terms are well-known and are not defined in two dictionaries cited by the defendants. See

Defendants’ Brief, at 7-8, l4—l5,~Ex. 4 and Ex. However, the defendants dovnot indicatehow the

. terlnshould he de:finedCin reference to the specification, anti in fact contend “the ‘972 specification

fails to reveal any corresponding to the claimed function."- See id. at 8 and-.15. The

. defendants propose the word "b1ock” should be used to‘-t1escn'be these terms because the

“protocol units" are “simplyi depicted as aoblock the diagram‘ ofFigure 5” ofthe ‘972 petent 2

See id. This reasoning is wholly unpeisunsive. ‘Simply because a patent physically

depicts‘ the rarotoeol unitsiin a block-lik_e shaoejit does not follow that the units should be tieiiiie:1-

as “blocks or equivalents thereof.” Under-that reasoning, the SCSI storage devices, which are

pliysicany-depicted as cylinders in the *972 patent,_eouid:be defined simply as “cylinders, oil drums

at barrels, or equivalents thereof” As the plaintifi'-correctly ‘points olrt, the language of

clnims S and 6 plainly states that units” for both devices are part ofthe ,“c'ontroIlel:s”

for the devices, and to “connect” the devices to various “transport media” ('Le.,'to .

various cables). See ‘972 Patent, at Claims 5 and 5. Accordingly, the court adopts the rilaintiffs

definitions for these terms, and will construe the terms to mean “a portion of the Fibre Channel.
controller which connects to the Fibre Channel transport medium” entire portion of the scsi

controller which interfaces to the SCSI bus.”

x... “interfiice” 4

In their Joint stiouletioo of Claim coostmotion, the parties claim the meanirtg ofthe term
“interface” is in dispute. Howevm-, this phrase is not cliscussedin any of the parties’ briefs‘, and

l neithersideptesented an argumentattheluly 25heari_rtgastowhyfl1etet-misdisputed. This tum

‘Z13-
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hasastandardandordinarymeaning;—cvenmafederaIjudge¥andtheCou1twi1l'1iotfi1rthe:define

ii-

XI. Unaisputed Terms _ 1

Finally, in theix Joint Stipulation of Claim Construction, thetparties have stipulatedm the

ebnsfruciion an? other terms in the *972 patent. The Court will thereforc adopt these stipinlaied,

constructions,--solely for thepurpose ofthis laivsuit.

Accordingly, the Court.enters following order:

ms ORDERED tha1theatInched_constructionofthc_pate.ntc1aimswil1 be incorpdratedinto-.

‘any jury instructions giv in this cause and will be applied -by the Court in ruling on theissuezgz

raised in summary jud.gm:nL

- . _ -:2’ ; . . -
— SIGNED anmis.g_day ofluly zooo.

  _ TRICT IUDGE

-14-
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CONSTRUCTION OF CLAINIS " ~

U.S. PATENT NO. 5,941,972 ’ '

Qisgfigl Terms

The phrase “implements access-«controls for storage on the SCSI devices“ means
provides controls which limit a computer‘: access to a specific subset ofstorage devices or sections
of asingle storage device. A ' . - . .. -

‘ Thephrase “allocationofsubsets ofstorage space to associatedFibre Channel devices, wherein-each
subset is only accessible by the associated Fibre Chanel. device” means subsets ofstorage space

allocated tospecifie Fibre Charmel devices.

A “supervisor unit” is a microprocessor programmedto process data in a bufier in order to map
between Fibre Channel devices and SCSI devices and which implements access controls. '

A “SCSI storage device” is storage device including, for example, a tape driive,'CD—ROIs/I. '
or a hard disk drive that understands the SCSI protocol’ and ‘can communicate using the SCSI
protocol.

The term “rnap" meansto create'apath‘fi-om adeviee on one side oftl1e'storag‘e routerto a device
on theother side ofthe router, i.e. fiorn aFibre Cbanneldevice to a SCSI device (or vice-versa), A
“map” contains a representation ofdevices on each side ofthe storage router, so thatwhen adevice

on one side ofthe storage routerwants to commxmicate witha device on the other side of the storage

router, the stnrage router can connect the devices. '

A “Fibre Channel protocol unit” is a portion ofthe-Fibre’Channel controller which connects to the
Fibre Channel transport medium. ‘ A A

.'A “SCSI protocol unit” is a portion ofthe SCSI controller which to the SCSI bus-

Sti m-.a_/ Undi uted T

A “bufi'er" is amemory device that is utilized to temporarilyhold am .. A

A “direct memory access (DMA) interface” is a device that acts littleor no
.eor_1trol to access memory for data transfer;

A “Fibre Channel” is a known high-speed serial interconnecg the structure and operationof

isdescribed, forexample, inFibre Channel Physical and Signaling Interface(I-‘C-PH), ANSI X3 .230

Fibre Channel Arbiu-ated "Loop (FC—AL), and ANSI X1272 Fibre Channel Private Loop Direct
Attach (FC-PLDA). '

—.——-.—1—5-—:————~—-————._-%*___
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A “Fibre Channel cont:roller"'is a device tllafinterfaces with a Fibre ‘Channel transport mean-gm

A“Fibre Channel device" isany device, such as acomputer, thatunderstands Fibre Channelprotocol
*'——"‘*""—*‘arld‘eaii'coTnrfum“"_catc—fi§‘lfl§FibfiChallnel protocol.

“Fibre Channel protocol” is ‘e set ofrnles that apply to Fibre Channel.

A “Fibre Channel transport medium” is a serial optical or electrical colnmunications link that
connects devices using'Fibre'Channel protocol. -

-A "first-in-first-out.queue’i“i‘sa mu1ti—elemenl data structure fionl which elements be removed
‘only in the same order in-which they were inserted; that is, it follows a firslrin, first out" (FIFO)
constraint. _ . . .

A ‘~'llard disk "drive" is a well lcnorlrn megnefic storage media, and includes a SCSI drive".

An"‘illi1:iator device” a device that issues requests for data or storage.

A “Maintai_n('lng) a configur-ation"_ means kee1l(ing) a modifiable setting ofinfomxation. -

A A “native low level, block protocol” is a set ofrules or standards enable computers to exchange
infonnlltion and do not involve the overhead of high level protocols and file systems typically
required by network servers. . ' ' .

A; “scsl” (Small Computer Systemlnterface) is alligh speed parallel interface that may be used to
connect components ofa computer system. .

A “$CS[ bus transport medilnn”.is a cable consisting ofa group ofparallel wires (normally 63)‘1hat
forms a commllllications path between a SCSI storage device and another device, such as a

A “SCSI controllel” is a device that irrterlilcm with the SCSI bus transport.medium.

local storage" is alspecific subset of_ overall data stored in storage devioesthatjhas the
appearance and characteristics oflocal storage. - .

A Wvorkstation" is arexnote computing device thatconnects to the Fibre Channel, and may consist
of la. personal computer. ' ' i

A 00438. '
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Black Box, SCSI Fiberoptlc Extender, Single-Ended, Product Insert, 2 6/18/1905aes, 1996.

c3 CRD-5500, RAID DISK ARRAY CONTROLLER Product Insert, pp. 1-5‘
CRD-5500, SCSI RAID CONTROLLER OEM Manual, Rev. 1.3, 02/26/1996
Februa 26, 1996, - . 1-54.

C5 Raidtec FibreArray and Raidtec F|exArray U|traRAlD Systems",
Windows IT PRO Article, October 1997.

C6 DIGITAL Storage Works, HSZ70 Array Controller, HSOF Version 7.0
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  EK-HSZ70-CG. A01, Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard,
Massachusetts.

EK-HSZ270-RM. A01. CLI Reference Manual-DIGITAL Storageworks HSZ270 Array Controller HSOF Version 7.0 —
DIGITAL Storageworks, Using Your HSZ70 Array Controller in a SCSI
Controller Shelf (DS-BA356-M Series), User's Guide, pp. 1-1 through
A-5 with index, Janua 1998.

User's Guide 1/98°°
EK—HSZ70-SV. A01

C11 Emerson, "Ancor Communications: Performance evaluation of 02/01/1995

switched fibre channel I/O system using--FCP for SCSI" February
1995, IEEE, . . 479-484.

  
  

  
  

  

 

 

 

C12 IBM Technical Publication: Magstar and IBM 3590 High Performance
Tae Subs stem Technical Guide, November 1996, o . 1-269.

C13 Guide to Sharing and Partitioning IBM Tape Library Dataservers,

November 1996, IBM, International Technical Support Organization,
San Jose Center ‘

14 Misc. Reference Manual Pages, SunOS 5.09. —
C15 Block-Based Distributed File Systems, Anthony J. McGregor, July

1997.

10/14/1982

lnfoserver 100 System Operations Guide, First Edition Digital

 00
N

  

 
  

 

O -A OI
Euiment Co oration, 1990

S.P. Joshi, “Ethernet controller chip interfaces with variety of 16-bit

processors,” electronic Design, Hayden Publishing Co.,- Inc., Rochelle
Park, NJ, October 14, 1982, -- 193-200

C18 DP5380 Asynchronous SCSI Interface, National Semiconductor
Cororation, Arlinton, TX, Ma 1989, -- 1-32
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 Chaters 1 and 2

lnfoserver 150VXT Photograph

C22 Pictures of internal components of the lnfoserver 150, taken from

C21

http://bindarydinosaurs.couk/Museum/Digital/infoserver/infoserver.php
in Nov. 2004.

Simplest Migration to Fibre Channel Technology, Article, Digital

 
11/10/1997

Equpment Corporation, November 10, 1997, published on PR
Newswire

Compaq Storageworks HSG80 Array Controller ACS Version 8.3Maintenance and Service Guide 11/98

C25

 

  
 

 
 

 

 

Confiuration and CLI Refeence Guide 11/98 .Z—
j01/21/2003
j02/27/2001
j08/11/2000
Z@12/16/1999
Z11/06/2002
j01/21/2003
Z02/27/2005
jfil 02/07/2005
j02/07/2005
j02/07/2005
Z02/07/2005
j02/07/2005

2European Office Action issued April 1, 2004 in Application No. 04/01/200498966104.6-2413 .

Zj

- C39 Defendant's First Supplemental Trial Exhibit List, Crossroads Systems,lnc., v. Chaparral Network Storage, lnc., C.A. No. A-OOCA-217-SS
W D. Tex 2001 CD-Rom

 

 
Deiendant's Third Supplemental Trial Exhibit List, Crossroads
Systems, Inc. v. Pathlight Technology, Inc., C.A. No. A-OOCA-248-SS

 
 dants' Trial Exhibits, Crossroads Systems, |nc., v. Chaparral

Network Storage, lnc., C.A. No. A-OOCA-217-SS (W.D. Tex. 2001).
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9/30/1996
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C76 AEC-4412B/7412B User’s Guide, Rev. A (Lavan Ex 21) (CD-"ROM 6/19/1905
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C100 CrossPoint 4100 Fibre Channel to SCSI Router Preliminary Datasheet 11/1/1996
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Data General for FC2S Fibre to Channel SCSI Protocol Bridge Model
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Ex 15, Bardach Ex 13 (CRDS 27415) (CD-ROM Chaparral Exhibits
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Fax Dated 12/19/96 from B. Bardach to T. Rarich re: Purchase Order

C106 Miscellaneous Documents Regarding Comdex (Quisenberry Ex 2
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C110 RAID Manager 5 with RDAC 5 for UNIX V.4 User’s Guide_(LSl-01854) 9/1/1996
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Information (Bardach Ex. 14; Smith Ex 16 (CRDS 4460)) (CD-ROM
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‘W Ex 4 CRDS 25606; 16136 CD-ROM Chaarral Exhibits D167 . -
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 D(s) containing: D
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CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY AND AW Docket No.
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to

 

  
CROSS1121-15

Applicant
Geoffre B. Hoese, et al.

90/007,124 07/19/2004
Title -

Storage Router and Method for Providing Virtual
Local Stora - e V
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Application Number «

 Group Art Unit Examiner
7590 Flemin - , Fritz
Confirmation Number:
2295

-t_ Applicant hereby sewed the attached" Revocation and Power of Attorney and Change of

Mailing Address on Third Party Requester at the address listed below: T
V Wang and Patel, PC
1301 Dove Street, Suite 1050

Newport Beach, CA 92660

As per 35 U.S.C. §1.248 service was made via first class mail on February 18, 2005.

Respectfully submitted,

Sprinkle IP La roup 
 

  John L. Adair '
- Reg. No. 48,828

Dated: February _gz 2005

1301 w. 25"‘ Street, Suite 408
Austin, Texas 78705

Tel. (512) 637-9220
Fax. (512) 371-9088:
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February 18, 2005

Natu J. Patel, Esq.

Wang & Patel PC
1303 Dove Street
Suite 1050

Newport Beach, CA 92660

Re: US. Reexam No. 90/007,123 filed 07/19/2004 (Our No. CROSS1120-14)
- U.S. Reexam No. 90/007,124 filed 07/19/2004 (Our No. CROSS1121-15)

U.S. Reexam No. 90/007,126 filed 07/‘l 9/2004 (Our No. CROSS1 122-16)
U.S. Reexam No. 90/007,125 filed 07/19/2004 (Our No. CROSS1123-17)
U.S. Reexam No. 90/007,127 filed 07/19/2004 (Our No. CROSS1128—.18)

Dear Mr. Patel:

V Applicant hereby serves the Revocation and Powers of Attorney in the above-referenced
cases on: ’ - 7

Wang & Patel PC
1303 Dove Street

Suite 1050

Newport Beach, CA 92660

_ As per U.S.C. § 1.248, service is made via first class mail on February 18, 2005. These
documents give Sprinkle IP Law Group the authority to transact all business with the U.S. Patent
Office‘ in connection with the above matters. -

6 Sincerely,

Sprinkle IP L 

 
  John L. Adair

iadair@sprinklelaw.com

JLA/jp

Enclosure

61301 W. 25*“ STREET, SUlTE"408, AUSTIN.
[O] 512.637.9220 .[f]5l2.3 19
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BFf"ll'3'2l)fi.’r12*.:'i Fr

DEC'U3‘2UU4 FR] D4109 PH Sprinkle IP Law. Group

   
  

  

  
  
  

   
  

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Bnx145D

- Alexandria. VA 2231 3-1450

Dear Sir:

cRqssRoRns svsrems, INC. 928-.8
.7'r:m‘.——E1!9SS|2t:AD5*S:V5’FE‘-15'-l'llC .

FAX NO. 5123719088

-._ IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

‘ REVOCATION AND POWER or= ATTORNEY AND
‘ CHANGE or MAILING ADDRESS

 

Applicants

Application No.
901007.124
For

Local stora ; e

Qgrtliluel

ZDD4.

Atty. Docket. No.
CRDS51 121-1 5

Gooflre B. Hoese. et al. '

‘Filing Date
D7I1BI2DO4

Stbrege Router and Method for Pmvidinglvlrtual

Group Art Unit * Examiner
7590 Flemln Fritz
Cnnflnnatlon No.
2295 .

1] under 57 QFLE, §] ,8

l hereby certlly Ihal this decumenl is being lranernlliee to the
COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS vie laeslmla an / ,

' Janice Pampdl 5 I

885

 

P. 07

 

 

 

Cressroads Systems, lnc., iDo% owner ufthe above-identified patent application, as evidenced

by the Assignment recorded in the parent application on December 31, 1997 on RellFreme:

8929/0290. hereby revokes all previous Powers"of Atterney and appoints the following ‘attorneys

I under Customer No. 44654. all of the firm of SPRINKLE IPILAW GROUP. to prbsecute the above-

identifiad Patent and to transect all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected
therewith.

Reglstretlun No. 40,825
Registration No. 48,828
Registration No. 51.385

STEVEN R. SPRINKLE
JOHN ADAIR

ARI AKMAL

Direct all telephone calls and eerrespendence
Customer No. 44654

« SFRJNKLE lP LAW GROUP

' 1301' W. 25“ Street, Suite 408
. Austin, Texas 78705 '

. Arm: sreven Sprinkle
Tel. (512) 537.9220 I Fax (512) 371.9088

I hereby stale i am authorized to act on behalf of Crossroads Systems, Inc.

Datecl: ’ ,D"<— j I

Respectfully submitted.

. 2064-  
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

  CHANGE OF

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS OF

THIRD-PARTY REQUESTER FOR

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION

Reexamination Appl. No.: 90/007,124

Reexam. Request Filed: July 19, 2004

Patent No.: 6,421,753

Issued: July 16, 2002

Inventor: Hoese, et al.

Group Art Unit: 2182

  
  
  
  

 

  

  
  

Examiner: Fleming, Fritz M.

Attorney Docket No.: 1006-8930 

Commissioner for Patents

P.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS OF

THIRD-PARTY REQUESTER FOR EX PARTE REEXAMINATION

Dear Sir:

Please change the correspondence address for notifications sent to the third-party

requester in the above-referenced patent reexamination proceeding to:

Larry E. Severin

Wang, Hartmann & Gibbs, PC

1301 Dove Street, #1050

Newport Beach CA 92660

Telephone: (949) 833-8483

Fax: (949) 833-2281

The individual who originally requested this ex parte reexamination, Natu J. Patel,

is no longer with our firm. Our firm does, however, continue to represent the parties

upon whose behalf this request was made. Accordingly, our firm retains the right to
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receive copies of Office Actions or other correspondence from the Patent and Trademark

Office that is sent to the third party requester in an ex parte reexamination proceeding

under 37 C.F.R. §1.550.

A copy of this letter, including the certification of service, has been sent to the

attorney of record of the patent owner, per 37 C.F.R. §l .33(c). Certification of service is

enclosed.

February 18, 2005 Respectfully submitted,

Wang, Hartrnann & Gibbs, PC
1301 Dove Street, #1050

Newport Beach CA 92660

(949) 833-8483

%/4@
Larry E. Severin

Reg. No. 54606

Enclosures:
0 Certificate of Service to Patent Owner

I hereby certify that this is being deposited with the United States Postal Service with sufficient postage as
first class mail on the date indicated above in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box
1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450..

Dated: Signed
Print Name: Faiza An 4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true copy of the attached Change Of Corresgondence

Address Of Third-PaLty Reguester For Ex Parte Reexamination was served upon
counsel of record at each of the addresses below via US. Postal Service first class mail

on February 18, 2005:

DLA PIPER RUDNICK GRAY CARY US, LLP
Atn: Mark Berrier

2000 University Avenue
E. Palo Alto CA 94303-2248

SPRINKLE IP LAW GROUP

1301 W. 25TH Street

Suite 408

Austin TX 78705

Date: February 18, 2004
Faiza Anwar
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEUnited States Patent and Trademark 0lTicc
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS PO. Box I450

Alexandria, Virginin223l3-I450www.uspto.guv

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION N0.

90/007,124 07/19/2004 642 I 753 1006-8930 2295

SPRINKLE IP LAW GROUP
1301 W. 25TH STREET

sum 408
AUSTIN, TX 78705

DATE MAILED: 02/07/2005

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

cammisslonerfnr Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

F'.O. BDX145C|
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450nnmuuspaagnu

DO NOT USE IN PALM PRINTER

(THIRD PARTY REQUESTER'S CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS)

Natu J. Patel
‘ WANG & PATEL, PC

1301 Dove Street, Suite 1050
Newport Beach, CA 92660

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

REEXAMINATION CONTROL NO. 90/007 124. 

PATENT NO. 6 421 753. 

ART UNIT 2182.

Enclosed is a copy of the latest communication from the United States Patent and Trademark

Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester, 37 CFR 1.535, or the time for filing a

reply has passed, no submission on behalf of the ex parte reexamination requester will be

acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(g)).

PTOL465 (Rev.O7-O4)
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination
90/007,124 6421753

Examiner Art Unit

Fritz M Fleming 2182

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination

aE] Responsive to the communication(s) filed on . b[:I This action is made FINAL.
cIZ A statement under 37 CFR 1.530 has not been received from the patent owner.
 

 A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 3 month(s) from the mailing date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will result in termination of the proceeding and issuance of an ex pan‘e reexamination
certificate in accordance with this action. 37 CFR 1.550(d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c).
if the period for response specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a response within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days
will be considered timely.

Part I THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

 
 
  

 
 

‘ 1. IX Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 3. C] Interview Summary, PTO-474.

2. [Z Information Disclosure Statement, PTO-1449. 4. [:] . 

 
  
  

  
  

   
  
  

  
 

 
  

Part II
 

SUMMARY OF ACTION

1a. IX Claims 1;3are subject to reexamination.
1b. E] Claims __ are not subject to reexamination.

2. E] Claims __ have been canceled in the present reexamination proceeding.

3 E] Claims __ are patentable and/or confirmed.

4 Claims Lgare rejected.’

5. I] Claims __ are objected to.

6 IE The drawings, filed on 7/19/2004 are acceptable. '

7 E] The proposed drawing correction, filed onjhas been (7a)I:] approved (7b)E] disapproved.

8 E] Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)E] All b)l] Some‘ c)E] None of the certified copies have

llj been received. 7
2I:I not been received.

3E| been filed in Application No.:

4E} been filed in reexamination Control No._

5[:] been received by the International Bureau in PCT application No.

' See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

9. I] Since the proceeding appears to be in condition for issuance of an ex parte reexamination certificate except for formal
matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D.
11,453 O.G. 213.

10. C] Other:

cc: Re uester ifthird
11.5. Patent and Tradertark Oflice

PT0L~455 (ReV- 0401) Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20050124
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 _ Page 2
Art Unit: 2182 '

Reexamination

l. The patent owneris reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR l.565(a) to

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving

Patent No. 6,421,753 throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. The third party

requester is also reminded of the ability to similarly apprise the Office of any such activity or

proceeding throughoutthe course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282

and 2286.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2. The following is a quotation‘ of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section lO2~of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

3. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459

‘(1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness
or nonobviousness.

4. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the

claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various

claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any

evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 Page 3

Art Unit: 2182

the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later

inventionwas made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. lO3(c)

and potential 35 U.S.C. l02(e), (f) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. lO3(a).

5. Claims 1 and 4 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as being unpatentable over Petal in

View of Quam and Cummings.

Petal is competent art under 102(b) as its publication date is September 1996, more than

one year prior to effective filing date (12/31/1997) of the instant patent.

Addressing claim 12 (the broadest independent claim), Petal provides virtual local

storage (page 5, section 3, “This allows clients to access Petal virtual disks just like local disks.”

And page 7, section 3.2 “Petal provides clients with a large virtual disk that is available to all

clients on the network.”) in the form of the Figure 1 virtual disks in the form of Figure 6 SCSI

disks (connected to one transport medium—SCSl) to devices connected to another transport

medium in the form of the Petal clients connected to the Digital ATM Network. The method is

shown to interface to the first transport medium (Digital ATM Network for the clients) and the

second transport medium (SCSI for the disks) per Figure 6 via the overall Petal Virtual Disk

storage servers of the Figure 2 physical view, which provides the actual interface between the

two media. A mapping is shown per Figure 4 and the virtual to physical mapping and the section

2 discussion. Page 3 shows the 3 step mapping process to translate a client supplied virtual disk

identifier into a global map identifier, to a given offset, to the physical mapping at the actual

disk. Thus there is a mapping of the client devices to the storage devices in order to use the

storage space. As far as “implements access controls for storage space on the storage devices” is

concerned, this limitation is very broad in that it provides no specifics as to exactly what these
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 : Page 4
Art Unit: 2182

controls are to be. Given this, page 7, column 2 sets forth “We currently do not provide any

special support for protecting a client’s data from other clients; however, it would not be difficult

to provide security on a per virtual disk basis.”, which is anticipatory, as this teaches an

implementation of security access controls on a per virtual disk basis, if and when desired. Thus

there is a clear teaching of an implementation of a security access control per virtual disk’ basis

by protecting a client’s data from other clients. Given a plain reading of this passage, it clearly

teaches that a client is only able to access its own virtual disk. Finally, this access is allowed

from the client devices to the storage devices “using native, low level, block protocols”, as page

7, section 4, column 2 provides “Petal provides a disk—like interface that allows clients to read

and write blocks of data.” Section 3.2 provides “In all cases but one, the file system level

performance of the Petal virtual disk is comparable to locally attached disks.” Section 3,

column 2, page 5 sets forth that access to the disks is provided using the UNIX raw disk

interface. Page 1, column 2+, sets forth the concept of a “lower level service” and “block level

storage system” and “An additional benefit is that the block-level interface is useful for

supporting heterogeneous clients and client applications”. Section 2, column 1, page 2 explicitly

sets forth “As shown in Figure 2, Petal consists of a pool of distributed storage servers that

cooperatively implement a single, block level storage system. Clients view the storage system as

a collection of virtual disks “ which anticipates the breadth of the claim language, as it only

requires the use of “native, low level, block protocols.” Also note page 8, column 2, which

clearly states “Petal provides block level rather than a file level interface.” Finally, page 1,

column 1, sets forth specifically “To a Petal client, this collection appears as a highly available

block-level storage system that provides large abstract containers called virtual disks. A virtual
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 _ Page 5

Art Unit: 2182

disk is globally accessible to all Petal clients on the network. A client can create a virtual disk on

demand to tap the entire capacity and performance of the underlying physical resources.” Thus

the reference anticipates the native, low level, block protocols, as the clients view the storage as

block level and hence access it using such protocols accordingly. The mapping between the

workstations and the SCSI drives and access controls is maintained by the mapping of Figure 4,

in order to maintain the configuration of the created virtual disks. Note the previously mentioned

“for protecting a client’s data from other clients. . .to provide security on a per virtual disk basis.”

As a client creates a virtual disk, and such can be kept private from other clients, then each

virtual disk, which is a subset of the entire storage, is only accessible by that client to which it is

mapped. Note also workstations are the clients, and SCSI hard disk drives are the storage

devices.

When viewed per the Figures, Petal provides a storage router v-ia the mapping of Figure

4. Figure 4 provides for the mapping and thus the storage routing of the translation of the client

supplied virtual disk identifier to the actual physical disk. Per column 2, section 2, clients

maintain minimal high level mapping information so as to properly route read and write requests

to the “most appropriate” server. Thus “routing” is used to get the mapping from the client to the

actual disk, and the mapping of Figure 4, which is the Petal servers taken as a whole, thus

meeting the claimed “storage router” limitation. It is to be noted that the “storage router" is not

further defined in any sort of a structural manner, therefore the Petal servers acting per Figure 4,

anticipate what is claimed. Also note the “storage router” of the Petal system, interpreted to be

all of the Petal system of Figure 6, absent the disks. Thus the access is allowed via block level

protocols in accordance with the mapping and access controls. Thus the storage router is capable
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 Page 6

Art Unit: 2182

of configuring the SCSI devices to contain the virtual disks as requested by the client

workstations. This configuration is maintained by the mapping of Figure 4.

Note that the “allowing” limitations of claims 4 are very broad. Claim 4 only requires

that the “storage router”. . .“allowing access. . .using without further specifying how or what

“uses” these protocols. As the Petal system uses a block-level interface and blocks of data are

read and written (i.e. section 3.1), the native, low-level block protocols are used, at least to the

extent claimed. The same applies to the limitations of claim 12. Note also that per section 3,

that both the Petal servers and clientsrun Digital Unix, so that the client is able to access Petal

virtual disks just like local disks, which per section 4, page 7, column 2 results in “Petal provides

a disk-like interface that allows clients to read and write blocks of data”, and per section 6,

column 2, page 8 has “Petal provides a block level rather than a file level interface.”, thereby

teaching the use of native, low level, block protocol. Finally, not section 1, which reads “A

Petal virtual disk is a container that provides a sparse 64-bit byte storage space. AS with

ordinary magnetic disks, data are read and written to Petal virtual disks in blocks”, thereby

providin for clear anticipation of what is claimed.

Petal, as discussed in detail above, teaches and anticipates a storage router for providing

local storage on remote storage devices, but does not specify the Fibre Channel to connect the

workstations to the SCSI disk arrays. Note that the network used to connect the clients to the

virtual local storage is an ATM protocol based network.

Quam, as a whole, compares and contrasts ATM to Fibre Channel. Per pages 651-2,

“Fibre Channel vs. ATM”, it is clearly taught that Fibre-channel is better suited is better suited
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 Page 7

Art Unit: 2182

i for a channel where large blocks of data are transferred between users, while ATM is suited for

high speed switching with low latency.

Cummings, as a whole, teaches the use of Fibre-Channel so that the Disk Array and Tape

Library are accessed using the same protocols (e.g. SCSI) as if they were connected to the user’s

local workstation, such that remote disk storage is regarded as private and can be accessed at the

same level of performance and with comparable latency as any local disk, per pages 253-254 and

Figure 2.

Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time

that the invention was made to modify the teachings of Fetal per those of Quam and Cummings

so as to change from the ATM to a Fibre Channel network interconnecting the workstations to

the SCSI drives, so as to be able to use Fibre Channel as the network to transfer large blocks of

data (better suited for Fibre Channel vs. ATM) and to be able to access a disk array using the

same SCSI protocol as if they were connected to the user’s local workstation with the same

latency and level of performance as a local disk with the Fibre Channel, the same as is done by

Petal. Thus the references are properly combinable and provide express motivation to switch

from an ATM to Fibre Channel network.

6. Claims 2,3 and 5-gare rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Petal

in view of Quam and Cummings, as applied to claims 8-10 and 12-16, further in view of Crouse

et al.

Petal, as discussed in detail above, teaches a storage router for providing local storage on

remote storage devices, but does not detail a bufferior supervisor connected to the two
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 S Page 8
Art Unit: 2182

controllers. Note that the network usedto connect the clients to the virtual local storage is an

ATM protocol based network.

Finally, Crouse et al. show the specifics of a UNIX running network data server 14, that

provides an interface between a Fibre Channel network 12b and the SCSI storage 46. Thus, per

Figures 3 and 4, note a first controller 54 operable to connect to the Fibre Channel medium 12b,

a second controller 68 connected to the SCSI bus and storage, with a buffer 64 providing

memory work space to facilitate block transfers. A supervisor unit is seen as 60, to include the

device microprocessor of Figure 4, and is thus operably coupled to both controllers S4 and 68, so

that block oriented I/O operations can be carried out at maximum transfer rates to and from the

storage 16, the controller 68, the buffer 64, the processor 54, and network 12.

Therefore it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time

that the invention was made to modify Petal per the teachings of Quam, Cummings and Crouse

et al. for the express purpose of using Fibre-Channel in place of ATM to take advantage of Fibre-

Channel’s ability to better transfer large blocks of data, to then use the Fibre Channel to obtain

the same advantages of Petal in the form of Fibre Channel’s ability to access a disk array using a"

SCSI protocol as if they were attached to the local workstation with access and latency

comparable to local disk access per Cummings, with the specifics of controllers and buffer and

supervisor running on a UNIX based network data server in order to carry out block transfers at

maximum transfer rates per Crouse et al.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Fritz M Fleming whose telephone number is 571-272-4145. The

examiner can normally be reached on M—F, 0600-1500.
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 Page 9

Art Unit: 2182

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Jeffrey Gaffin can be reached on 571-272-4146. "The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Infonnation Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished »

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http2//pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, Contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866- \17-9197 (tojtree).  
Primary Examiner
Art Unit 2182

fmf
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DIGITAL Storageworks HSZ70 Array Controller Digital Equipment July, 1997 Exh. 5,

HSOF Version 7.0 EK—CLI70—RM. A01 CLI CorporationReference Manual. ‘
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Page 1 of 1

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK Oman UNITED STATE DEPARTMENT OF’ COMMERCE
United States Patent and Tnaclemarlt Office
Addie: COMMISSIONER FDR PATENTSED. Bu: N50

Aknnchh, VEg5n‘n Z231}-1450 
WW"-'1-YP‘"~3W

90/007,124 07/19/2004 6421753 I006-8930

CONFIRMATION NO. 2295
44654 * *

SPRINKLE IP LAW GROUP1301 W. 25TH STREET
SUITE 408

AUSTIN, TX 78705

Date Mailed: 12/14/2004

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 12/OBIZOO4.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

 
3921 .57"1) 272-4327

OFFICE COPY
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Page 1 of 1

UNITED Sums PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STAT$ DEPARTDCENT OF COMIIERCE
United States Patent nnd Trademark Offica
Addxrx CUMLHSSIONER FDR PATENTS P.O.Buxl45(l

zzmmosow'Iv.uptn.3w

90/007 ,124 07/19/2004 6421753 I006-8930

CONFIRMATION N0. 2295

Gray Cary Ware & Friedenrich LLP at *

1221 S. MoPac Expressway Suite 400 _§2OCo:0gLg(297g62§::| 4756994
Austin, TX 78746-6875

Date Mailed: 12/14/2004

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 12/08/2004.

0 The Power 01 Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as
provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33).

 
392 (571)272-4327

OFFICE COPY
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'~DEC*08-20.fJ4,iiEQ05:45 pn Sprinkle [P La» Group FAX N0. 5123719088 RECEIVES. 01./06
‘ ' CENTRAL FAX ceuren

DEC 0 8 2004 
1301 w. 25*" Street. Suite 408

Austin, Texas 73705
[0] 512.637.9220
[f] 512.371.9033

FAX COVER SHEET

To: us. Patent Offlce Fax#: TO3~872-9306

FROM: Janice Pampell Client Matter #: CROSS1290
Patent Paralegal CROSS1590

CROSS1120-14
CROSS1 120-15
CROSS1120-16
CROSS1120-17
CROSS1120-18

DATE: 12/08/04 A # of Pages: 8

RE= Re-vocations and Powers of Attorney

_ 

Please contact 512.637.9225 if there is a problem with this transmission.
 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This oommuniwtlon is ONLY for the person named above. Unless othem/ise Indicated, it contains
Information that is confidential, privileged or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the person named above. or responsible for delivering it to that person. be aware that disclosure,
copying. distribution or use of this communication is strictly PROHIBITED. If you have received it in

PAGE 15 ‘ RCVD AT 12i8l200-i 5:42:05 PM [Eastern Standard Time]* SVR:USP'|'0£FXRF-1l0’ DiilS:8729306 ‘ CSlD:5I23719088' DURATION (mm-ss):02-12
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‘DEC-U8-2U04YUED3D5i48 PM Sprinkle IP Law Group FAX N0. 5123719088 P. 04/08uuc us 200 V5:33PH CROSSROHDS SYSTEMS, Inc, 928-3995
  

DEC-U3-2004 FRI [14:09 PH Sprinkla IP Law. Group Fl-lll W. 5123719088 _ F. 07

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADBIARK OFFICE

REVOCATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY AND gtgésbgfiggfg
CHANGE or MAILING ADDRESS

Applicants
Gent! 3. House. at al.

Anplicatltm Nu. ‘Filing Date
MMDT '1 24 0711312004
For

    
  

  
  
 

  
  

  

 

RECEWED Storage Roularand Method for Providing Virtual

“E"°“°“"
Qlhslgn IILRQ; :1 Ens‘

.‘im'::':'2:g'°'P**°"'=
Alexandria. VA 22313-1450 "'”‘- « -

Dear Slr.  
crossroads Systems. lm:.. loos’. awner at the above-ldenllfled patent appllcallon. as evidenced
by the Asslgnrnent recorded In the parent application on December 31. 1997 on Raalff-'rame:

5929/0290. harahy revokes all previous Powers of Altnrnsy and appoints the folluwlng atturrlsys

under customer No. 44654. all of the firm of SPRNKLE lP'LAW GROUP. In prosecute Ina amm-
ldentlfiad Patent and to transact all husln In this Patent ann Trademark Office annealed
thanawllh.

STEVEN R. SPRINKLE Reglslmllun No. 40.825
JOHN ADAIR Registration No. 43.823
ARI AKMAL Raulstratlan No. 51.359

Direct all telephone calls and correspondence no}
customer No. 44654

SPHJNILE IP Law GROHP
1301 W. 25" Street’. Sulle 408

. Austh. Texas 76705
Alln: Steven Spllnllla

Tel. (512) 537.9220 I Fnxt512) 371.3088

I hereby stale I am Eluthnrlzad to act on buhall of crossmads Symma. Inc.

Respammlly submlmd.

carom We 7 zoo.-,  

PAGE llfi‘ RCVD AT 12l8l2ll0l 5:42:06 PM [Eastern Standard Timer SVRIUSPTO-EFXRF-1lll* DNlS:8729305‘ CSlD:5123719088 * DURATION (mm-ss):02-12
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UNITED STATES ARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address. ASSISTANT OOMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

Washington, D.C 20231
 

APPLICATION NO.I ‘FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTORI ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.
CONTROL N0. PATENT IN REEXAMINATION 7
90007124 07/1‘)/04 6421753 I006-8930

EXAMINER IGmy Cary Ware & Friedcnrich LLP _ _
1221 South MoPac Expresstvay , Suite 400 Fleming, FF112
Austin, TX 78746-6875 _ V

ART UNIT PAPER I
21 32 5

DATE MAJLED: 09/22/(>4

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or
proceeding.

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
CC: Nmu J. Patel

Wang & Patel, PC
1301 Dove Street, Suite I050
Newport Beach CA 92660

PTO—9DC (Rex/.3-98)
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~..,‘;\4%....‘

g 1%,‘ UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEELARK OFFICE
Commlsslonerfor Patents

United States Patent and Trademark Office
PO‘ Elomaso

Alexandria, VA 2231 3.1450mnrwuusptogau

DO NOT USE IN PALM PRINTER

(THIRD PARTY REQUESTER'S CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS)  

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

REEXAMINATION CONTROL NO. 90/007 124. 

PATENT NO. 6421753.

ART UNIT 2182.

Enclosed is a copy of the latest communication from the United States Patent and Trademark

Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester, 37 CFR 1.535, or the time for filing a
reply has passed, no submission on behalf of the ex parte reexamination requester will be
acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(g)).

PTOL-465 (Rev.07-O4)
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F ‘ ‘ Control No. Patent Under Reexamination
. . 90/007,21 24 6421753

Order Granting / Denying Request For _ A U _
Ex Parte Reexamination E’“""'"°' '1 "'t

Fritz M Fleming 2132 
 

--The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

The request for ex parte reexamination filed 19 July 2004 has been considered and a determination has

been made. An identification of the claims, the references relied upon, and the rationale supporting the
determination are attached.

Attachments: a)[:I PTO-892, b)[:I PTO-1449, c)[:I Other:

1% The request for ex parte reexamination is GRANTED.
RESPONSE TIMES ARE SET AS FOLLOWS:

For Patent Owner's Statement (Optional): TWO MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication
(37 CFR 1.530 (b)). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c).

For Requester's Reply (optional): TWO MONTHS from the date of service of any timely filed
Patent Owner's Statement (37 CFR 1.535). NO EXTENSION OF THIS TIME PERIOD IS PERMITTED.

If Patent Owner does not file a timely statement under 37 CFR 1.530(b), then no reply by requester
is permitted.

2. I:] The request for ex parte reexamination isADENlED.

This decision is not appealable (35 U.S.C. 303(c)). Requester may seek review by petition to the
Commissioner under 37 CFR 1.181 within ONE MONTH from the mailing date of this communication (37
CFR 1.515(c)). EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE SUCH A PETITION UNDER 37 CFR1.181 ARE
AVAILABLE ONLY BY PETITION TO SUSPEND OR WAIVE THE REGULATIONS UNDER
37 CFR 1.183.

In due course, a refund under 37 CFR 1.26 ( c) will be made to requester:

a) l:] by Treasury check or,

b) I:| by credit to Deposit Account No. or

c) [:1 by credit to a credit card account. unless othen/vise notified (35 U.S.C. 303(c)).

Rr»*5i0—%4\
Fritz M Fleming
Primary Examiner
Art Unit: 2182

|_t_:g:_Requester( if third party requester) ~U.S. Patent and Tradermrk Offlce

PTOL-471 (Rev. 04-01) Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 09162004
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 _ Page 2
Art Unit: 2182

1. A substantial new question of patentability affecting claims 1-8 ofUnited States Patent

Number 6,421,753 is raised by the request for ex parte reexamination.

Extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) will not be permitted in these proccedings

because the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and not to parties in a

reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that exparte reexamination

proceedings "will be conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR 1.550(a)). Extensions of time in

ex parte reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR 1.550(c).

0 The threshold for determining whcthcr or not to grant a re-examination is set forth in MPEP

2242, quoted below:

For “a substantial new question ofpatentability” to be present, it is only necessary that: (*>A<) the

prior art patents and/or printed publications raise a substantial question ofpatentability regarding at least

one claim, i.e., the teaching of the (prior art) patents and printed publications is such that a reasonable

examiner would consider the teaching to be important in deciding whether or not the claim is patentable;

and {*>B<) the same question ofpatentability as to the claim has not been decided by the Office in a

previous examination >or pending reexamination< of the patent or in a final holding of invalidity by the

Federal Courts in a decision on the merits involving the claim. It is not necessary that a “prime facie" case

of unpatentability exist as to the claim in order for “a substantial new question ofpatentability” to be

present as to the claim. Thus, “a substantial new question of patentability” as to a patent claim could be

present even if the examiner would not necessarily reject the claim as either fully anticipated by, or

obvious in view of, the prior >art< patents or printed publications. As to the importance of the difference

between "a substantial new question ofpatentability” and a "prima facie” case of unpatentability see

generally In re Etter, 756 F.2d 852, 857 n.5, 225 USPQ 1, 4 n.5 (Fed. Cir. 1985).
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 Page 3
Art Unit: 2182

Thus it is clear, that a granting of a re-examination does not necessarily mean

that a prima facie case ofunpatentability exists, just that the teachings be important

when deciding claim patentability.

- The manner in which the art is to be applied in the request is discussed in MPEP

2217, quoted below:

The third sentence of 35 U. S. C. 302 indicates that the “request must set forth the pertinency and

manner of applying cited prior art to every claim for which reexamination is requested. ” 37 CFR

1.510(b)(2) requires that the request include “[a]n identification of every claim for which reexamination is

requested, and a detailed explanation of the pertinency and manner of applying the cited prior art to every

claim for which reexamination is requested. " If the request is filed by the patent owner, the request for

reexamination may also point out how claims distinguish over cited prior art.

Where substantial new questions of patentability are presented under 35 U. S. C. 102(t)

or (g), the prior invention of another must be disclosed in a patent or printed publication. Substantial new

questions of patentability may also be presented under 35 U. S. C. 103 which are based on the above

indicated portions of 35 U. S. C. 102. Substantial new questions of patentability may be found under 35

U. S. C. 102(f) / 103 or 102(g)/ 103 based on the prior invention of another disclosed in a patent or printed

publication if the reference invention and the claimed invention were notcommonly owned at the time the

claimed invention was made. See, 35 U.S. C. 103(c) and MPEP § 706‘.02(l). See MPEP § 706. 02{l)( 1)

for information pertaining to references which qualify as prior art under 35 U. S. C. 102(e)/103.

The mere citation of new patents or printed publications without an explanation does not comply

with 37 CFR 1.510(b)(2). Requester must present an explanation of how the cited patents or printed

publications are applied to all claims which requester considers to merit reexamination. This not only sets

forth the reques-ter’s position to the Office, but also to the patent owner (where the patent owner is not the

requester).
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 Page 4
Art Unit: 2182

Given the above, requestor has, at a threshold minimum, provided a substantial

new question of patentability, albeit not in a clear and concise manner. For example,

requestor has dedicated pages 5-44 to various "substantial new questions of

patentability”, which are not entirely clear. Pages 5-10 allege anticipation by the

MAXSTRAT GEN5 PRODUCT, but such an analysis seems to rely upon two printed

publications in the form of Exhibits 10-12 interpreted in light of an additional declaration

in the form of Exhibit 13. Pages 10-11 allege other controllers detailed in Exhibits 14-

16. Pages 12-13 allege anticipation over the ‘209 Patent. Pages 13-20 combine the

material of pages 5-11 with admissions, Haugclahl, and Bursky. Pages 21-26 appear to

combine admissions/testimony with at least patents to Berman, Malladi, Boggs et al.,

Purhoit, Llorens et al., Cuenod et al., Chatwani et al., Arrowood et al., Haughdahl, Oeda

et al., Yung, Hefferon et al., DeKoning et al., Abadi et al., Hunnicutt et al., Raz et al.,

and Dauerer et al. Pages 27-30 then add lDerby et al., lsfeld et al., Sheu and Jones et

al. Pages 30-39 then address a subset of the above, while pages 39-41 seem to

summarize such. In order to grant the request for re—examination, the request indicates,

at least, that the requestor considers claims 1-8 as being unpatentable over the

MAXSTRAT GEN5 manuals of Exhibits 11-12.. It is agreed that the consideration of the

MAXSTRAT GEN5 manuals of Exhibits 11-12 raises a substantial new question of

patentability, as to at least the patentability of claims 1-8 of the Hoese et al. patent. As

pointed out in Exhibit 10, MAXSTRAT GEN5 manuals of Exhibits 11-12 teach the use

of, amongst other things, of a network routing table, a buffer, the host interface ports,

the device module controller, the two general purpose CPUs, the volumes, the ifp, and
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 . Page 5
Art Unit: 2182

the internal file system which were not present in the prosecution of the application that

became the Hoese et al. patent. Further, there is a substantial likelihood that a

reasonable examiner would consider these teachings important in deciding whether or

not the claims are patentable. Accordingly, the MAXSTRAT GEN5 manuals of Exhibits

11 and 12 raise a substantial new question of patentability as to claims 1-8, which

question has not been decided in a previous examination of the Hoese et al. patent.

Thus claims 1-8 will be re-examined.

Addressing the other art cited in the request for re—examination, it is clear that the

request for the re—examination should clearly and concisely set forth the cited prior art

and the manner in which it is to be applied to the identified claims. Requestor has

instead set forth a voluminous citation of prior art, with an inordinately large number of

possible combinations of cited art, placing the burden of “explanation” on the examiner.

Appendix C is described by the requestor as “Listing of possible prior art combinations

showing obviousness." Turning to Appendix C, one finds a generic explanation that

summarizes claim 1 (only claim 1) into elements A-G, and refers to the chart of

Appendix B and Exhibit 22 for an accounting of what elements are found where. The

explanation of Appendix C seems to conclude with the opinion that the mere fact that

two references that teach all of the elements render a claim as obvious. The examiner

would like to point to MPEP 2143.01, Suggestion or Motivation To Modify the

References, where one finds:

The mere fact that references can be combined or modified does not render the resultant

combination obvious unless the prior art also suggests the desirability of the combination.

In re Mills, 916 F.2d 680, 16 USPQ2d 1430 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (Claims were directed
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 Page 6
Art Unit: 2182

to an apparatus for producing an aerated cementitious composition by drawing air into

the cementitious composition by drivingthe output pump at a capacity greater than the

feed rate. The prior art reference taught that the feed means can be run at a variable

speed, however the court found that this does not require that the output pump be run at

the claimed speed so that air is drawn into the mixing chamber and is entrained in the

ingredients during operation. Although a prior art device “may be capable of being

modified to run the way the apparatus is claimed, there must be a suggestion or

motivation in the reference to do so." 916 F.2d at 682, 16 USPQ2d at 1432.). See also

in re Fritch, 972 F.2d 1260, 23 USPQ2d 1780 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (flexible landscape

edging device which is conformable to a ground surface of varying slope not suggested

by combination of prior art references).

For a specific example, appendix C, page 3, sets forth “Fibre Channel storage..."

as a possible primary reference having claim elements ABCDFG with an astounding 54

individual secondary references with which “Fibre Channel storage...” is to be possibly

combined with. The examiner is then supposed to go to Exhibit 22 to then interpret the

shorthand of claim elements A-G of each reference in order to come up with the manner

in which the cited art is to be applied in combination, thereby placing the burden on the

examiner_to provide the rationale to make the possible combinations. Furthermore,

Exhibit 22 only covers claims 4-8 (in a cut up way that interleaves claims 5-8 with claim

4), and not the identified patent claims 1-8, noting that the explanation of Appendix C
seems to interchange claims 1-4 throughout. Finally, if the requestor had intended to

apply the 200+ “possible prior art combinations showing obviousness” against the

claims to form a basis for re-examination, then there should be a corresponding number

of prima facie cases of obviousness in order to merit re-examination. Lacking such, the
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4

Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 Page 7
Art Unit: 2182

material of Appendix C would appear toiprovidie a cumulative IDS listing of references

that individually disclose bits and pieces of claims 4—8, without setting forth the proper

rejections under 35 U.S.C. 103.

2. The patent owner is reminded ofme continuing responsibility under 37 CFR l.565(a) to

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving

Patent No. 6,421,753 throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. The third party

requester is also reminded of the ability to similarly apprise the Office of any such activity or

proceeding throughout the course of this reexamination procccding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282

and 2286. i

3. It is noted that an issue not within the scope of reexamination proceedings has been

raised. The issue of the submission of references during prosecution of the patent will not be

addressed in the course of this re-examination. The issue of the examination of related

applications will not be addressed during the course of this re-examination, noting that some

have matured into patents. The issue of secondary considerations and income/licensing will not

be addressed during the course of this re-examination, unless raised by patent owner.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Fritz M Fleming whose telephone number is 703-308-1483. The

examiner can normally be reached on M—F, 0600-1500.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Jeffrey Gaffin can be reached on 703-308-3301. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.
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Application/Control Number: 90/007,124 [A Page 8
Art Unit: 2182 ‘

lnforrnation regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private only. For more infonnation about the PAIR

system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 86 -217-9197
 

  F eming
P ary Examiner
Art Unit 2182

finf
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United State: Patent and Trademark Office
Adrlmu COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box I450

A1zmdm,v:zg:ma 12313-1450mm ulpto gm!

REEXAM CONTROL NUMBER FILING OR 371 (c) DATE PATENT NUMBER

90/007,124 07/19/2004 6421753 #'\3

 

CO[4“_l_ElRMATION N0. 2295
Natu J. Patel, Esq. ‘
Wang & Patel, PC
1301 Dove Street Suite 1050

Newport Beach, CA 92660

Date Mailed: O8/05/2004

NOTICE OF REEXAMINATION REQUEST FILING DATE

(Third Party Requester)

ligquester is hereby notified that the filing date of the request for reexamination is 07/19/2004, the date the
rgguired fee of $2,520 was received.

*

Aggiecision on the request for reexamination will be mailed within three months from the filing date of the request
for reexamination. (See 37 CFR 1.515(a)).lvh

of the Notice is being sent to the person identified by the requester as the patent owner. Further patent
owner correspondence will be the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file. (See 37 CFR 1.33). Any

%aper filed should include a reference to the present request for reexamination (by Reexamination Controlkfilmber).K

;‘é:E
£3

Jag
‘i1: :=; n

83: Patent Owner

Gray Cary Ware & Friedenrich LLP
1221 S. MoPac Expressway Suite 400
Austin, TX 78746-6875

 
   Office of Patent Legal Adm‘ '

Central Reexamination Unit (7 08-9692
PART 3 - OFFICE COPY
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. . Page 1 of 1

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF‘ COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark OfficeAddmu COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box I450

Alexandria, Vuguna 22313-1450 
wwwunptogov

90/007,124 07/19/2004 6421753

CONFIRMATION NO. 2295 #“/
Gray Cary Ware & Friedenrich LLP REEXAM Ass|(;NMEN1'/No11cE
1221 S. MoPac Expressway Suite 400 ‘ ,
Austin, TX 78746-6875 ‘ ‘

Date Mailed: O8/05/2004

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT OF REEXAMINATION REQUEST

The above—identified request for reexamination has been assigned to Art Unit 2111. All future correspondence to
the proceeding should be identified by the control number listed above and directed to the assigned Art Unit.

t:§

/tiécopy of this Notice is being sent to the latest attorney or agent of record in the patent file or to all owners of
‘rléficord. (See 37 CFR 1.33(c)). If the addressee is not, or does not represent, the current owner, he or she is
rgiquired to forward all communications regarding this proceeding to the current owner(s). An attorney or agent
receiving this communication who does not represent the current owner(s) may wish to seek to withdraw pursuant
ti;i§37 CFR 1.36 in order to avoid receiving future communications. If the address of the current owner(s) is
unknown, this communication should be returned within the request to withdraw pursuant to Section 1.36.‘as

‘
pm
Kan
1

J55
Sm?

cd: Third Party Requester(if any)

I51/htu J. Patel, Esq.
{gang & Patel, PC
1;§01 Dove Street Suite 1050
Newport Beach, CA 92660

 

 
  

 
Office of Patent Legal Admin’
Central Reexamination Unit (7 308-9692

PART 3 — OFFICE COPY
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Patent Assignment Abstract of Title

Total Assignments: 3 7% #4
Application #: 09001799 Filing Dt: 12/31/1997 Patent #: 5941972 Issue Dt: 08/24/1999

PCT #: NONE Publication #: NONE Pub Dt:

Inventors: GEOFFREY B. HOESE, JEFFRY T. RUSSELL

Title: STORAGE ROUTER AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING VIRTUAL LOCAL STORAGE

Assignment: 1
Received: Recorded: Mailed: Pages:I

R°°'/Frame :—-L—°°89290290 02/06/1998 12/31/1997 03/19/1998 4

Conveyance: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

Assignors: HOESE GEOFFREY B. Exec Dt: 12/22/1997
RUSSELL JEFFRY T. Exec Dt: 12/22/1997

Assignee: CROSSROADS SYSTEMS INC.
9390 RESEARCH BLVD., SUITE II-300

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78759

Correspondent: BAKER & BO'|‘l'S, L.L.P.
ANTHONY E. PETERMAN

.:F% 2001 ROSS AVENUE

DALLAS, TX 75201-2980

Igsgsignment: 2

 

 

 

 

1%: Received: Recorded: Mailed: Pa es:

Ree‘/Frame‘ 011284 0218 12/05/2000 11/16/2000 02/05/2001 8 9
1; Conveyance: SECURITY AGREEMENT

Assignor: CROSSWORLDS SOFTWARE INC. Exec Dt: 06/30/2000
Assignee: SILICON VALLEY BANK

11.. LOAN DOCUMENTATION HG15O
if‘; 3003 TASMAN DR
Q SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA 95054

ejorrespondent: SILICON VALLEY BANK
JACQUELYN LE

LOAN DOCUMENTATION HG15O

3003 TASMAN DR. _
SANTA CLARA, CA 95054

Assignment: 3

Received: Recorded: Mailed: Pages:I
R991/F""“e ——35@-101273 04/17/2002 04/03/2002 06/12/2002 2

Conveyance: RELEASE

Assignor: SILICON VALLEY BANK Exec Dt: 03/20/2002

Assignee: 
577 AIRPORT BOULEVARD, SUITE 300

BURLINGAME, CALIFORNIA 94010

Correspondent: SILICON VALLEY BANK
MICHELLE GIANNINI

LOAN DOCUMENTATION HA155

3003 TASMAN DR.

SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA 95054
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTNIJENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent d Trademark Office
Adnlren MMISSIONER R PATENTSBox 1450
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CONFIRMATION NO. 2295Bib Data Sheet

FILING OR 371(c)

seam NUMBER DATE GROUP ART UNIT
90/0073124 07/19/2004 2111

RULE

ATTORNEY
DOCKET NO.

|006—893O

- PPLICANTS

6421753, Residence Not Provided;
Crossroads Systems, Inc.(Owner), Austin. TX;

__Natu J. Patel‘, Esg.(3rd Pty. Req.), Newport Beach, CA;

E U ****k%*Q*Il*I****#fl*Il1¢R***

This application is a REX of 09/354,682 07/15/1999 PAT 6,421,753
which is a CON of 09/001,799 12/31/1997 PAT 5,941,972

****i‘**************K7.5

' reign Priority claimed I:I yes D no

jusc 119 (a-d) conditions D yes [I no I] Me, afle, STATE OR SHEETS
.33 Allowance COUNTRY DRAWING

Examiner's Si nature Initials

TOTAL INDEPENDEN

CLAIMS CLAIMS
8 2

::PDRESS
Gray Cary Ware & Friedenrich LLP
11,221 8. MoPac Expressway Suite 400

1§::

STORAGE ROUTER AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING VIRTUAL LOCAL STORAGE

D All Fees

Cl 1.16 Fees ( Filing)

FILING FEE FEES: Authority has been given in Paper  REcE|vED No. to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT time )

. *1for following:  
M
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66548 u.é.PTo
 _,r_l,_« the Paerwork Reduction Act of 1995. no ersons are

PTOISBI57 (04414)
Approved for use through D4I30l2007. OMB 0651-0033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Ofiice: U.S. DEPARTMENT OECOMMERCE
- ulred to resend to a collection of information unless itdls  .-.--'. COW‘

ad‘to as FORM PTO-1465) r

REQUEST FOR EX|PARTE REEXAMINATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

LIX] This is a request for ex parte reexamination pursuant to 37 CFR 1.510 of patent number _6,421 ,753 B1
issued _July 16, 2002

Address to:

Mail Stop Ex Parre Reexam
Commissioner for Patents
P.0. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

[:1 patent owner. [2

07/19/04

Attorney Docket No.: I006-8930 '

Date: July 19, 2004

. The request is made by:

third party requester.

2. The name and address of the person requesting reexamination is:

a.

El

D

4.51

__Natu J. Patel, Esq., Wang & Patel PC

__1301 Dove Street, Suite 1050

_Newport Beach, CA 92660

a. A check in the amount of $_2520.00 is enclosed to cover the reexamination fee, 37 CFR 1.20(c)(1);

b. The Director is hereby authorized to charge the fee as set forth in 37 CFR 120(c)( 1)
to Deposit Account No. (submit duplicate of this form for fee processing); or

c. Payment by credit rd. Fonn PTO—2038 is attached.

Any refund should be made by [X] check or E! credit to Deposit Account No.
37 CFR 1.26(c). if payment is made by credit card, refund must be to credit card account.

A copy of the patent to be reexamined having a double column format on one side of a separate
paper is enclosed. 37 CFR 1.51D(b)(4)

CD-ROM or CD-R in duplicate, Computer Program (Appendix) or large table

Nucleotide andlor Amino Acid Sequence Submission
If applicable, all of the following are necessary.

a. '3 Computer Readable Form (CRF)
b. Specification Sequence Listing on:

i. D CD-ROM (2 copies) or CD-R (2 copies); or
ii. [:1 paper

c. E] Statements verifying identity of above copies

8. D A copy of any disclaimer. certificate of correction or reexamination certificate issued in the patent is included.

9. [X] Reeiaminatlon of claim(s) __t through 8(a|l claims) is requested.

10. A copy of every patent or printed publication relied upon is submitted herewith including a listing thereof on
Form PTO-1449 or equivalent.

96537138
11. I: An English language translation of all necessary and pertinent non-BflH2WgfiwJ‘gat ;or printed

publications is included.

[Page 1 of2]

If you need assistance in completing the fonn, call 1-&00—PTO—9199 and select option 2.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.510. The infonnation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to tile (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is govemed by 35 u.s.c. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection [5 estimated to take 2 hours to ccmple
gathenng, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary dorm
amount of time you require to complete this fonn andlor suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief lnfonnatton Offioer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Offioe. US. Department of Commerce. P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THtS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Mail Stop Ex Pane Reexam, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.

dfifl gwbahe individual case. Any commen oh fie
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PTOISB/57 (04-04)
Approved for use through 04/30/2007. OMB 0651-0033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Faenivork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reuired to res nd to a collection of information unless it disla a valid OMB control number.

 
  
  
  
  
 
 
 

 

 

   
 

12. [Z] The attached detailed request includes at least the following items:

a. A statement identifying each substantial new question of patentability based on prior patents and printed
publications. 37 CFR 1.510(b)(1)

b. An identification of every claim for which reexamination is requested, and a detailed explanation of the pertinency
and manner of applying the cited art to every claim for which reexamination is requested. 37 CFR1.510(b)(2)

13. El A proposed amendment is included (only where the patent owner is the requester). 37 CFR 1.510(e)

14. [El a. It is certified that a copy of this request (if filed by other than the patent owner) has been served in its entirety on
the patent owner as provided in 37 CFR1.33(c).
The name and address of the party sewed and the date of service are:

 
_Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP, Atn: Tracy Mccreight. Esq.,

_1221 S. MoPac Expressway, Suite 400

__Auslin, TX 78746-6875

 Date of Service: __Ju|y 19, 2004 ; or

D b. A duplicate copy is enclosed since service on patent owner was not possible.

 

 
  
  

  

15. Correspondence Address: Direct all communication about the reexamination to:

:._ Customer Number:
OR .

1;
 
M

16. D The patent is currently the subject of the'following concurrent proceeding(s):

 
 

 

>1?"‘i‘rfifv1:‘HF?‘ -..m-«w1....>1-V9!
 

 

  
  

 
 
 

»e1\‘.ayr‘12' ......,..
 
 
 

I:| a. Copending reissue Application No.
lj b. Copending reexamination Control No.
I: c. Copending Interference No.
CI d Copending litigation styled:

- n-n’may become public. credit card information should not be
redlt card infonnation and authorization on PTO-2038. 
  
 

_JuIy 19, 2004Date
 

 

 

   

_Natu J. Patel _ ’ ~ 9 5:‘ For Patent Owner Requester
Typed/Printed Name Registration No., if applicable Qt] For Third Party Requester

 
 

 

[Page 2 of 2]
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

REQUEST FOR EX PARTE

REEXAMINATION

Inventor: Hoese, et al.

Title of Invention:

Storage router and method for

providing virtual local storage

Issued: July 16, 2002

Patent No.: 6,421,753

 
Mail Stop Exi Parte Reexam
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

REQUEST FOR EX PARTE REEXAMINATION

Dear Sir:

This is a Request for Ex Parte Reexamination of Claims 1 through 8 of the above

identified United States Patent. It is believed that newly discovered prior art submitted

herewith, which was not considered by the Patent Office during the prosecution of the

above Patent, raises a substantial new question of Patentability with respect to Claims 1

through 8. Accordingly, reexamination under 35 U.S.C. §§ 302-307 pursuant to 37

C.F.R. § 1.510, et seq. is hereby respectfully requested.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.510, the following is provided herein:

Prior art cited under 37 C.F.R. § 1.501, infra.

Fee for ex parte reexamination as per 37 C.F.R.

1.20(c)(l), $2,520.00, included with petition.

37 C.F.R. § l.510(a)
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37 C.F.R. § l.5l0(b)(l)

37 C.F.R. § 1.5lO(b)(2)

37 C.F.R. § 1.510(b)(3)

37 C.F.R. § l.510(b)(4)

37 C.F.R. § 1.510(b)(4)

A statement indicating each substantial new

question of Patentability based on prior Patents and

printed publications, infra.

An identification of every claim for which

reexamination is requested, and a detailed

explanation of the pertinency and manner of

applying the cited prior art to every claim for which

reexamination is requested, infra.

A copy of every Patent or printed publication relied

upon or referred to in paragraph (b)(l) and (2) of

this section, with listing (Exhibit 1).

A copy of the entire Patent including the front face,

drawings, and specification/claims (in double

column format) for which reexamination is

requested, and a copy of any disclaimer, certificate

of correction, or reexamination certificate issued in

the Patent (Exhibit 2).

A certification that a copy of the request filed by a

person other than the Patent owner has been served

in its entirety on the Patent owner at the address as

provided for in § l.33(c). The name and address of

the party served must be indicated (Exhibit 3).
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I. INTRODUCTION

This request is based upon numerous prior patents and printed publications,

including 77 U.S. Patents and 6 printed articles, most of which were not previously

considered by the Patent Office in granting the above-referenced patent. It is believed

that Claims 1 through 8 of U.S. Patent No. 6,421,753 (the ‘753 Patent) are invalid:

1) pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §l02 as being anticipated by the Maxstrat GEN5

controller product;

2) under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being obvious;

i) T in light of the patentees’ deposition and trial testimony that the

invention amounts to nothing more than simply adding “access

controls” to a prior art storage router and “such a simple

modification was obvious in light of a number of patents, products

and motivations to make such a combination; and

ii) because motivations to combine the prior art inevitably would lead

one skilled in the art to the arrive at the alleged invention

embodied in the ‘753 Patent.

This request is served concurrently with a request for reexamination of U.S.

Patent Nos. 5,941,972 (the ‘972 Patent), 6,425,035 (the ‘O35 Patent), 6,425,036 (the ‘O36

Patent), and 6,738,854 (the ‘854 Patent), collectively referred to as the “Related Patents.”

The ‘972 Patent was the parent of the Related Patents.

II. BACKGROUND

The invention described and claimed in U.S. Patent No. 6,421,753 (“the ‘753

Patent”) is currently assigned to Crossroads Systems (Texas), Inc. (“Crossroads”).

The ‘972 Patent was the parent of the Related Patents, and all five Patent

specifications have identical figures and nearly identical written descriptions - the only

differences can be found in the claims. A chart depicting the differences in the claims of

the ‘972, ‘O36, ‘O35 and ‘854 Patents is included herein (Exhibit 4).
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The ‘972 and ‘035 Patents are currently being litigated in the case of Crossroads

Systems, Inc. v. Dot Hill Systems Corporation, Western District of Texas, Case Number

A-03-CV-754(SS) (“Crossroads v. Dot Hill”). On June 26, 2004, Dot Hill submitted a

Motion for Summary Judgment (“MSJ”) to the Court, a copy of which is included herein.

(Exhibit 5). The Motion requests a finding of invalidity based upon: 1) the ‘O35 Patent

being anticipated by, or rendered obvious in of, light prior art; and 2) the ‘972 Patent

being obvious in light of prior art. The arguments in that motion are equally applicable to

the ‘753 Patent, given the similarities of the ‘972 and ‘753 Patents.

Specifically, the MS] argument is based primarily upon undisputed prior art in the

form of the HSZ70 array controller designed and manufactured by Digital Equipment

Corporation (“DEC”) and related, published product manuals. Further, the MS] contains

three declarations fi'om former DEC employees who were involved in the design and

manufacture of the HSZ70 that clearly establish the date of conception, use, and

publication of the manuals of the DEC HSZ70 as long before the earliest alleged

conception dates for the ‘O35, ‘753 and ‘972 Patents. (See Exhibit 5).

The HSZ70 product was on sale before the issuance of the ‘972, ‘035, ‘753 and

Related Patents, yet the Patentees did not disclose this relevant prior art to the USPTO

during the examination of the Patents. (See Exhibit 5). Even worse, Dot Hill’s previous

counsel gave to Crossroads’ patent counsel copies of the HSZ70 manuals prior to the

issuance of the ‘854 Patent, and yet the Patentees still did not disclose this relevant prior

art to the USPTO during the examination of that patent. Dot Hill earnestly encourages

the examiner to review the attached copy of the MS] and corresponding declarations,

which have been filed with the Court, to evaluate the impact of the DEC HSZ70 product

literature on the portfolio ofRelated Patents. (See Exhibit 5).

Further, inventors Hoese and Russell have at least six (6) pending applications

that are continuations claiming priority based upon the ‘972 Patent application filing date.

The Application Numbers of the pending applications are 10/023786, 10/081082,

2
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10/081110, 10/0831114, 10/361283 and 10/658163. As each of these applications depends

upon the ‘972 patent application, Dot Hill contends that each application suffers from the

same critical infirmity as the ‘972 and ‘753 Patents. Dot Hill cannot pursue

reexamination of the pending applications; nevertheless, Dot Hill respectfully requests

that these applications and any other pending applications depending on the ‘972 Patent

be examinedpin light of this reexamination petition and the petitions for the Related
Patents.

III. PRIOR LITIGATION INVOLVING THE ‘972 PATENT

This is a unique case that presents the examiner with a wealth of information to

assist in the reexamination.

The ‘972 Patent was litigated on two separate occasions and the Court has defined

terms in the ‘972 Patent that apply equally to the ‘753 Patent as a result of a Markman

Order in the case of Crossroads Systems, Inc. v. Chaparral Network Storage, Inc.,

Western District of Texas, Civil Action Number A 00 CA 217 SS (“Chaparral”). A copy

of the Court’s Markman Order appears in Exhibit 6. A district court's finding is binding

upon the Patent examiner in a reexamination. Marlow Industries, Inc. V. Igloo Products

Corp., 2002 WL 485698, *4 -5 (N.D.Tex.,2002) referring to In Re Freeman, 30 F.3d

1459, 1468 (Fed.Cir.l994) see also MPEP §2286. (Exhibit 7).

During the course of the ‘972 Patent litigation in the Chaparral case, the

Patentees made a number of admissions under oath at deposition and at trial that have a

direct ‘bearing on the current reexamination and the scope of the patents at issue.

Pursuant to MPEP §2217, Patentee admissions may be used in combination with Patents

and printed publications to establish a substantial new question of Patentability.

Admissions are not restricted to just a determination of a substantial new question

of Patentability. Under section 305, reexamination proceeds ". . .according to the

procedures established for initial examination." 35 U.S.C.A. § 305, see also In re Portola
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Packaging Inc. 122 F.3d 1473, 1475 (C.A.Fed.,1997) see also 37 C.F.R. 1.104 (c)(3).

“Facts, including admissions which have already been established in the record, have

been authorized for use in reexamination proceedings. See 37 CFR 1.106(c) and M.P.E.P.

§ 2258.” Ex Parte the Successor in Interest of Robert S. McGaughey 1988 WL 252480,

*4. (Exhibit 8). “In the initial examination of Patent applications, admissions by the

applicant are considered for any purpose including evidence of obviousness under section

103.” Id.

recognized fact or truth. [FN14] Thus, admissions are simply facts.” Id at *5.

”An admission is defined as an acknowledged, declared, conceded or

IV. THE SCOPE OF THE INVENTION AS ADMITTED BY AN INVENTOR

During trial and deposition testimony in the Chaparral case, one of the two

inventors of the ‘972, ‘753 and other Related Patents stated that the only invention

claimed was the movement of access controls from a network server into the router

device. Every other limitation in the claims of the ‘972 and ‘753 Patents, including the

router device itself, was admitted to be prior art. See trial transcript of inventor Geoffrey

Hoese, Exhibit 9, pages 70 to 72.

claims is that the storage router, rather than a network server, performs access control

According to the inventor, the novel feature of the

such that each workstation may have controlled access to a specific partition of the

storage device which forms the virtual local storage for that Workstation (‘753 Patent,

column 4, lines 28-31). .All other aspects of the alleged invention as set forth in figure 2

of the ‘972 and ‘753 Patents and the corresponding written description of the ‘972 and
‘753 Patents were acknowledged by the inventor Geoffrey Hoese, in his trial testimony in

the Chaparral case, to be part of the prior art and not the invention.

Q. Figure — well, figure 2 is not your invention, right, sir?
A. Figure 2 is not my invention.

Q. And this description is in reference to figure 2, and this
description mentions native low-level block protocols and
mentions mapping, and you say figure 2 is not your invention?
A. That’s correct.

(Trial transcript of Hoese, page 81, starting at line 3, emphasis
added) =l= * *
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See, In re Nomiya, 509 F.2d 566, 570-71, 571 n.5, 184 USPQ 607, 611, 611 n.4

(CCPA 1975) (“We see no reason why appellants‘ representations in their application

should not be accepted at face value as admissions that Figs. 1 and 2 may be considered

“prior art” for any purpose, including use as evidence of obviousness under § 103.

[Citations omitted.] By filing an application containing Figs. 1 and 2, labeled prior art,

ipsissimis verbis, and statements explanatory thereof, appellants have conceded what is to

be considered as prior art in determining obviousness of their improvement.”)

V. THE ‘753 PATENT IS INVALID AS IT IS ANTICIPATED BY THE

MAXSTRAT GEN 5 PRODUCT

MaxStrat (previously known as Maximum Strategy) was a company that designed

and manufactured RAID (redundant array of independent devices) controllers as well as

entire storage systems, beginning in the early 1990s. In 1996, MaxStrat began shipping

the GEN5 RAID controller, which was a router that performed the function of access

controls and met each and every claim of the ‘972 and ‘753 Patents. (It should be noted

that in the Chaparral case, the Court determined that the ‘972 Patent covered RAID

controller devices, as they met the definition of “routers.” Further, the devices accused by

Crossroads in Crossroads v. Dot Hill are RAID controllers, like the GEN5.)

A chart is included in Exhibit 10 comparing elements described in the GEN5

System Guide and GUI User’s Guide with each limitation in all claims of the ‘753 Patent.

A copy of the Gen5 S-SERIES XI System Guide Revision 1.01, published June 11, 1996

(“System Guide”), is included as Exhibit 11, and a copy of the Graphical User Interface

for MAXSTRAT Gen5/Gen-S Servers User ’s Guide 1.], published January 6, 1997 (“GUI

Guide”), is included as Exhibit 12. Both manuals were published ‘before the alleged

invention of the ‘753 Patent.

The GUI Guide describes the operation of the Gen5 S—Series Storage Server,

which is documented in the System Guide.

“1 .1 .2 System Requirements
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The GUI will function on all models of the Gen5 Storage Servers,

at Gen5 software revision 1.60 or higher, and all models of the Profile

NFS File Server at ProOS revision 0.82 and higher, and all models of the

S-Series at software revision 1.00 or higher.” [GUI Guide, page 1]

The GUI Guide expressly references the System Guide, which is incorporated by

reference:

“1.l.3 Related Reference Material

‘S.-‘Series System Manua ” [GUI Guide, page 2]

The GUI Guide and System Guide are a two-volume set that make a single

publication. This printed publication describes each and every limitation of the Claims of

the ‘753 Patent. The pertinency and manner of applying this printed publication to the

‘753 Patent is explained in the chart included in Exhibit 10, which compares elements of

the Gen5 with each limitation in each of the claims of the ‘753 Patent.

The GEN5 provides a number of devices such as Cray computers on one side of

the GEN5 with access to storage devices such as hard disk drives on the other side of the

GEN5. An outline of this configuration is shown below.

 
  

, ‘ l\rIaxstrat
Devices (Cray Gens
computers)

Stnmgc [Hard
Disks]

  Ports

As to the “access control” limitation of the ‘972 and ‘753 Patents, the Gen5 is

able to assign a specific storage area to a specific device. The GEN5 includes the “ifp”

command, which includes the “luns bitmask enable” field. This field is used to specify
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the enabling of LUNs on interface ports to provide access to “facilities” (storage units).

[See Exhibit 10, Claim chart, pages 5 and 6; see Exhibit 11, Gen5 System Guide, pages

4-42 to 4-43]. For example, each device attached to a GEN5 can be assigned a subset of

a disk drive as shown below.

Deuces (C'm_\'
computer 5)

 

  Disks)

 
 

 

tie-1:?

FEE Alternatively, the GEN5 allows for a configuration where all the devices can

‘E, access a global disk storage, as identified below.

l\v1axstrat , ‘
17.-§ Ilevlces (Crav G3115 Sl'”""'g° (Hmd
k‘-'9 mm , s ’ Disks)3. pltels)“E Ports

$3$1‘!

1235
£2

Finally, the GEN5 can assign a device to a particular drive, again as displayed

below.
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.41:

5-

-re

Nlaxstrat

G5-115 Storage (H;'n'd
Disks)

Devices: (Cray

cornpliters)

  
Port.-2

Notably, this last configuration of the GEN5 was quite common and not an

unreasonable extension of the product. (See Hillgrave Corp. v. Symantec Corp., 265

F.3d 1336, 1343 (Fed.Cir. 2001) for a discussion of the reasonable use of a product

involved in an infringement analysis). Review of the GEN5 documentation attached

herein indicates that such a configuration was available. (Exhibit 13).

While GEN5 connected to storage devices using only the SCSI transport medium,

Gen5 could be configured to use combinations SCSI, Fibre Channel and/or HIPPI

transport media to connect to hosts.

In sum, the GEN5 allows access to a global data storage device, subsets of a

single storage device, and access to a single storage device. This allocation of storage is

what the Court in Chaparral identified as access control. (Exhibit 6). The GEN5 meets

every element of the alleged invention of the ’753 Patent.
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In comparing the last configuration of the Gen5 (shown on the previous page) to

an embodiment of the invention ‘753 Patent as shown in Fig. 3 of the ‘753 Patent

specification above, it is clear that the GEN5 anticipates every element of the ‘753 Patent.

The only difference between Fig. 3 and the last configuration of the GEN5 is that the

workstations in Fig 3. are attached to a single Fibre Channel transport medium, while the

workstations of the GEN5 are attached to separate Fibre Channel transport mediums.

However, it is important to note that Claim 1 of the ‘753 Patent does not require

every Fibre Channel device to be connected to a single Fibre Charmel transport medium.

The chart below identifies an excerpt of Claim 1 that addresses this issue and a full

detailed analysis appears in Appendix A. Further analysis in relation to the ‘753 Patent

is presented in Appendices B and C.
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‘753 Patent claim 1

Claim 1 states:

1. A data storage gateway capable

of interfacing with and providing

connectivity and mapping between a
Fiber Channel and SCSI channel

interface, the data storage gateway

comprising: ‘
 

a virtual storage;

a storage router in communication with

and providing mapping to the virtual
storage such that a fiber charmel device
remote from the virtual storage can

communicate data to and from the virtual

storage; and

wherein the storage router is capable of

configuring a SCSI device to contain at

least a portion of the virtual storage.
 

 
  

  
  

 
 
 
 

  

This requires only a single fibre channel
device and a single Virtual storage. The
GEN5 allows a device on the left side to

communicate with a virtual storage on the

right side of the GEN5. Containing a

portion of the virtual storage is part of
access control, which is also performed by
the GEN5. Therefore the GEN5 meets

every limitation of the ‘753 Patent claims.

 
Using even a single port to connect individual devices to GEN5 would be covered

by claim 1. As a result, GEN5 completely anticipates the subject matter claimed in the

‘753 Patent and renders the ‘753 Patent invalid.

VI. THERE WERE OTHER CONTROLLERS ON THE MARKET PRIOR

TO THE INVENTION OF THE ‘753 PATENT THAT PERFORMED

ACCESS CONTROLS

In addition to the Maxstrat Gen5, there were other RAID controllers that

performed access controls and were commercially available at the time of the alleged

invention of the ‘753 Patent.

Storage Technologies, Inc. (known as “StorageTek”) designed and manufactured

the Iceberg RAID controller before 1997. Iceberg perfonned access control; Iceberg

made selected hosts blind to selected storage based on the permission granted to those

10
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selected hosts. Iceberg connected a plurality of IBM mainframe host computers to

partitions and subsets of multiple SCSI storage devices. As described in the ‘753 Patent,

Iceberg contained a supervisor unit, which was coupled to a buffer, a host controller and

a storage controller. The host and storage controllers included protocol units, FIFO

buffers and DMA. Iceberg performed mapping to present a virtual Count-Key-Data disk

interface to the hosts for the fixed-block allocation SCSI disk drives.

Similarly, CMD Technology, Inc. made the CRD-5500 SCSI RAID Controller

before 1997. The CRD-55_O0 includes all the elements described in the ‘753 Patent.

Features for access controls to partitions of disks and subsets of disks (called

“redundancy groups”) are explained in the CRD-5500 SCSI RAID Controller User's

Manual, Rev. 1.3, published November 21, 1996, which is included as Exhibit 14.

“The controller’s Host LUN Mapping feature makes it possible to

map RAID sets differently to each host. You make the same redundancy
group show up on different LUNS to different hosts, or make a redundancy
group visible to one host but not to another.” (CRD-5500 User’s Guide,

page 1-1, Section 1.2).

“4.3.3 Host Mapping V
This screen may be used to map LUNs on each host channel to a

particular redundancy group. Or you may prevent a redundancy group
from appearing on a host channel. Thus, for example, you may map
redundancy group 1 to LUN 5 on host channel 0 and the same redundancy

group to LUN 12 on host charmel 1. Or you may make redundancy group
8 available on LUN 4 on host channel 0 and block access to it on host

channel I.’’ (CRD—5500 User’s Guide, page 4-5, Section 4.3.3).

Finally, Infortrend Technologies, Inc. made the IFT-3000 before 1997. The IFT-

3000 is also a SCSI RAID controller, and includes all the elements described in the ‘753

Patent except for the addition of Fibre Channel to the host interface, which is an obvious

addition. A chart is included in Exhibit 15 comparing elements described in the IFT-

3000 Instruction Manual with each limitation in Claim 1 of the ‘753 Patent. A copy of

the IFT-3000 SCSI to SCSI Disk Array Controller Instruction Manual Revision 2.0,

published in 1995, is included as Exhibit 16.

11
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VII. THE ‘753 PATENT IS INVALID AS IT IS ANTICIPATED BY U.S.

PATENT NO. 6,073,209 T0 BERGSTEN

The ‘753 Patent is also anticipated by US. Patent No. 6,073,209 (the ‘209 Patent)

titled “Data storage controller providing multiple hosts with access to multiple storage

subsystems,” to Bergsten, filed March 31, 1997, which was prior art as of the ‘753

Patent’s effective filing date. A copy of the ‘209 Patent is included in Exhibit 1, and the

claim chart comparing elements of this Patent to limitations in the claims of the ‘753

Patent is included in Exhibit 22. The ‘209 Patent describes a form of access controls

using low level, block protocols. For example, the ‘209 Patent states in the ABSTRACT

section:

“Each storage controller may be coupled to at least one host
processing system and to at least one other storage controller to control
access of the host processing systems to the mass storage devices.”

The ‘209 Further states, in column 15, lines 39 to 47 2

“A storage controller of the present invention further allows data

blocks to be write protected, so that a block carmot be modified fiom any
host computer. Write protection may be desirable for purposes such as
virus protection or implementation of security firewalls. Write protection
can be achieved by configuring the storage controller appropriately at set-
up time or by inputting a write protect command to the storage controller
from a host computer.”

The ‘209 Patent thus describes how to control access of hosts to storage devices

by allowing data blocks to be write protected from host computers. Since data blocks can

be write protected, the ‘209 Patent describes a storage controller that limits a computer’s

access to subsets of storage devices or sections of a single storage devices, which is what

the Court in Chaparral identified as access control (Exhibit 6). In addition, this explicit

reference to security-oriented data protection provides strong motivation to a person of

ordinary skill in the art to combine the ‘209 Patent and other prior art storage routers with

enhanced security features.

12
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The ‘209 Patent also includes all the remaining elements of the claims of the ‘753

Patent: a RAM buffer (column 6, line 26); a Fibre Channel controller (column 4, line 28);

a SCSI controller (column 4, line 21); a CPU supervisor unit (column 6, line 26); and

mapping (column 3, line 18). See Figure 3 from the ‘209 Patent, included below,

depicting a STORAGE CONTROLLER with CPU, RAM, HOST DEVICE I/F (interface)

with arrows leading TO/FROM HOST (Fibre Channel transport medium), and

STORAGE DEVICE I/F with arrows leading TO/FROM LOCAL EXTERNAL

STORAGE DEVICES (SCSI bus transport medium).

 
 
  

 

CONTROLLER
DEVICE I/F

STORAGE
DEVICE I/F
 

TO/FROM TO/FROM TO/FROM
HOST LOCAL EXTERNAL OTHER STORAGE

STORAGE DEVICES CONTROLLERS

Thus, the ‘209 Patent anticipates the ‘753 Patent, or in the alternative, provides

strong intrinsic motivation to combine a Fibre Channel to SCSI storage router with access

control.

VIII. THE ALLEGED INVENTION OF THE ‘753 WAS OBVIOUS IN LIGHT OF

THE PRIOR ART AND NUMEROUS MOTIVATIONS TO COMBINE

The Obviousness Standard.

13
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“... [T]he standard under 35 U.S.C. § 103 [for obviousness] is what would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, and the level of the skilled artisan should

not be underestimated. See In re Sovish, 769 F.2d 738, 743, 226 USPQ 771, 774 (Fed.

Cir. 1985).” Ex Parte Richard A. Flasck, 2000 WL 33520310, *3. (Exhibit 17). Factors

that may be considered in determining level of ordinary skill in the art include: (1) the

education level of the inventor; (2) type of problems encountered in the art; (3) prior art

solutions to those problems; (4) rapidity with which innovations are made; (5)

sophistication of the technology; and (6) education level of active workers in the field.

Environmental Designs v. Union Oil Co. of Cal., 713 F.2d 693, 696-697 (Fed.Cir.l983),

cert. denied, 464 U.S. 1043, 104 S.Ct. 709, 79 L.Ed.2d 173 (1984) see also Orthopedic

Equipment C0,, Inc. v. All Orthopedic Appliances, Inc., 707 F.2d 1376 at 1381-1382

(Fed.Cir.l983). The level of one of ordinary skill is evaluated at the time the invention

was made. Id at 1382.

The Field of Endeavor.

The first question in an obviousness argument is whether the references are in the

field of the inventor’s endeavor. In re Deminski, 796 F.2d 436, 230 U.S.P.Q. 313,

(Fed.Cir., Jul 08, 1986). The field of art that encompasses the ‘753 Patent, as well as the

Related Patents, is that of computer science and electronics. Some of the hardware

identified in the ‘753 Patent includes routers, networks, bridges, servers, controllers,

storage devices, storage disks, microprocessors, buffers, storage controllers, and

workstations. The prior art would encompass, at least, the fields of computer science and

electronics as it relates to the hardware discussed above.

It is common knowledge that the computer science and electronics field is one

that has experienced, and continues to experience, rapid development and complexity in

hardware and software. As a result, a person skilled in the art would be someone with a

degree in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering or an equivalent, with perhaps seven

or more years of professional experience, and with knowledge of at least computer

hardware, systems, electronics, and software in such an area of rapid innovation.
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The Motivation to Combine

Identification in the prior art of each individual part claimed is insufficient to

defeat patentability of the whole claimed invention. Rather, to establish obviousness

based on a combination of the elements disclosed in the prior art, there must be some

motivation, suggestion, or teaching of the desirability of making the specific combination

that was made by the applicant. In re Kotzab, 217 F.3d 1365, 1369-1370 (C.A.Fed.,

2000).

Obviousness and Motivation to Combine in Light of the 1984 Bfle Magazine Article

As has already been discussed, one of the two inventors of the ‘972 and ‘753

Patents admitted under oath that the only limitation of the ‘972 (and ‘753) Patents that is

not taught by prior art is the movement of access controls from the network server to the

router. This petition has identified no less than four RAID controllers — or “routers” —

(five if one includes the DEC HSZ7O RAID controller) that performed access controls.

However, even if one were to ignore those prior art RAID controllers, the movement of

access controls fiom the network server into the router would have been obvious in light

of an article published in Byte Magazine in 1984.

Further, the GEN5 prior art RAID controller discussed above connected to Fibre

Channel hosts on one end and SCSI storage devices on the other, just like the device

described in the ‘753 patent. However, the remainder of the RAID controllers connected

to hosts and storage devices using other protocols. The decision to connect the router

described in the ‘753 Patent to hosts through the Fibre Channel transport medium, and to

connect the router to storage devices through the SCSI transport medium would have

been obvious in light of the 1984 Byte Magazine article.

“Local-Area Networks for the IBM PC” was Written by J. Scott Haugdahl

(“Haugdahl”) and published in the December 1984 edition of Byte Magazine. Byte
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Magazine is a widely-read computer magazine and publicly available. (Exhibit 18). The

Haugdahl article teaches the following:

0 A need to preserve the benefits of a stand-alone personal computer system

while obtaining the benefits from networking.

“Thus, with LANs you want to preserve the benefits of stand-alone
microcomputers, namely, use of your favorite software and peripherals

and having a machine all to yourself, as well as adding new benefits from

networking.” (p. 147, col. 2).

Network benefits known at the time of the invention included access controls and

mapping. This reference, however, is not limited to just networks, but provides

motivation to develop systems other than networks that have some desirable

network characteristics.

0 A trend in the industry toward using open systems that follow published

specifications, such as Fibre Channel and SCSI protocols.

“Most systems that follow de facto standards, such as Ethernet or

Arcnet, and those that follow ‘committee’ standards, such as IEEE-802 or

those of the National Bureau of Standards, tend to be open systems.” (p.

147, col. 3).

Fibre Channel and SCSI were available during the time of the alleged ‘753 invention.

0 Access controls that enabled only a particular user to access data.

“Because all these servers support multiple users, you’re going to

need some sort of password protection scheme, as well as some means of

protecting the data of one user from another.” (p.151).

This clearly teaches restricting access to stored data. It is not limited to any particular

implementation and could very well be the impetus to usensuch schemes as LUN

masking.

0’ Servers were known to be a potential bottleneck problem.
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“However, the server is a potential bottleneck, particularly if you

don’t go with a high-perfonnance processor.” (p. 154, col. 3).

Bottlenecks were a well known problem and a person skilled in the art would be sensitive

to alternatives, such as having the router perform access controls, as opposed to the

SCTVCI‘.

0 Implementing access controls at a low level.

“Disk service users’ requests for disk I/O (input/output) at a low level.

Thus the server is really a disk ‘volume’ server, and file 1/0 is handled

directly by the operating system in the PC.” (p. 154, col. 3).

Here is the connection between native low-level protocols as used by a personal

computer and the difference as it existed in 1984 for file servers.

0 Access control and virtual local storage.

“Ethershare manages virtual disks at the volume level. Passwords

are required to ‘log on’ and optional passwords can be placed on volume.

Volumes can be made private for individual use only, public for use by
several users in a read-only fashion, and shared for multiple read/write

access.” (p. 156, col.2).

“[Regarding Corvus] It was simply a device that allowed you to

share a hard disk by partitions.” (p. 163, col. 3). “[Regarding Nestar] [l]n

fact, if you had two PLAN 4000 systems with a gateway server, you could
establish virtual connections with disks on other network file servers and

use them as if they were local.” (p. 166, col. 3).

Virtual access to disks, security—on'ented access control, private and shared hard disks,

and use of remote storage devices having the appearance and characteristics of local

storage were well documented and available to consumers at least as early as 1984.

The article further highlights numerous disadvantages to using file servers for the

performance of certain functions and directly indicates how handling a file with a

personal cornputer’s 1/0 is more direct. The type of I/O endemic to the personal

computer is a native low-level block protocol. A person skilled in the art would realize

that a remote storage device, like that provided by a file server, would be more desirable

if it utilized the I/O handling like that of a personal computer. Further, a person skilled in
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the art would realize that other network-like options would be desirable. Those options

would include access control.

Obviousness and Motivation to Combine in Light of the 1995 Burslgg Article

Similar to the Haugdahl article, Dave Bursky wrote an article that appeared in the

February 6, 1995 edition of “Electrical Design” entitled “New Serial I/O Speed Storage

Subsystems” (Exhibit 19) that alsoiteaches the desirability of connecting workstations to

a storage controller or router via the Fibre Channel protocol.

0 The Bursky article teaches that Fibre Channel helps relieve problems with
remote, high—speed devices, such as noise, signal integrity, speed, and bulky
cables. '

“Using a serial interface also helps relieve one of the largest
headaches when it comes to connecting many high—speed devices together

- noise and signal integrity. Therefore, to achieve top performance,

long parallel cables must be eliminated to control impedance, minimize
crosstalk, and allow data transfers to run at maximum speeds. The FC

drives eliminate the need for large connectors and bulky SCSI cable.”

(Bursky, p. 8l, col. 2 to p. 82, col. 1.)

0 The Bursky article teaches that Fibre Channel chips were commercially
available.

“Aside from Seagate’s disk drives, only a handful of FC storage

interfaces are immediately available and just a few companies offer any

silicon. The smattering of chips on the market include several choices

from Applied Micro Circuits, Hewlett-Packard (G-Logic chip set), LSI

Logic (megacells), Microelectronics Technology Center, NCR, Rockwell
International, TriQuint Semiconductor, and Vitesse Semiconductor.”

(Bursky, p. 88, col. 3.)
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The Bursky article expounds the virtues of Fibre Channel and lists several

manufacturers from which Fibre Channel controllers for storage interfaces can be

acquired.

One of the Inventors Admitted To Obviousness and a Motivation to Combine.

In fact, one of the inventors of the ‘972 and ‘753 Patents testified under oath in

the Chaparral litigation that a person skilled in the art would have known at the time of

the filing of the ‘972 and ‘753 Patents that various known and readily identifiable

problems would be solved by: 1) connecting the prior art router described in the ‘972 and

‘753 Patents to hosts by way of the Fibre Channel transport medium, and; 2) performing

the access control function in the router, as opposed to the network server.

“...there’s a general need in computing to increase the

addressability of devices, of storage devices, for example. There’s a
general need to increase the speed of communication to those devices.
There’s a general need to increase the distance over which you can
communicate to devices. And most fundamentally, I’d say that was the set

of capabilities that we were interested in providing solutions for; and in
doing so, you know the, for example, fibre channels, in general technology
addresses a number of those issues over and beyond the benefits of

previous technologies. And to, that’s you know, that’s a nice, general set
ofproblems that were addressed.”

(Deposition of Hoese, page 125-126.) (Exhibit 20).

“...the main problem is the network server is expensive to

maintain, it has various bottlenecks in transferring data between these
things, has to go through a lot of effort to translate the data requests, get
the data from one side to the other.” ,

(Trial transcript of Hoese, page 59-60.) (See above).

There is no indication that the general needs spoken of by Hoese constituted a

unique problem known only by the Patentees, or that the Patentees forever solved these

general needs with their alleged invention, or that there was a long felt need to solve

these problem that now ceases to exist due to the Patentees alleged invention. Finally, it

is clear that the Patentees did not discover the source of any of these general needs or

their solutions; the needs and solutions were known to the industry at the time.
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Q. J ‘ ‘

The Patentees sworn testimony shows that a person skilled in the art at the time of

the alleged invention embodied in the ‘753 Patent would have been acutely aware of a

Variety of needs in the field. These needs provide the motivation for a person skilled in

the art to seek a solution.
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IX. ADDITIONAL PRIOR ART THAT ADDRESSES EACH OF THE GENERAL

NEEDS AS IDENTIFIED BY THE SWORN TESTIMONY OF THE INVENTORS

We believe that the prior art RAID controllers discussed herein, the magazine articles,

and the testimony of the inventors of the ‘753 are reason enough to find that the ‘753

Patent should have never issued. However, in the interests of bringing all prior art to the

attention of the examiner and the Patent Ofice, we supply, below, additional prior art

that addresses each of the needs as identified by the inventors in sworn testimony.

Increased speed

Increasing the speed at which data was transferred from a host to storage and back

again was one problem identified by testimony of the inventors, supra, and was

commonly known throughout the industry. As already discussed above, it was well

known in the prior art at the time of the ‘753 Patent invention that the Fibre Charmel

protocol was extremely fast and operated above 1 gigabit per second in transmission

speed. See Beiman, U.S. Patent No. 6,185,203, see also U.S. Patent No. 5,638,518 to

Malladi, filed October 24, 1994 and issued June 10, 1997 starting at Column 2, Line 54.

Use of Fibre Channel was available and would have been an obvious selection to one

skilled in the art. (Exhibit 1).

Reduction of data translation reguests

Concerning the reduction of translation of data requests, it was also well known in

the prior art that Fibre Channel and SCSI shared a common protocol. In particular, the

highest level in the Fibre Channel standards set, FC-4, defines the mapping between the

lower levels of the Fibre Channel and SCSI command sets. U.S. Patent No. 6,185,203 to

Berrnan at Column 6, starting at line 18, identified as prior art as of the filing date of

February 18, 1997. This well ‘known prior art commonality reduces any need for data

translation between Fibre Channel and SCSI protocols. “Multiple protocols such as SCSI

(Small Computer Serial Interface), IP (Internet Protocol), HIPPI, ATM (Asynchronous
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Transfer Mode) among others can concurrently utilize the same media when mapped over

Fibre Channel.” Id. Abstract. “One of the reasons that Fibre Channel is so popular is

that one of the payloads and upper level protocols which can be mapped, is the protocol

for SCSI.” US. Patent No. 5,959,994 to Boggs, et al, filed August 19, 1996, issued

September 28, 1999, statement appearing as prior art starting at Col. 3 at Line 11.

(Exhibit 1).

The connection between Fibre Channel and SCSI allows for the transmission of

data using Fibre Channel low-level block protocols. U.S. Patent No. 5,638,518 to

Malladi, filed October 24, 1994 and issued June 10, 1997 starting at Column 2, Line 54.

A person skilled in the art at the time of the alleged invention of the ‘753 Patent would

have found it obvious to use a combination of Fibre Channel and SCSI protocols to

connect a router to hosts and storage devices, in order to reduce data translation requests.

(Exhibit 1).

The issue of distance

As to the need to allow for greater distances between hosts and storage devices, it

was well known in the prior art that Fibre Charmel offered the availability of a greater

distance. U.S. Patent No. 5,519,695 to Purhoit, et al, starting at Column 2, Line 12

identified as prior art as of the filing date of October 27, 1994. (Exhibit 1).

Addressability

The ‘753 Patent identifies addressability in three different instances. First, as a

map between the Fibre Charmel controller and the SCSI controller. Second, as it relates

to Fibre Channel devices and SCSI devices. Third, as access controls.

Mapping between the Fibre Channel controller and the SCSI controller
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As to the first instance, mapping between a Fibre Channel controller and a SCSI

controller was well—known in the art as evidenced by U.S. Patent No. 5,748,924 to

Llorens, et al, filed October 17, 1995, issued May 5, 1998. Also, as identified above, the

Patentees admitted that mapping was prior art. While the Llorens Patent was reviewed

during the initial examination of the ‘035, ‘972, and ‘036 Patents, presenting it again in

this context is permissible. “The existence of a substantial new question of Patentability

is not precluded by the fact that «a Patent or printed publication was previously cited by or

to the Office or considered by the Office.” 35 U.S.C. §303(a), which overruled a portion

of the case of In re Portola on the issue of using art relied upon in the initial examination.

See 2002 Amendments. Pub.L. 107-273, § l3lO5(a), inserted “The existence of a

substantial new question of Patentability is not precluded by the fact that a Patent or

printed publication was previously cited by or to the Office or considered by the Office.”

(Exhibit 1).

Addressability ofFibre Channel devices and SCSI devices

It was well—known in the prior art how to identify the existence of Fibre Channel

devices and SCSI devices connected to a computer or on a network. See U.S. Patent No.

5,317,693 to Cuenod, et al., titled “Computer peripheral device network with peripheral _

address resetting capabilities” filed April 4, 1991, issued May 31, 1994. U.S. Patent No.

5,664,107 to Chatwani, et al, titled “Method for providing for automatic topology

discovery in an ATM network or the like” filed June 7, 1995, issued September 2, 1997.
U.S. Patent No. 4,827,411 to Arrowood, et al, titled “Method of maintaining a topology

database” filed June 15, 1987, issued May 2, 1989. Again, as identified above, the

Patentees admitted that Fibre-to-SCSI storage routers were prior art and these types of

routers, as shown in figure 2 of the ‘753 Patent, had a number of workstations and storage

units attached to the Fibre and SCSI channels. Such a situation could not have existed

unless the devices on the channels were addressable. (Exhibit 1).
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Access Controls

The Haugdahl article addressed access control as far back as 1984. Concerning

access control, Fibre Charmel was known to be, “a channel-network hybrid, containing

enough network features to provide the needed connectivity, distance and protocol
multiplexing, and enough channel features to retain simplicity, repeatable performance

and reliable delivery.” Arrowood Id. The Patentees admitted that one of the network’s

functions was the performance of access control.

Q. Okay. Can you explain your invention of the 972 Patent
invention in your own words, sir?

A. The invention provides a method for connecting computers

to storage devices, providing that connectivity, the ability to map storage
between different devices, providing virtual local storage and security. l: .

management capabilities for those devices.
if‘? Q. Well, what was the state-of-the-art at the time that you

came up with your invention? How were people doing that sort of thing?
A. Primarily through the use of network servers.

(Trial transcript of Hoese. Page 58, starting at line 16.) See above.wt:.2»-vrer'tr-475%? .,..T....=~..4Gunt-
Q. So how did your invention improve on this basic situation?
A. Well, using the invention in this role, you basically have

the computers on the one side speaking their native low-level block
protocols that they communicate with to storage devices, routing those
through a storage router, and connecting those devices to the actual
storage without having to do the translation from the — through the
network protocols or translation through the file system.

(Trial transcript of Hoese. Page 60, starting at line 19.) See above.

unimm
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Q. Mr. Russell, you said you solved problems thatpexisted in
the world just a moment ago. Could you elaborate on that, what you
meant by that?

A. Sure. That was the initial problem that we saw to be solved

by the invention which is the way that storage was hooked up remotely.
So it was done through network file servers across the network, and that’s

how you accessed storage.

(Trial transcript of Russell. Page 115, starting at line 5.) (Exhibit
21).
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By admission of both Patentees, a prior art network file server had the ability to

perform all the functions identified by the invention, including restricting the

addressability of the storage units, i.e. access control. What the networks did not do was

operate using native low-level block protocols.

However, as shown above, it was well known in the art that transport mediums

such as Fibre Channel and SCSI contained network capabilities and could work at low-

level block protocols The ability to identify, address, and partition storage drives for

access by a host computer was well-known in the art at the time of the filing of the ‘753

Patent. As already discussed, this Was evidenced by prior art RAID controllers such as

the GEN5, CRD 5500, Iceberg and Infortrend 3000. However, it was also evidenced by

U.S. Patent No. 5,634,111 to Oeda, et al, filed March 1993, issued May 27, 1997,

reference in the Abstract. See also U.S. Pat. No. 4,961,224 to Yung titled “Controlling

access to network resources,” filed March 6, 1989, issued October 2, 1990. Also, U.S.

Patent No. 5,659,756 titled, “Method and system for providing access to logical partition

information on a per resource basis,” to Hefferon, et al, filed March 31, 1995 discloses a

system that partitions a subset of main storage. (Exhibit 1).

Another form of access control is identified in US. Patent No. 6,073,218 titled,

“Methods and apparatus for coordinating shared multiple raid controller access to

common storage devices,” to DeKoning, et al, filed December 26, 1996, that was prior art

as of the Patent filing date, which states in the “BACKGROUND OF THE

INVENTIO ” section that

“There are five ‘levels’ of standard geometries defined in the Patterson

publication. The simplest array, a RAID level 1 system, comprises one or more
disks for storing data and an equal number of additional ’mirror’ disks for storing
copies of the information written to the data disks. The remaining RAID levels,
identified as RAID level 2, 3, 4 and 5 systems, sement the data into portions for

storage across several data disks. One or more additional disks are utilized to store
error check or parity information.”

Storage acrossdisks addresses assigning subsets of the disk to retain information

from a specific workstation. (emphasis added). (Exhibit 1).
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The prior art identifies aspects of a distributed security system in which access to

system resources is controlled by access control lists associated with each system

resource. U.S. Patent No. 5,315,657 to Abadi, et al., issued: May 24, 1994, filed

September 28, 1990. Access control lists are used to define the extent to which different

users will be allowed access to different resources on a server depending on the level of

access control implemented on a given server, access control lists for a given disk defines

the access restrictions for all the resources or files stored on that disk. U.S. Pat. No.

5,889,952 to Hunnicutt, et al, issued March 30, 1999, filed: August 14, 1996 under the

“STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM” as part of prior art as of the filing date of August

14, 1996. Each host processor has exclusive access to its own set of storage devices and

it cannot access the storage device of another host. U.S. Pat. No. 5,860,137 to Raz, et al,

issued January 12, 1999, filed: July 21, 1995 under the “BACKGROUND OF THE

INVENTION” As part of prior art as of the filing date of July 21, 1995. These groups of

files form virtual disks, sometimes referred to as mini-disks, which for purposes of this

description are identified by a number. A list of authorized users must exist for each

mini-disk. U.S. Pat. No. 5,469,576 to Dauerer, et 211, issued November 21, 1995, filed

March 22, 1993. (Exhibit 1).

Given the Patentees sworn admission that a Fibre to SCSI storage router was well

known in the art, it would have been obvious to a person skilled in the art to start with a

router and implement changes to address the need for access controls within the router.

This, in turn, would have led to the design of a device that incorporated all the limitations

as found in the ‘753 Patent.

X. A PERSON OF ORDINARY SKILL IN THE ART AT THE TIME OF THE

ALLEGED INVENTION WOULD BE MOTIVATED TO ADD ACCESS

CONTROLS TO EXISTING STORAGE ROUTERS

A Person of Ordinag Skill in the Art at the Time of the Alleged Invention
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The ‘753 Patent identifies the invention as a bridge device. ‘753 Patent Column 5

starting at Line 34. At the time the ‘972 and ‘753 Patents were filed, a person skilled in

the art of the computer field would have knowledge of networks, server, routers, bridges,

and brouters. Furthermore, such a person would be familiar with connecting

workstations and storage devices with the items listed above. It is thus important to

identify what encompasses a bridge and other related devices at the time of the filing of

the ‘753 application.

“In general, routers are used to interconnect different configu_rations of LANs

(Ethernet to token ring, for example), over arbitrary distances, while bridges are used to

interconnect locally like configurations of LANs (token ring to token ring, for example)”

U.S. Patent No. 5,426,637 to Derby, et al, filed December 14, 1992, issued June 20, 1995,

- (Emphasis added). (Exhibit 1).

“A router is an internetworking device that chooses between multiple paths when
sending data, particularly when the paths available span a multitude of types of
local area and wide area interfaces. Routers are best used for (1) selecting the

Igél  ;(2) automatically re-routing
53: around failures; (3) solving broadcast and security problems; and (4) gfisflig

and administering organizational domains. One class of router, often called
bridge/routers or Brouters, also implements switching functionality, such as

transparent bridging and the like.” 11:-.5

U.S. Patent No. 5,802,278 to Isfeld, et al, identified as prior art as of the date of

filing the application, starting at Column 1 at Line 23, filed January 23, 1996, issued

September 1, 1998, (Emphasis added). (Exhibit 1).

A brouter (bridge/router) is a device that connects two or more LANs. A brouter

allows stations on one LAN to connect to stations on different LANS. U.S. Patent No.

5,781,715 to Sheu, identified in “Prior Art” as of the filing date starting at Column 1,

Line 26, filed October 13, 1992, issued July 14, 1998, emphasis added. (Exhibit 1).

“A previously known local area network (LAN) is used to interconnect multiple
personal computers or work stations, called ’clients,’ and a network server. The
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network server comprises a personal computer and a program which provides a

variety of services to the clients. For example, the server mana es a local disk
(DASD) and permits selected (or all) clients on the LAN to access the disk. Also,

the server may provide access by LAN clients to a local printer that the server
manages. To access the local disk, the client must first establish a session or ’log-
on’ to the server with a valid account and password and request a connection to

the local disk. In response, the server validates the account and password, and

grants the connection if available. Then, the client requests a remote file operation
(e.g. open, read, write, close) and furnishes associated parameters. In response,
the server may copy (depending on the operation) the file from the local disk into

RAM, and performs the operation requested by the client. If the file is updated,

the ‘server will copy the updated version back to the local disk, overwriting the
previous version.”

 

U.S. Patent No. 5,642,515 to Jones, et al, titled “Network server for local and

remote resources,” filed April 17, 1992, issued June 24, 1997, in the background section

identifying prior art, starting at Column 1 at Line 11, emphasis added. (Emphasis added).

(Exhibit 1).

From the references above, it is clear that a person skilled in the art at the time of

the filing of the ‘753 Patent application would understand the principles and applications

of: 1) connecting a multiplicity of computing devices together, or to a system; 2)

connecting a variety of peripherals to a system; 3) interfacing between like and different

mediums; 4) controlling the access to storage units; 5) techniques for making a storage

device transparent to i a workstation (virtual local storage); and 6) a thorough

understanding of similarities and differences in the various protocols in the computer

field.

Motivation to add Access Controls to Existing Storage Routers

The central question in combining a variety of elements to arrive at the invention

in a Patent is, “what would motivate a person to combine the elements?” In the present

case, the Patentees have provided the answer to this question. Through sworn testimony, ‘

the Patentees identified a number of general problems in the field. The nature of the
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problem can lead inventors to look to references relating to possible solutions to that

problem. hire Rinehart, 531 F.2d 1048, 1054, 189 USPQ 143, 149 (CCPA 1976).

As discussed above, inventor Hoese testified at trial that a storage router having

every limitation of the alleged invention of the ‘972 and ‘753 Patents, except for access

control, was prior art as identified in Fig. 2 of the ‘753 Patent and the related written

description. Also, inventor Hoese stated that the alleged invention of the ‘753 Patent was

just adding access control to a storage router. The Iceberg, GEN5, CRD-5500, and IFT

3000 prior art RAID controllers were all “routers” (as defined by the Court in the

Chaparral case) that performed access controls. The designers of each of those

controllers understood clearly the benefits of having those RAID controllers perform

access controls, as opposed to a network server. The article written by Haugdahl, above,

identifies that making volumes private by using passwords was a desirable feature for a

network type system. Further, inventor Hoese identified that addressibility was a. well-

known issue in the field. Further, the article written by Haugdahl, and the patents to

Oeda, Yeung, Hefferon, DeKonig, Abadi, Hunnicutt, Raz, and Dauerer all discuss not

only the existence of well-known techniques for restricting access to storage devices in

systems involving multiple hosts and multiple storage devices, but the need to do so.

Given the prior art storage router in Fig. 2 of the ‘753 Patent, the prior art RAID

controllers discussed herein, the teaching from Haugdahl that it was desirable to include

access control in systems like the storage router in Fig. 2, the Patentees testimony that

addressibilty was an issue at the time of the alleged invention embodied in the ‘753

Patent, the numerous prior art patent references to access control, and the knowledge of

those in the art regarding‘ the use of access controls in storage systems, it would have

been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time of the alleged invention of the ‘753

Patent to merely add access control to a prior art storage router and arrive at the ‘753

Patent.

XI. VALIDITY ANALYSIS: EXHIBITS CITING PRIOR ART AND

EXPLAINING THE PERTINENCY AND MANNER OF
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APPLYING THE CITED PRIOR ART

Due to the large quantity of prior art cited in this request for reexamination, we

include appendices and exhibits to explain the pertinency and manner of applying the

cited prior art in tabular form rather than to embed hundreds of pages of analysis within

this request. Although the analysis in the appendices and exhibits refer directly only to a

selected subset of the claims of the ‘753 Patent, all arguments for invalidity apply equally

to the remaining claims of the ‘753 Patent.

‘Appendix A includes an analysis of the meaning of terms used in Claim 1 of the

‘753 Patent, based upon the Chaparral Markman order, the patentee’s admissions, and

the prior art.

Appendix B includes a matrix summarizing and identifying the elements of Claim

4 of the ‘753 Patent that are found in each of the cited prior art U.S. Patents and printed
publications.

Appendix C includes a listing of possible prior art combinations in support of an
obviousness rejection claims of the ‘753 Patent under 35 U.S.C. §l03.

Exhibit 22 includes charts for each of the U.S. Patents and printed publications
identified in Appendix B, indicating the relevant portions of the prior art that pertain to

elements of the ‘75 3 Patent claims.t=a

zlsgn

Below, please find the detailed analysis of each of the eight (8) claims of the ‘753

Patent and summary of the prior art and combinations that render each claim invalid.

Claim 1.

Claim 1 states:

1. A data storage gateway capable of interfacing with and
providing connectivity and mapping between a Fiber Channel and SCSI

channel interface, the data storage gateway comprising:
a virtual storage;

a storage router in communication with and providing mapping to
the virtual storage such that a fiber channel device remote
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from the virtual storage can communicate data to and from

the virtual storage; and

wherein the storage router is capable of configuring a SCSI device

to contain at least a portion of the virtual storage.

The ‘753 Patent breaks the pattern followed by the patentees in the other Related

Patents which was to gradually broaden claims from the ‘972 Patent, to the ‘O36, to the

‘O3 5, and then to the ‘854 Patent. Those other four patents show a progression where, in

essence, words of limitation are removed from selected portions of the claims. For

further ‘discussion of the differences between claims in these patents, see Exhibit 4
(differences in claims of the ‘972, ‘O36, ‘Q35 and ‘854 Patents). The ‘753 Patent is

slightlydifferent, and the claims are analyzed, below.

Claim 1‘ is Invalid Based on RAID Controllers in the Prior Art that Already Have Access Controls

Claim 1 of the ‘753 Patent describes a “data storage gateway.” This phrase does

not appear anywhere in the ‘753 specification, and the definition is not entirely clear, but

it seems to describe simply a router. Instead of specifying a limitation for the router’s

performing “access control” (as is found in Claim 1 of the ‘972, ‘O36, ‘035 and ‘0854

Patents), Claim 1 of the ‘753 Patent includes limitations for “virtual storage.” Therefore,

it appears that Claim 1 of the ‘753 Patent describes only a router that connects to devices

on the host side through the Fibre Channel transport medium, and to storage devices on

the other side through the SCSI transport medium, which allows for the host to access the

storage devices as if the storage devices are “local” - directly connected to the host, or

internal to the host.

As discussed above, the patentees admitted that Fig. 2 was prior art. Figure 2

shows exactly what is claimed in Claim 1 of the ‘753 Patent, which is a “storage router”

mapping between Fibre Channel workstations and SCSI disk. Such a storage router is

also clearly described in the manuals for the Maxstrat Gen5, [See Exhibit 10, Claim

chart, and Exhibits 11 and 12, Gen5 manuals], CRD—5500 and the IFT-3000 manuals.
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The patentees have admitted that the only component of the alleged invention of

the ‘972 Patent and ‘753 Patent that they believe to be innovative is the performance of

“access control” using “low level, block protocols” in the router device. Claim 1 of the

‘753 Patent does not specifically identify access control, but it does cover the function of

access control in the limitations for “Virtual storage” and for a storage router “... capable

of configuring a SCSI device to contain at least a portion of the virtual storage”. If Claim

1 does not require the limitation of access controls using low level, block protocols, then

by the patentee’s own admissions, Claim 1 describes prior art.

However, if Claim 1 does require the limitation of access controls — as discussed

above and demonstrated in Exhibits l0 and 11 - the Maxstrat Gen5 router device

implements access controls using low level, block protocols. As the Gen5 manuals show,

access control was configured for the Gen5 by using the “ifp” command which includes

the “luns bitmask enable” field. This field is used to specify the enabling of LUNs on

interface ports to provide access to “facilities” (storage units). [See Exhibit 10, Claim

chart, pages 5 and 6; see Exhibit 11, Gen5 System Guide, pages 4-42 to 4-43]. The same

is true for the CRD-5500, IFT-3000 and Iceberg RAID controller/router devices.

The Court in the Chaparral case defined “implements access controls for storage

space on the SCSI storage devices” as “provides controls which limit a computer’s access

to a specific subset of storage devices or sections of a single storage device.” (Exhibit 6,

starting on page 3; Exhibit 6, page 15). The Gen5 did exactly that - a simple and
reasonable configuration of the Gen5 would result in some computers having access to

specific RAID sets (which could be a subset of storage devices or sections of a single

storage device), while other computers would not have access to those specific storage
units.

The CRD-5500 had a similar access control called “Host LUN Mapping.” The

CRD-5500 Host‘ LUN Mapping feature made it possible to map RAID sets differently to

each host. (Exhibit 14, CRD-5500 User’s Guide, pages 1-1 and 4-5). The IFT-3 000 also
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had a similar feature for mapping LUNS to logical drives (Exhibit 15 ‘Claim chart). The

only element of the ‘972 Patent missing from the CRD-5500 or IFT-3000 is the use of the

Fibre Channel transport medium to communicate with hosts, which is admitted by the

patentees to be part of the prior art described in Figure 2.

Thus, the Maxstrat Gen5 anticipates Claim 1 under 35 U.S.C. §102, and the CRD-

5500 and IFT-3000, in light of the admitted prior art of Figure 2, render Claim 1 obvious

under 35 U.S.C. §103.

Claim 1 is Also Invalid Based on Adding Access Controls to U.S. Patents in the Prior Art

The RAID controllers discussed above anticipate and render the ‘753 Patent

obvious because they include elements for “access control,” as that term is used in the

‘753 Patent. The alleged invention of the ‘753 Patent can also be arrived at by starting

with prior art U.S. Patents for storage routers and adding access controls. A listing of

such prior art appears in Exhibits 1 and 22 and in Appendices B and C.

For example, U.S. Patent No. 5,748,924 (the ‘924 Patent) to Llorens, et al, filed

October 17, 1995, issued May 5, 1998 is pertinent to discuss here, and a good reference

to use for defining one such physical structure. As discussed above, 35 U.S.C. §303(a)

authorizes the Patent Office to consider the Llorens prior art in a reexamination, even

though this U.S. Patent was cited during the initial examination of the ‘753 Patent. The

structure of Claim 1 in the ‘753 Patent is virtually identical to Fig. 1 of the ‘924 Patent

shown below. (Exhibit 1).
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This figure identifies the same elements of the storage router depicted in Fig. 4 of

the ‘753 Patent, such as a SCSI bus, Serial Device (Fibre Channel), and a memory

(buffer). Even though a Fibre Channel controller is not explicitly shown in this figure,

the written description makes it clear that the microprocessor and FIFO operate in

conjunction to convert the parallel SCSI data into a serial format. Fibre Channel is a

serial format, and the summary of the invention specifically references Fibre Channel as a

serial format for use with the invention.

Below is Fig. 4 of the ‘753 Patent.
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The comparison between these two figures is striking. While Fig. 4 of the ‘753

Patent identifies data passing between the controllers and the buffer, it is important to
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note that this limitation is not present in the claims of the ‘753 patent. This renders the

functionality described by the two images to be nearly identical.

The ‘924 Patent was referenced as prior art in the ‘753 Patent application by the

Patentees. This shows that a person skilled in the art at the time, such as the Patentees,

would have known that the ‘924 was a relevant and useful foundation from which to

solve the problems identified supra by the Patentees.

The ‘924 Patent addresses an adapter for facilitating communications between a

Fibre Charmel device and a SCSI device. This was also well known as described above

in reference to the patents issued to Chatwani and Arrowood. The ‘924 structure allows

for Fibre Charmel to SCSI interfacing using native low-level block protocols, as

discussed above. The use of low-level block protocols was also known in the prior art as

shown in the patents issued to Malladi and Berman, shown above and addressed the

known issue of reducing data translation requests. Further, the patentees admitted that

Figure 2 of the ‘753 Patent (showing a Fibre Channel to SCSI storage router) was prior

art.

While the ‘924 Patent addresses a single device on each side of the adapter, the

principal could be expanded to a number of such devices. This is true where, as here,

part of the statement of the problem in the field as sworn to by the inventor of the ‘753

Patent addressed multiple devices. This would include multiple Fibre Channel devices

cooperating with multiple SCSI storage units.

At the time of the ‘972 and ‘753 Patent Applications, 21 person skilled in the art

trying to solve the problem of addressability of devices (as identified by the patentees)

would certainly have relied upon disclosures in the prior art referring to access control

from such sources as the patents issued to Oeda, Yung, Hefferon, DeKoning, Abadi,

Hunnicutt, Raz, and Dauerer discussed above. Access control could be combined with

transparent bridging between Fibre Channel devices and SCSI devices, which was well
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known in the art. See U.S. Patent No. 5,802,278 to Isfeld, et al, above. This combination

provides virtual local storage as defined in the ‘7 5 3 Patent. (Exhibit 1).

Access control is not limited to any single embodiment. As identified in the

written description of the ‘753 Patent, “Storage router 56 allows the configuration and

modification of the storage allocated to each attached workstation 58 through the use of

mapping tables or other mapping techniques.” ‘753 Patent, starting at Column 4, Line

13. The claims of the ‘753 Patent cover any mapping techniques, and not just tables or

lists. As such, a person skilled in the art would have known of the numerous ways

described above to achieve access control.

When viewing the teachings of the Haugdahl and Bursky articles, the Patentees

sworn statements concerning issues that drove the field at the time of the alleged
invention of the ‘753 Patent, and the numerous prior art references, it becomes clear that
a person skilled in the art would have know to combine the references cited above and

arrive at the ‘753 alleged invention.

Claim 2

Claim 2 depends from claim 1 and states:

2. The data storage gateway according to claim 1, further including
a memory work space for the storage router using a buffer.

Claim 2 merely adds the limitation of a memory work space using a buffer. As

discussed earlier, the manuals for the Maxstrat Gen5, CRD-5500 and IFT-3000, along

with numerous U.S. Patents and printed publications, described a buffer as described

before the alleged invention of the ‘753 Patent. Thus, this claim merely describes

features found in the prior art.

Claim 3.

Claim 3 depends from claim 2 and states:
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3. The data storage gateway according to claim 2 wherein a Fibre

Channel transport medium connects to the storage router and interfaces

with a Fibre Channel controller and wherein a SCSI bus transport medium
connects to the storage router and interfaces with a SCSI controller.

A Fibre Channel controller/transport medium and a SCSI controller/transport

medium connected to the router (gateway) are exactly what was identified by Figure 2 of

the ‘753 Patent, which was admitted by the patentees to be prior art. Thus, this claim

merely describes features found in the prior art.

Claim 4.

Claim 4 is a method claim and states:

4. A method for providing, through a storage router, virtual local

storage on remote SCSI storage devices to Fibre Channel devices,

comprising:

interfacing with a Fibre Channel transport medium;

interfacing with a SCSI bus transport medium;

maintaining a configuration for SCSI storage devices connected to
the SCSI bus transport medium that maps between Fibre

Channel devices and the SCSI storage devices and that

implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI

storage devices; and

allowing access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI

storage devices using native low level, block protocol in

accordance with the configuration.

Claim 4 merely describes the operation of a storage router as identified supra as

prior art. Not only were the physical elements identified in Claim 4 known in the prior

art, but each of the concepts including access control were known. As demonstrated, the

combination of these elements and functions was anticipated and obvious in light of the

prior art and the aforementioned motivations to combine.

Claim 5.

Claim 5 depends from claim 4 and states:
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5. The method of claim 4, further comprising the step of providing

memory work space for the storage router using a buffer.

As discussed above, prior routers such as the Gen5, CRD-5500 and IFT-3000

utilized a memory buffer providing work space for the storage router. Claim 5 merely

provides fl1I'th€I' definition for a storage router including a prior-art buffer.

Claim 6.

Claim 6 depends from claim 5 and states:

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the Fibre Channel transport
medium connects to and interfaces with a Fibre Channel controller and

wherein said SCSI bus transport medium connects to and interfaces with a
SCSI controller.

As shown in prior art Figure 2, a Fibre Channel transport medium connected to a

Fibre Channel controller and a SCSI bus transport medium connected to a SCSI ‘

controller was already well known in the art and used with storage routers. Claim 6 adds

nothing novel.

Claim 7.

Claim 7 depends fiom claim 5 and states:

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the maintaining step and the

allowing step are performed by a supervisor unit.

As discussed above,ithe Maxstrat Gen5, CRD-5500 and IFT-3000 all included a

microprocessor used as a supervisor unit. Thus, Claim 7 adds nothing novel to theprior

art.

Claim 8.

Claim 8 depends from claim 7 and states:
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8. The method of claim 7, wherein the supervisor unit is coupled

to the Fibre Channel controller, the SCSI controller, and the buffer.

As discussed above, the Maxstrat Gen5 included a microprocessor (supervisor

unit) connected to the Fibre Channel controller, the SCSI controller, and the buffer.

Thus, Claim 8 adds nothing novel to the prior art.

As has been shown and amply demonstrated by the Maxstrat Gen5 manuals, all

claims of the ‘753 Patent are anticipated under 35 U.S.C. §102 by printed publications.

In addition, as demonstrated by the CRD-S500 manuals, IFT-3000 manuals, and

numerous cited publications and U.S. Patents, all claims of the ‘753 Patent are also

rendered obvious under 35 U.S.C. §103 by printed publications.

' XII. THERE ARE NO SECONDARY CONSIDERATIONS THAT WOULD
‘:3 INDICATE THAT THE ALLEGED INVENTION ws NOT OBVIOUS

Secondary considerations for nonobviousness can include evidence of commercial

success, long felt but unsolved needs, and failure of others. Graham v. John Deere Co.,
.$

9?;

if; 383 U.S. 1, 17-18, 86 S.Ct. 684, 15 L.Ed.2d 545 (1966). As discussed above, there were

no long felt but unsolved needs that the alleged invention addressed. Furthennore, there

is no indication that others attempted and failed to arrive at the alleged invention.

As to commercial success, there must be a sufficient relationship, or “nexus”,

between the commercial success and the patented invention. Demaco Corp. v. F. Von

Langsdorff Licensing Ltd., 851 F.2d 1387, 1392 (C.A.Fed.1988). “The term ‘nexus’ is

often used, in this context, to designate a legally and factually sufficient connection

between the proven success and the patented invention, such that the objective evidence

should be considered in the determination of nonobviousness.” Id at 1392. The burden

of proof as to this connection or nexus resides with the Patentee. Id.
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There is no evidence that the ‘753 Patent has been licensed or that any income of

any kind has been gained from the ‘753 Patent. The Inventors have never made a router

product that performs access controls, as described in the ‘753 Patent; in fact, they have

never even written any software that can perform access controls. There is no indication

of secondary considerations.

XIII. IN CONCLUSION, THE ‘753 PATENT IS INVALID AS BEING

ANTICIPATED BY THE MAXSTRAT GEN5 AND AS BEING OBVIOUS IN

LIGHT OF THE NUMEROUS MOTIVATIONS TO COMBINE AND THE VAST

PRIOR ART

The Maxstrat GEN5 satisfies every limitation that exists in the claims of the ‘753

Patent. Thus, the GEN5 anticipates the ‘753 Patent and therefore the ‘753 Patent is
invalid. But for adding the Fibre Charmel transport medium as a means of connecting

*3 hosts to a router device, the CRD-5500, IFT-3000 and Iceberg (as well as the DEC

HSZ70) also anticipate the ‘753 Patent; the use of the Fibre Channel transport medium to

i connect hosts to a router device would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the

time ofthe ‘753 Patent.

H The patentees have admitted under oath that the only inventive aspect of the ‘972

and ‘753 Patents was the movement of the “access controls” function from the network

server into the router device. However, the combining of a storage router and access

control and thereby arriving at the alleged invention of the ‘753 Patent would have been

obvious to one skilled in the art based on the numerous motivations to combine and the

prior art references.

The motivation to combine elements in the field to arrive at a storage router with

a Fibre-to-SCSI configuration that performs access controls is evident from the

Patentees’ sworn testimony as to the general needs known in the art at the time of the
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invention and the numerous suggestions and teachings found in the Haugdahl article and

other prior art.

As to the question of obviousness, the existence of differences between prior art

and the invention is not determinative. “But the mere existence of differences between

the prior art and an invention does not establish the invention's nonobviousness. The gap

between the prior art and respondent's system is simply not so great as to render the

system nonobvious to one reasonably skilled in the art.” Dann v. Johnston 425 U.S. 219,

230, 96 S.Ct. 1393, 1399 (U.S.Cust. & Pat.App.,l976)(a computer system case). In the

present case, the gap is nonexistent due to the nature of the prior art and the clear

motivation to combine. The ‘753 Patent is invalid as being anticipated and obvious.
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A endix and Exhibit List for ‘753 Reexamination 

Following is a description of the appendices and exhibits included herein.

Appendix A Analysis of the meaning of claim terms of ‘753 Patent

Appendix B Matrix of claim elements of ‘753 Patent found in prior art

Appendix C Listing of possible prior art combinations showing obviousness

Exhibit 1

Exhibit 2

Exhibit 3

Exhibit 4

Exhibit 5

Exhibit 6

Exhibit 7

Exhibit 8

Exhibit 9

Exhibit 10

Exhibit 11

Exhibit 12

Exhibit 13

Exhibit 14

Exhibit 15

Exhibit 16

Exhibit 17

Exhibit 18

Exhibit 19

Exhibit 20

Exhibit 21

Exhibit 22

Copies ofpatents and printed publications relied upon

Patent at issue (6,421,753)
Certification of service

Differences between claims of ‘972, ‘O36, ‘O35 and ‘854 Patents

Motion for Summaiy Judgment, Crossroads v. Dot Hill
‘ MSJ Exhibits 3, 4 & 5 Declarations of DEC HSZ70

inventor & witnesses

MSJ Exhibits 6, 7 & 8 DEC HSZ70 Manuals

‘MSJ Exhibit 11 DEC HSZ70 Software excerpt

MSJ Exhibit 15 Chart comparing DEC HSZ70 with
claims of ‘O35 Patent

Markman Order, Crossroads v. Chaparral
Marlow case

McGaughey case

Trial transcript of Hoese, Crossroads v. Chaparral

Chart comparing Gen5 with claims of ‘753 Patent

Gen5 System Guide
Gen5 GUI User’s Guide

Declaration that Gen5 configuration was available
CRD-5500 User’s Manual

Chart comparing IFT-3000 with claims of ‘753 Patent
IFT-3000 Instruction Manual

Flasck case

Haugdahl article
Bursky article

Deposition of Hoese, Crossroads v. Chaparral

Trial transcript ofRussell, Crossroads v. Chaparral

Charts comparing prior art with claims of ‘753 Patent
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We respectfully request that reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,421,753 be

undertaken based upon the substantial new question ofPatentabi1ity raised herein.

July 19, 2004

Enclosures:
0

Respectfully submitted,

Wang & Patel, PC
1301 Dove Street, Suite 1050

Newport Beach CA 92660

(949) 833-8483

Natu J. Patel

Reg. No. 39559

Transmittal Form PTO/SB/57

Appendices A, B and C
Exhibits 1 through 22
Check for $2,520.00, Check no.2 3406
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Addressee” service under 37 CFR § 1.10 on the date indicated below and is addressed to:
Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on

July 19, 2004. Express Mail Label Nos.: E0 04 389 617]JS

Dated: July 19, 2004

ox 1) and E0 904 389 705 US (box 2).
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6,421,753 Patent Definition of limitation Prior Art

What is claimed is:

1. A data storage

gateway capable of

, interfacing with and

providing

connectivity and

mapping between a
Fiber Channel and

SCSI channel

interface, the data

storage gateway

comprising:

a virtual storage;

a storage router in
communication

with and providing
mapping to the
virtual storage such
that a fiber channel

; device remote from

the virtual storage
can communicate

data to and from the

virtual storage; and

wherein the storage

router is capable of

configuring a SCSI
device to contain at

least a portion of

the virtual storage.

A “data storage gateway” is not

defined, identified, or

referenced in the specification
of the ‘753 Patent.

“Storage router”.

A device which provides virtual

local storage, maps, implements

access controls, and allows

access using native low level

block protocols, and which
forwards data from devices

(such as a personal computer)
connected on one side of the

router, through the router, to

storage devices connected on

the other side of the storage
router.

Chaparral Markrnan Order

“Virtual Storage” and

“Storage router”

Admission by Patentee.

Trial transcript of Hoese. Page 81,

starting at line 3.

Q. Figure — well, figure 2 is not

your invention, right, sir?

A. Figure 2 is not my invention.

Q. And this description is in

reference to figure 2, and this

description mentions native

low-level block protocols and

mentions mapping, and you

say figure 2 is not your
invention?

A. That’s correct.

By admission of the Patentee,

virtual storage, mapping and low-

level block protocol are not the

Patentee’s invention. They are, by

admission, part of the prior art.

“Access control”

The specification discloses aspects of
a distributed security system in

which access to system resources is

controlled by access control lists
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associated with each system
resource.

U.S. Patent No. 5,315,657 to Abadi,
et al.

Issued: May 24, 1994

Filed: September 28, 1990

Access control lists are used to

define the extent to which different

users will be allowed access to

different resources on a server.... ..

Depending on the level of access

control implementd on a given
server, access control lists for a

given disk defines the access
restrictions for all the resources or

files stored on that disk.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,889,952

To Hunnicutt, et al

Issued: March 30, 1999

Filed: August 14, 1996
Under the “STATEMENT OF THE

PROBLEM” as part of prior art as of

the filing date of August 14, 1996.

Each host processor has exclusive

access to its own set of storage
devices and it cannot access the

storage device of another host.
U.S. Pat. No. 5,860,137

To Raz, et al

Issued: January 12, 1999

Filed: July 21, 1995
Under the “BACKGROUND OF

THE INVENTION”

As part of prior art as of the filing

date of July 21, 1995

These groups of files fi'om virtual

disks, sometimes referred to as mini-

disks, which for purposes of this

description are identified by a
number. A list of authorized users

must exist for each mini-disk.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,496,576

To Dauerer, et al
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“Virtual local storage”. A

specific subset of overall data,

stored in storage devices that are

indirectly connected to and

capable of physical separation
fiom the devices connected to

the first transport medium,

which has the appearance and

characteristics of storage on a

device directly connected or
contained within the
workstation.

Chaparral Markman Order.

access to devices on the other

Issued: November 21, 1995

Filed: March 22, 1993

“Virtual local storage”

Admission by Patentee.

Trial transcript of Hoese. Page 81,

starting at line 3.

Q. Figure — well, figure 2 is not

your invention, right, sir?

A. Figure 2 is not my
invention.

In regards to Fig. 2, “A storage
router 44 then serves to interconnect

these mediums and provide devices

on either medium global, transparent
access to devices on the other

medium.”

‘753 Patent, Col. 3 starting at line 38.

By admission of the Patentee,

transparent access to devices is in the

prior art.

“Virtual local storage”

Admission by Patentee.

Trial transcript of Hoese. Page 81,

starting at line 3.

Q. Figure — well, figure 2 is not

your invention, right, sir?

B. Figure 2 is not my
invention.

In regards to Fig. 2, “A storage
router 44 then serves to interconnect

these mediums and provide devices

on either medium global, transparent
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medium.”

‘753 Patent, Col. 3 starting at line 38.

By admission of the Patentee,

transparent access to devices is in the

prior art.

“Access control” ~

The specification discloses aspects of

a distributed security system in

which access to system resources is

controlled by access control lists

associated with each system
resource.

US. Patent No. 5,315,657 to Abadi,
et al.

Issued: May 24, 1994

Filed: September 28, 1990

Access control lists are used to

define the extent to which different

users will be allowed access to

different resources on a server.... ..

Depending on the level of access
control implemented on a given

server, access control lists for a

given disk defines the access
restrictions for all the resources or

files stored on that disk.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,889,952

To Hunnicutt, et al

Issued: March 30, 1999

Filed: August 14, 1996
Under the “STATEMENT OF THE

PROBLEM” as part of prior art as of

the filing date of August 14, 1996.

Each host processor has exclusive

access to its own set of storage
devices and it cannot access the

storage device of another host.
U.S. Pat. No. 5,860,137

To Raz, et al

Issued: January 12, 1999

Filed: July 21, 1995
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Under the “BACKGROUND OF

THE INVENTION”

As part ofprior art as of the filing
date ofJu1y 21, 1995

These groups of files fiom virtual
disks, sometimes referred to as mini-

disks, which for purposes of this

description are identified by a
number. A list of authorized users

must exist for each mini-disk.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,496,576

To Dauerer, et a1

Issued: November 21, 1995

Filed: March 22, 1993

“Remote”

Admission by Patentee.

Trial transcript of Hoese. Page 81,

starting at line 3.

Q. Figure — well, figure 2 is not

your invention, right, sir?
C. Figure 2 is not my
invention.

Fig. 2 shows indirectly connected

and separate storage devices.

“Storage devices”

Admission by Patentee.

Trial transcript of Hoese. Page 81,

starting at line 3.

Q. Figure — well, figure 2 is not

your invention, right, sir?

D. Figure 2 is not my
invention.

Fig. 2 shows storage devices.
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“Mapping”To create a path from
a device on one side of the

storage router to a device on the
other side of the router, i.e. from
a Fibre Channel device to a

SCSI device (or vice-versa). A

“map” contains a representation
of devices on each side of the

storage router, so that when a

device on one side of the storage
router wants to communicate

with a device on the other side

of the storage router, storage
router can connect the devices.

Chaparral Markman Order.

The phrase “implements access

controls for storage space on the

SCSI storage devices” means

provides controls which limit a

computer’s access to a specific

subset of storage devices or

sections of a single storage

devices.Chaparra1 Markman
Order.

 

l

Admission by Patentee.Trial

transcript of Hoese. Page 81,

starting at line 3.

Q. Figure — well, figure 2 is not your

invention, right, sir?

A. Figure 2 is not my invention.

Q. And this description is in

reference to figure 2, and this

description mentions native low-

level block protocols and mentions

mapping, and you say figure 2 is not

your invention?
A. That’s correct.

By admission of the Patentee,

mapping is not part of the invention

and is part of the prior art.As to a

map, “Storage router 44 uses tables

to map devices from one medium to
the other and distributes requests and
data across Fiber Channel 32 and

SCSI bus 34 without any security
access controls.”

‘753 Patent, Col. 3 starting at line 56.

U.S. Patent No. 5,748,924 to Llorens

, et al, filed October 17, 1995, issued

May 5, 1998.

“Access control”The specification

discloses aspects of a distributed

security system in which access to

system resources is controlled by
access control lists associated with

each system resource.U.S. Patent No.

5,315,657 to Abadi, et al.Issued:

May 24, l994Filed: September 28,
l990Access control lists are used to

define the extent to which different

users will be allowed access to

different resources on a server.... ..
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Depending on the level of access

control implementd on a given

server, access control lists for a

given disk defines the access

restrictions for all the resources or
files stored on that disk.U.S. Pat. No.

5,889,952To Hunnicutt, et allssuedz

March 30, l999Fi1ed: August 14,
l996Under the “STATEMENT OF

THE PROBLEM” as part of prior art

as of the filing date of August 14,

1996.Each host processor has
exclusive access to its own set of

storage devices and it cannot access

the storage device of another
host.U.S. Pat.‘ No. 5,860,137To Raz,

et allssuedz January 12, 1999Filed:

July 21, l995Under the
“BACKGROUND OF THE

INVENTION”As part of prior art as

of the filing date of July 21,

1995Tl1ese groups of files from
virtual disks, sometimes referred to

as mini-disks, which for purposes of

this description are identified by a
number. A list of authorized users

must exist for each mini-disk.U.S.

Pat. No. 5,496,576To Dauerer, et

allssuedz November 21, 1995Fi1ed:

March 22, 1993
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lnfortrend 103 Obviousness Claim Comparison Chart for Patent No. '753

Independent Claim 4 Elements

—Fibre Controller SCSI Controfler -]E_ Access Control Law Protocols$13 7»? ’H1h Performance
FCS/ATM '

FC Stars 6

New Serial I/O5
SCSI A s
6.27 9.771
6 185 203
6 ‘I08 684
6 081.849
6 073.218
6 055 603
5 959.994
5.935.260
5 933.824
5.848.251
5.835.498
5 812.754
5 809 328
5.805.815
5.768.623
5 748.924
5 727 218
5.634.111

5 521 902
5 613 062 .
5 591 724 _
5 581 709
5.566 646
5 564 019
5.546 791 . 1
5.544 313
5 537 585
5.519 695 '
—

5.507.032
5 495.474 '
5 491 812
5 471.609
5.469.576
5 459 857 .
5 430.955 .
5 423 026
5.420 986
5.416 915 .
5 410.697
5.410.667
5.403.639
5 395 596
5.388 246
5 389 243
5 379 399
5 379 335
5 367 646
5,361 347
5 331 673
5.301.290
5 297.262
5 247.638
5 239 654
5.226.143
5 214 776
5 212.735 _5 210 866 _ '
5 202 556
5 193 184
5 193 168
5 185 876 2 ‘
5.155.845 .»
5 124 987 ,
5 077 736 ’
5.077 732 .
4 997 974
4 835.674 *
4.325 406
4 B21 179 Z
4 911 273
4.807.180
4 787.028
4.697.232
4.533 996
4.504.927
4.455 605
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Combinations of Prior Art

Forming a Basis for Rejection under 35 U.S.C. §103 for
Claim 1 of U.S. Patent No. 6,421,753

The chart following in the next pages shows how U.S. patents and other printed

publications may be combined to form a basis for rejection of U.S. Patent No. 6,421,753

(“the ‘753 Patent”) under 35 U.S.C. §l03.

All U.S. patents listed here Were filed before the filing date of the ‘753, which is

December 31, 1997. All printed publications listed here that are not U.S. patents were

published before the subject matter disclosed in the ‘753 Patent was invented, and thus
are available as prior art under 35 U.S.C. §l02(a). Some of these U.S. patents and
printed publications were published more than one year before the ‘753 Patent was filed,
and thus are also available as prior art under 35 U.S.C. §l02(b).

Bach primary prior art reference is listed in the chart as “Primary Reference,”
followed on the same line by a code listed as “Claim Elements” describing which claim

elements are present in that primary prior art reference. For each primary prior art

reference, a list of secondary prior art references are listed as “Secondary References”

with an accompanying “Claim Elements” code describing which claim elements are
present in that secondary priorart reference. When the primary art reference is combined
with any one of the secondary prior art references, all elements of Claimpl are met so as

to support invalidation of Claim 1 of the ‘753 Patent under 35 U.S.C. §103.

Here are the claim element codes, a short paraphrased description in parentheses,

and the corresponding portions of independent Claim 4 and dependent Claims 5, 6, 7 and
8 ofthe ‘753 Patent:

 “4. A method for providing, through a storage router, virtual local storage on remote

SCSI storage devices to Fibre Channel devices, comprising”  
 
 

 
  

 

  
 
 

 

“5. The method of claim 4, further comprising the step of providing memory work

s ace for the storage router using a buffer.”

(Fibre Channel Controller)

“(4. continued)

interfacing with a Fibre Channel transport medium;

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the Fibre Channel transport medium connects to
and interfaces with a Fibre Channel controller”

(SCSI Controller)

“(4. continued)

interfacing with a SCSI bus transport medium;

 

 
  

(6. continued)

and wherein said SCSI bus transport medium connects to and interfaces with a SCSI
controller.”
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D (Supervisor Unit)

“7. The method of claim 5, wherein the maintaining step and the allowing step are

performed by a supervisor unit.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the supervisor unit is coupled to the Fibre Channel
controller, the SCSI controller, and the buffer.”

(Map)

“(4. continued)

maintaining a configuration for SCSI storage devices connected to the SCSI bus

transport medium that maps between Fibre Channel devices and the SCSI storage
devices”

(Access Control)

“(4. continued)

and that implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI storage devices;
and’)

(Low Protocols)

“(4. continued)

allowing access from Fibre Charmel initiator devices to SCSI storage devices using

native low level, block protocol in accordance with the configuration.”

 
This breakdown of elements is the same as that used in the analysis of Claims 4

through 8 in Appendix B and Exhibit 22, where the specific portions of the prior art

references are related to elements of claims of the ‘753 Patent. The preamble to Claim 1

does not have a claim element code, because the preamble is not a limitation.

For example, Appendix B shows that U.S. Patent No. 6,219,771 has elements A,

B, C, D, E, and G, but possibly not element F. The section of the detailed matrix in

Exhibit 22 for U.S. Patent No. 6,219,771 includes specific references that meet many
elements of Claim 1 of the ‘753 Patent, but no reference is listed for claim element F for

Access Control. This means that U.S. Patent No. 6,219,771 may be combined with

another prior art reference that includes a description of Access Control to support a 35

U.S.C. §103 rejection. Therefore, in the chart in this Exhibit, the Primary Reference

entry for U.S. Patent No. 6,219,771 is followed by claim element‘ codes ABCDEG.

Listed below this primary reference is a list of several secondary prior art references that

all include at least claim element F, so that any of these secondary pieces of prior art can
be combined with U.S. Patent_No. 6,219,771 to describe all the elements of Claim 1 and

thereby render Claim 1 of the ‘753 Patent obvious.
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6,421,753 Obviousness Combinations (need ABCDEFG)

Primary Reference: SCSI applications on Fibre Claim Elements: ABCEG

Secondary References Claim Elements

 

High-Perfonnance Data .,. DEFG

Fibre channel stomge . .. ABCDFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

5,634,111 ’ ACDEF R

5,613,082 ADEF

5,379,398 ADEF

Primary Reference: New Serial I/0s Speed . .. Claim Elements: BCE 
Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG

Primary Reference: Implementing a Fibre Claim Elements.’ AEG

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage . , . ABCDFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

‘Primary Reference: High-Performance Data Claim Elements: DEFG 
Secondary References Claim Elements

SCSI applications on Fibre... ABCEG

Fibre channel storage. .. C 1 ABCDFG R
5,219,771 ABCDEG

6,055,603 ABCFG

5,935,250 ABCG

5,459,857 ABCE

5,396,596 ABCDG

Primary Reference: Fibre channel storage . .. Claim Elements: ABCDFG

Secondary References Claim Elements

SCSI applications on Fibre. . . ABCEG
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New Serial I/Os Speed-4.7.: BCE

].mp1emem1'mg a Fibre ... AEG

I-{igh—Perfom1ance Data . ,. DEFG

Fiber Channel (FCS)/ATM ... ABDEG

6,219,771 ABCDEG

6,185,203 ABDB

5,959,994 "A156

5,809,328 ‘ ABDEG

5,805,816 AEF

5,768,623 E

5,727,218 T ABDEG

5,634,111 " ACDEF

5,632,012 AE

5,621,902 ADEG

5,613,082 ADEF

5,581,724 AEG

5,581,709 ADE

5,568,648 E

5,548,791 AE

5,544,313 1-:

5,537,585 E

5,519,695 ABEG

5,511,169 “bl-I

5,507,032 15

5,471,609 E

5,459,857 ABCE

5,430,855 AE

5,423,026 E

5,420,988 130

5,416,915 AE

5,410,697 ‘" AE
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5,410,667 AE

5,403,639 AEFG

5,379,393 ADEF

5,379,385 AEG

5,367,646 AE

5,361,347 AE15“ C"

AE

ADEG

AEG

5,226,143 AE

5,214,778 " ADE

5,210,866 AEG

5,193,184 AEFG

5,193,168 DE

5,155,845 N AEG

5,124,987 AEG

5,077,736 ADEG

4,897,874 AEFG

4,807,180 AE

4,787,028 AE

4,697,232 AE
‘€25

4,455,605 1-:

Primary Reference: Fiber Channel (FCS)/A TM Claim Elements: ABDEG

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage . ., ABCDFG

6,055,603 ABCFG

5,843,251 BCDFG

5,634,111 ACDEF

Primary Reference: 6,219, 771 Claim Elements: ABCDEG

Secondary References Claim Elements

High-Perfonnance Data . . . DEFG
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Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG

6,055,603 ‘ ABCFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

5,812,754 ABF

5,805,816 AEF

5,634,111 ACDEF

5,613,082 ADEF

5,564,019 F

5,469,576 F

5,403,613 9 AEFG

5,379,398 ADEF

5,361,347 ATAEYF

5,193,184 AEFG

4,897,874 AEFG

1;: Primary Reference: 6,185,203

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage . ., ABCDFG

6,055,603 ABCFG

:53 5,848,251 BCDFG
EH

E Primary Reference: 6, 055,603

Secondary References Claim Elements

-lfigh-Pelfonnance Data ... DEFG

Fiber Channel (FCS)/‘ATM .. . ABDEG

6,219,771 ABCDEG

6,185,203 ABDE

5,809,328 ABDEG

5,727,218 ABDEG

5,634,111 ACDEF

5,521,902 ADEG

5,613,082 ADEF

5,581,709 ADE

Claim Elements." ABDE '

Claim Elements: ABCFG
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,,.r-3é’<1=:.s$:1: ....u.Q5!’wwa..,.—.-*2):
xx :-

-n

7:5
-5::,1’.-:1

s,51 1,169 DE

5,379,398 ADEF

5,297,262 ADEG

5,214,778 ADE

5,193,168 DE

5,077,736 ADEG

Primmy Reference: 5,959,994

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage . .1 ABCDFG

1848,25 I BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,935,260

Secondary References Claim Elements

l-ligh~Pe1for1:na.11ce Data . . . DEFG

5,634,l 1 l ACDEF

5,613,082 ADEF

5,3 79,3 98 ADEF

Primary Reference: 5,848,251 Claim Elements:

Secondary References Claim Elements

SCSI applications on Fibre. , . ABCEG

Implementing :1 Fibre . .. AEG

Fiber Channel (FCS)/ATM ABDEG

6,219,771 ABCDEG

6,185,203 ABDE

5,959,994 AEG

5,809,328 ABDEG

5,805,816 AEF

5,727,218 ABDEG

5,634,1 11 ACDEF

5,632,012 AE

5,621,902 ADEG

Claim Elements: AEG

Claim Elements: ABCG

BCDFG
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5,613,082 ADEF

 ”’

5,581,709 ADE

5,548,791 AE

5,519,695 “W ABEG

{"74 'N" 

5,430,855 AE

5,416,915 AE

5,410,697 AE

5,410,667 AE '7

5,403,639 AEFG

5,379,398 ADEF

5,379,385 AEG

5,367,646 AE

5,361,347 AEF

5,301,290 K" AE '

5,297,262 ADEG

5,247,638 KEG

5,226,143 AE

5,214,778 ADE

5,210,866 ABC;

5,193,184 AEFG

5,155,845 AEG

5,124,987 _ AEG

5,077,736 ADEG

4,897,874 AEFG

4,807,180 AE

4,787,028 AE

4,697,232 AE

Primary Reference: 5,812, 754 Claim Elements: ABF

Secondary References Claim Elements
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6,219,771 ABCDEG

Primary Reference: 5,809,328 Claim Elements: ABDEG

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel s1o{afg§. ABCDFG

6,055,603 ABCFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

5,634,111 ACDEF

Primary Reference: 5,805,816 Claim Elements: AEF

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage . .. ABCDFG

6,219,771 ABCDEG

5,848,251 /7 BCDFG

5,748,924 BCDG

’ 5,396,596 ABCDG
Fa . .

Primary Reference: 5, 768,623 Clazm Elements: E

Secondnry References Claim Elements
Fibre channel storage . . . ABCDFG

Primary Reference: 5, 748,924 Claim Elements: BCDG

Secondary References Claim Elements

5,805,816 1181:

§,634,1 1 1 ACDEF

5,613,082 ADEF

5,403,639 AEFG

5,379,398 ' ADEF

5,361,347 ' AEF

5,193,134 AEFG

4,897,874 AEFG

Primary Reference: 5, 72 7,218 Claim Elements: ABDEG

Secondary References Claim Elements
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Fibre channel storage . . . ABCDFG~

6,055,603 ABCFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

5,634,111 7 R ACDEF 7

Primary Reference: 5,634,111 Claim Elements: ACDEF ]
Secondary References Claim Elements

SCSI applications on Fibre... ABCEG

Fibre channel storage V C ABCl)Fd

Fiber c11am§e1 (FCS)/ATVM .I. ABSEG

 
 

6,2/179,771 ABCDEF

6,055,603 ‘ ABCFG

5,935,260 ABCG

5,848,251 BCDFG

5,809,328 ABDEG

5,743,924 . " 7 BCDG ,

5,727,213 - ABDEG

5,519,695 ' ABEG

, 5,396,596 ABCDG

‘ {K I -

,§;;[Pr1mary Reference: 5,632,012 Clazm Elements: AE ‘I
‘la;

Secondary References Claim Elements

‘ ‘ Fibre channel sterage I "AB7C)DAFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,621,902 Claim Elements: ADEG

Secondary References Claim Elements
Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG

6,055,603 ABCFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,613,082 Claim Elements." ADEF

Secondary References Claim Elements

SCSI applicatrons on F1'bre.. . ABCEG
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Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG

6,219,771 ABCDEG ‘

6,055,603 ABCFG

5,935,260 5’ )7 ABCG

i5,22K4s,)2’5TW#’— BCDFG

5,748,924 BCDGV!

5,396,596 ABCDG

Primary Reference: 5,581, 724 Claim Elements: AEG

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage . . . ABCDFG

5 ,848,25 1 BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,581, 709 Claim Elements: ADE

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage 1.. ABCDEG

6,055,603 ABCFG

_ 5,848,251 - BCDFG
lei:

Primary Reference: 5,568,648 Claim Elements: E
£3

.s» V Secondary References Claim ElementsH

P: Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG

Primar Re erence: 5 564,019 Claim Elements: FM Q

515

Secondary References Claim Elements

512*: 6,219,771 ABCDEG

Primary Reference: 5,548, 791 Claim Elements: AE

Secondary References Claim Elements

l7ibrc channel storage . ,. ABCDFG

5,848,25l BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,544,313 Claim Elements: E

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage . .. ABCDFG

11
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Primary Reference: 5,53 7,585 Claim Elements: E

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage / ‘7\7BCl')FC}V '

Primary Reference: 5,519,695 Claim Elements: ABEG

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

5,634,111 7 P’ ACDEF

Primary Reference: 5,511,169 Claim Elements: DE

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage .. . ABCDFG

6,055,603 ABCFG

5‘ Primary Reference: 5,50 7,032 Claim Elements: E k
A Secondary References Claim Elements

‘ Fibre channel storage ABCDFG _
-4;; '

Primary Reference: 5,4 71, 609 Claim Elements.‘ E

,1 Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG
IL;

Primary Reference: 5,469,576 Claim Elements: F

Secondary References Claim Elements
5,219,771 ABCDEG

Primary Reference: 5,459,85 7 Claim Elements: ABCE

Secondary References Claim Elements

High—Perfurmance Dam . . . DEFG

Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

Primar Re erence: 5,430,855 Claim Elements: AEJ’

Secondary References Claim Elements
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‘ .

 

 

Fibre channel storage ABCDFG 7

5,343,251 BCCDFGKW

Primary Reference: 5,423,026 Claim Elements: E

Secondary References Claim Elements

‘ma channel storage ... ABCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,420,988 Claim Elements: EG

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ABCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,416,915 Claim Elements.‘ AE

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ABCDFG

1‘ 5,848,251 BCDFG‘

2:3 Primary Reference: 5,410,697 Claim Elements: AE

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage .., ABCDFG

5,848,251 score
{:2

.: Primary Reference: 5,410, 667 Claim Elements: AEei .

"'-3 Secondary References Claim Elements
Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFGE4 "W

‘:3 5,848,251 ’ BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,403,639 Claim Elements: AEFG

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG

6,219,771 ABCDEG

5,848,251 BCDFG

5,743,§i7: BCDG

5,396,596 ABCDG

Primary Reference: 5,396,596 Claim Elements: ABCDG
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Secondary References Claim Elements

High~Perfo11nance Data DEFG

5,805,815 AEF

5,534,111 ACDEF

5,513,082 K ADEF
5,403,539 AEFG

5,379,398 ADEF

' 5,351,347 AEF

5,193,184 AEFG

4,897,874 AEFG

Primary Reference: 5,3 79,398 Claim Elemem.‘s.' ADEF

Secondary References Claim Elements

SCSI applications on Fibre. .. ABCEG

 

Fibre channel storage ABCDFG

5,219,771 ' ABCDEG

5,055,503 ‘ ABCFG

5,935,250 ' ABCG

,_ 5,848.25! '/if ” /ECDFG

»£_ 5,748,924 BCDG
.23
kt; 5,3 95,595 ABCDG

1', Primary Reference: 5,3 79,385 Claim Elements.‘ AEG_ I

Secondary References Claim Elements1::

Fibre channel storage ABCDFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,36 7, 646 Claim Elements: AE

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,361,34 7 Claim Elements.‘ AEF

Secondary References Claim Elements

14
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Fibre channel storage . ABCDFG

6,219,771 ABCDEG

5,848,251 BCDFG

A  e7

5,396,596 W ABCDG

Primary Reference: 5,301,290 Claim Elements: AE

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage . .. ABCDFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,297,262 Claim Elements: ADEG

Secondary References Claim Elements
Fibre channel storage . .. ABCDFG

6,055,603 ABCFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,247,638 Claim Elements: AEG

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ABCDFKGW 7

5,848,251 ' (BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,226,143 Claim Elements: AE

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG

5,848,251 7' E BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,214, 778 Claim Elements: ADE

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage . .. ABCDFG

6,055,603 7 .7 ABCFG

5,848,251 ' BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,210,866 Claim Elements: AEG

Secondary References Claim Elements
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Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,193,184 Claim Elements.‘ AEFG

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ABCDFG

6,219,771 if ABCDEG

5,343,251 77 ?cBFE‘{ /

5,748,924 BCDG

5,396,596 ABCDG

Primary Reference: 5,193,168 Claim Elements: DE

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage . .. ABCDFG

€055,603 ABCFGEm?

Primary Reference: 5,155,845. Claim Elements: AEG
elf“:2:5

_ Secondary References Claim Elements,,_.

W1; . Fibre channel storage ABCDFG

3»; 5,848,251 BCDFG

Primary Reference: 5,124, 98 7 Claim Elements: AEG l
3?
55 Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ABCDFGé=i

5,343,251 BCDFG_-:2:

“'l.Primary Reference: 5,077,736 Claim Elements: ADEG [
Secondary References Claim Elements

‘ Fibre channel storage ABCDFG

6,055,603 ABCFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

Primary Reference: 4,89 7,8 74 Claim Elements: AEFG

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre channel storage ... ABCDFG
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6,2] 9,771 AECDEG

5,848,251 BCDFG

€748,924 13c13c1

3,396,596 ABCDG

Primary Reference: 4,80 7,180 Claim Elements: AE

Secondary References Claim Elements

F1bre channel stomgc ... ABCDFG

5,848,251 BCDFG

Primary Reference: 4, 78 7,028 Claim Elements: AE

Secondary References Claim Elements

Fibre enamel storage ... ABCDFG

5,848,251 7 lBCDl3‘G 7

1 Primary Reference: 4,69 7,232 Claim Elements: AE

Secondary References Claim Elements
‘ Fibre channel storage ABCDFG5:5

‘:13 5,848,251 . BCDFGK 're-é
M
 

__ Primary Reference: 4,455,605 Claim Elements: EE5 A

1 Secondary References Claim Elements.fi:fin‘
Fibre channel storage ABCDFG

l7
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STORAGE ROUTER AND METHOD FOR
PROVIDING VIRTUAL LOCAL STORAGE

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation of, and claims priority
from, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/001,799, filed on
Dec. 31, 1997 now U.S. Pat. No. 5,941,972, now pending,
the entire contects of which are hereby incorporated by
reference herein.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates in general to network storage
devices, and more particularly to a storage router and
method for providing virtual local storage on remote SCSI
storage devices to Fibre Channel devices.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Typical storage transport mediums provide for a relatively
small number of devices to be attached over relatively short
distances. One such transport medium is a Small Computer
System Interface (SCSI) protocol, the structure and opera-
tion of which is generally well knovm as is described, for
example, in the SCSI-1, SCSI-2 and SCSI-3 specifications.
High speed serial interconnects provide enhanced cap ability
to attach a large number of high speed devices to a common
storage transport medium over large distances. One such
serial interconnect is Fibre Channel, the structure and opera-
tion of which is described, for example, in Fibre Channel
Physical and Signaling Interface (FC-PH), ANSI X3230
Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop (FC-AL), and ANSI )C5.272
Fibre Channel Private Loop Direct Attach (FC—PLDA).

Conventional computing devices, such as computer
workstations, generally access storage locally or through
network interconnects. Local storage typically consists of a
disk drive, tape drive, CD-ROM drive or other storage
device contained within, or locally connected to the work-
station. The workstation provides a file system structure, that
includes security controls, with access to the local storage
device through native low level, block protocols. These
protocols map directly to the mechanisms used by the
storage device and consist of data requests without security
controls. Network interconnects typically provide access for
a large number of computing devices to data storage on a
remote network server. The remote network server provides
file system structure, access control, and other miscellaneous
capabilities that include the network interface. Access to
data through the network server is through network proto-
cols that the server must translate into low level requests to
the storage device. A workstation with access to the server
storage must translate its file system protocols into network
protocols that are used to communicate with the server.
Consequently, from the perspective of a workstation, or
other computing device, seeking to access such server data,
the access is much slower than access to data on a local
storage device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention, a storage router
and method for providing virtual local storage on remote
SCSI storage devices to Fibre Channel devices are disclosed
that provide advantages over conventional network storage
devices and methods.

According to one aspect of the present invention, a
storage router and storage network provide virtual local
storage on remote SCSI storage devices to Fibre Channel
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devices. A plurality of Fibre Channel devices, such as
workstations, are connected to a Fibre Channel transport
medium, and a plurality of SCSI storage devices are con-
nected to a SCSI bus transport medium. The storage router
interfaces between the Fibre Channel transport medium and
the SCSI bus transport medirma. The storage router maps
between the workstations and the SCSI storage devices and
implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI
storage devices. The storage router then allows access from
the workstations to the SCSI storage devices using native
low level, block protocol in accordance with the mappingand the access controls.

According to another aspect of the present invention,
virtual local storage on remote SCSI storage devices is
provided to Fibre Channel devices. A Fibre Channel trans-
port medium and a SCSI bus transport medium are inter-
faced with. A configuration is maintained for SCSI storage
devices connected to the SCSI bus transport medium. The
configuration maps between Fibre Channel devices and the
SCSI storage devices and implements access controls for
storage space on the SCSI storage devices. Access is then
allowed from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI stor-

age devices using native low level, block protocol in accor-
dance with the configuration.

A technical advantage of the present invention is the
ability to centralize local storage for networked workstations
without any cost of speed or overhead. Each workstation
access its virtual local storage as if it work locally con-
nected. Further, the centralized storage devices can be
located in a significantly remote position even in excess of
ten kilometers as defined by Fibre Channel standards.

Another technical advantage of the present invention is
the ability to centrally control and administer storage space
for connected users without limiting the speed with which
the users can acces local data. In addition, global access to
data, backups, virus scanning and redundancy can be more
easily accomplished by centrally located storage devices.

A further technical advantage of the present invention is
providing support for SCSI storage devices as local storage
for Fibre Channel hosts. In addition, the present invention
helps to provide extended capabilities for Fibre Channel and
for management of storage subsystems.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A more complete understanding of the present invention
and the advantages thereof may he acquired by referring to
the following description taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings, in which like reference numbers
indicate like features, and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a conventional network that
provides storage through a network sewer;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a storage
network with a storage router that provides global access
and outing;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a storage
network with a storage router that provides virtual local
storage;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the
storage router of FIG. 3; and

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of one embodiment of data flow
within the storage router of FIG. 4.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a conventional network,
indicated generally at 10, that provides access to storage
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through a network server. As shown, network 10 includes a
plurality of workstations 12 interconnected with a network
server 14 via a network transport medium 16. Each work-
station 12 can generally comprise a processor, memory,
input/output devices, storage devices and a network adapter
as well as other common computer components. Network
server 14 uses a SCSI bus 18 as a storage transport medium
to interconnect with a plurality of storage devices 20 (tape
drives, disk drives, etc.). In the embodiment of FIG. 1,
network transport medium 16 is an network connection and
storage devices 20 comprise hard disk drives, although there
are numerous alternate transport mediums and storagedevices. ‘

In network 10, each workstation 12 has access to its local
storage device as well as network access to data on storage
devices 20. The access to a local storage device is typically
through native low level, block protocols. On the other hand,
access by a workstation 12 to storage devices 20 requires the
participation of network sewer 14 which implements a file
system and transfers data to workstations 12 only through
high level file system protocols. Only network server 14
communicates with storage devices 20 via native low level,
block protocols. Consequently, the network access by work-
stations. 12 through network server 14 is slow with respect
to their access to local storage. In network 10, it can Also be
a logistical problem to centrally manage and administer
local data distributed across an organization, including
accomplishing tasks such as backups, virus scanning and
redundancy.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a storage
network, indicated generally at 30, with a storage router that
provides global access and routing. This environment is
significantly ditferent from that of FIG. 1 in that there is no
network server involved. In FIG. 2, a Fibre Channel high
speed serial transport 32 interconnects a plurality of work-
stations 36 and storage devices 38. A SCSI bus storage
transport medium interconnects workstations 4!] and storage
devices 42. A storage router 44 then serves to interconnect
these mediums and provide devices on either medium
global, transparent access to devices on the other medium.
Storage router 44 routes requests from initiator devices on
one medium to target devices on the other medium and
routes data between the target and the initiator. Storage
router 44 can allow initiators and targets to be on either side.
In this manner, storage router 44 enhances the functionality
of Fibre Channel 32 by providing access, for example, to
legacy SCSI storage devices on SCSI bus 34. In the embodi-
ment of FIG. 2, the operation of storage router 44 can be
managed by a management station 46 connected to the
storage router via a direct serial connection.

In storage network 30, any workstation 36 or workstation
40 can access any storage device 38 or storage device 42
through native low level, block protocols, and vice versa.
This functionality is enabled by storage router 44 which
routes requests and data as a generic transport between Fibre
Channel 32 and SCSI bus 34. Storage router 44 uses tables
to map devices from one medium to the other and distributes
requests and data across Fibre Channel 32 and SCSI bus 34
without any security access controls. Although this exten-
sion of the high speed serial interconnect provided by Fibre
Channel 32 is beneficial, it is desirable to provide security
controls in addition to extended access to storage devices
through a native low level, block protocol.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a storage
network, indicated generally at 50, with a storage router that
provides virtual local storage. Similar to that of FIG. 2,
storage network 5|] includes a Fibre Channel high speed
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serial interconnect 52 and a SCSI bus 54 bridged by a
storage router 56. Storage router 56 of FIG. 3 provides for
a large number of workstations 58 to be interconnected on
a common storage transport and to access common storage
devices 60, 62 and 64 through native low level, block
protocols.

According to the present invention, storage router 56 has
enhanced functionality to implement security controls and
routing such that each workstation 58 can have access to a
specific subset of the overall data stored in storage devices
60, 62 and 64. This specific subset of data has the appearance
and characteristics of local storage and is referred to herein
as virtual local storage. Storage router 56 allows the con-
figuration and modification of the storage allocated to each
attached workstation 58 through the use of mapping tables
or other mapping techniques.

As shown in FIG. 3, for example, storage device 60 can
be configured to provide global data 65 which can be
accessed by all Workstations 58. Storage device 62 can be
configured to provide partitioned subsets 66, 68, 70 and 72,
where each partition is allocated to one of the workstations
58 (workstations A, B, C and D). These subsets 66, 68, 70
and 72 can only be accessed by the associated workstation
S8 and appear to the associated workstation 58 as local
storage accessed using native low level, block protocols.
Similarly, storage device 64 can be allocated as storage for
the remaining workstation 58 (workstation E).

Storage router 56 combines access control with routing
such that each workstation 58 has controlled access to only
the specified partition of storage device 62 which forms
virtual local storage for the workstation 58. This access
control allows security control for the specified data parti-
tions. Storage router 56 allows this allocation of storage
devices 60, 62 and 64 to be managed by a management
station 76. Management station 76 can connect directly to
storage router 56 via a direct connection or, alternately, can
interface with storage router 56 through either Fibre Channel
52 or SCSI bus 54. In the latter case, management station 76
can be a workstation or other computing device with special
rights such that storage router 56 allows access to mapping
tables and shows storage devices 60, 62 and 64 as they exist
physically rather than as they have been allocated.

The environment of FIG. 3 extends the concept of a single
workstation having locally connected storage devices to a
storage network 50 in which workstations 58 are provided
virtual local storage in a manner transparent to workstations
58. Storage router 56 provides centralized control of what
each workstation 58 sees as its local drive, as well as what
data it sees as global data accessible by other workstations
58. Consequently, the storage space considered by the
workstation 58 to be its local storage is actually a partition
(i.e., logical storage definition) of a physically remote stor-
age device 60, 62 or 64 connected through storage router 56.
This means that similar requests from workstations 58 for
access to their local storage devices produce different
accesses to the storage space on storage devices 60, 62 and
64. Further, no access from a workstation 58 is allowed to
the virtual local storage of another workstation 58.

The collective storage provided by storage devices 60, 62
and 64 can have blocks allocated by programming means
within storage router 56. To accomplish this function, stor-
age router 56 can include routing tables and security controls
that define storage allocation for each workstation 58. The
advantages provided by implementing virtual local storage
in centralized storage devices include the ability to do
collective backups and other collective administrative func-
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tions more easily. This is accomplished without limiting the
performance of workstations 58 because storage access
involves native low level, block protocols and does not
involve the overhead of high level protocols and file systems
required by network servers.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of one embodiment of storage
router 56 of FIG. 3. Storage router 56 can ‘comprise a Fibre
Channel controller 80 that interfaces with Fibre Channel 52
and a SCSI controller 82 that interfaces with SCSI bus 54.
A bufler 84 provides memory work space and is connected
to both Fibre Channel controller 80 and to SCSI controller
82. A supervisor unit 86 is connected to Fibre Channel
controller 80, SCSI controller 82 and bulfer 84. Supervisor
unit 86 comprises a microprocessor for controlling operation
of storage router 56 and to handle mapping and security
access for requests between Fibre Channel 52 and SCSI bus54.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of one embodiment of data flow
within storage router 56 of FIG. 4. As shown, data from
Fibre Channel 52 is processed by a Fibre Channel (FC)
protocol unit 88 and placed in a FIFO queue 90. A direct
memory access (DMA) interface 92 then takes data out of
FIFO queue 90 and places it in buffer 84. Supervisor unit 86
processes the data in buffer 84 as represented by supervisor
processing 93. This processing involves mapping between
Fibre Channel 52 and SCSI bus 54 and applying access
controls and routing functions. A DMA interface 94 then
pulls data from bufl"er 84 and places it into a buffer 96. A
SCSI protocol unit 98 pulls data from buffer 96 and com-
municates the data on SCSI bus 54. Data flow in the reverse
direction, from SCSI bus 54 to Fibre Channel 52, is accom-
plished in a reverse manner.

The storage router of the present invention is a bridge
device that connects a Fibre Channel link directly to a SCSI
bus and enables the exchange of SCSI command set infor-
mation between application clients on SCSI bus devices and
the Fibre Channel links. Further, the storage router applies
access controls such that virtual local storage can be estab-
lished in remote SCSI storage devices for workstations on
the Fibre Channel link. In one embodiment, the storage
routerprovides a connection for Fibre Channel links running
the SCSI Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP) to legacy SCSI
devices attached to a SCSI bus. The Fibre Channel topology
is typically an Arbitrated Loop (FC_AL).

In part, the storage router enables a migration path to
Fibre Channel based, serial SCSI networks by providing
connectivity for legacy SCSI bus devices. The storage router
can be attached to a Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop and a
SCSI bus to support a number of SCSI devices. Using
configuration settings, the storage router can make the SCSI
bus devices available on the Fibre Channel network as FCP
logical units. Once the configuration is defined, operation of
the storage router is transparent to application clients. In this
manner, the storage router can form an integral part of the
migration to new Fibre Channel based networks while
providing a means to continue using legacy SCSI devices.

In one implementation (not shown), the storage router can
be a rack mount or free standing device with an internal
power supply. The storage router can have a Fibre Channel
and SCSI port, and a standard, detachable power cord can be
used, the FC connector can be a copper DB9 connector, and
the SCSI connector can be a 68-pin type. Additional modular
jacks can be provided for a serial port and a 802.3 10BaseT
port, r'.e. twisted pair Ethernet, for management access. The
SCSI port of the storage router an support SCSI direct and
sequential access target devices and can support SCSI
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initiators, as well. The Fibre Channel port can interface to
SCSI-3 FCP enabled devices and initiators.

To accomplish its functionality, one implementation of
the storage router uses: a Fibre Channel interface based on
the I-IEWLETI‘-PACKARD TACHYON HPFC-5000 con-
troller and a GLM media interface; an Intel 80960RP
processor, incorporating independent data and program
memory spaces, and associated logic required to implement
a stand alone processing system; and a serial port for debug
and system configuration. Further, this implementation
includes a SCSI interface supporting Fast—2O based on the
SYMBIOS 53C8xx series SCSI controllers, and an operat-
ing system based upon die WIND RIVERS SYSTEMS
VXWORKS or IXWORKS kernel, as determined by design.
In addition, the storage router includes software as required
to control basic functions of the various elements, and to
provide appropriate translations between the FC and SCSI
protocols.

The storage router has various modes of operation that are
possible between FC and SCSI target and initiator combi-
nations. These modes are: FC Initiator to SCSI Target; SCSI
Initiator to FC Target; SCSI Initiator to SCSI Target; and FC
Initiator to FC Target. The first two modes can be supported
concurrently in a single storage router device are discused
briefly below. The third mode can involve two storage router
devices back to back and can serve primarily as a device to
extend the physical distance beyond that possible via a direct
SCSI connection. The last mode can be used to carry FC
protocols encapsulated on other transmission technologies
(e.g. ATM, SONET), or to act as a bridge between two FC
loops (e.g. as a two port fabric).

The FC Initiator to SCSI Target mode provides for the
basic configuration of a server using Fibre Channel to
communicate with SCSI targets. This mode requires that a
host system have an FC attached device and associated
device drivers and software to generate SCSI-3 FCP
requests. This system acts as an initiator using the storage
router to communicate with SCSI target devices. The SCSI
devices supported can include SCSI-2 compliant direct or
sequential access (disk or tape) devices. The storage router
serves to translate command and status information and

transfer data between SCSI-3 FCP and SCSI-2, allowing the
use of standard SCSI-2 devices in a Fibre Channel environ-ment.

The SCSI Initiator to FC Target mode provides for the
configuration of a server using SCSI-2 to communicate with
Fibre Channel targets. This mode requires that a host system
has a SCSI-2 interface and driver software to control SCSI-2
target devices. The storage router will connect to the SCSI-2
bus and respond as a target to multiple target l'Ds. Configu-
ration information is required to identify the target IDs to
which the bridge will respond on the SCSI-2 bus. The
storage router then translates the SCSI-2 requests to SCSI-3
FCP requests, allowing the use of FC devices with a SCSI
host system. This will also allow features such as a tape
device acting as an initiator on the SCSI bus to provide full
support for this type of SCSI device.

In general, user configuration of the storage router will be
needed to support various functional modes of operation.
Configuration can be modified, for example, through a serial
port or through an Ethernet port via SNMP (simple network
management protocol) or a Telnet session. Specifically,
SNMP manageability can be provided via an 802.3 Ethernet
interface. This can provide for configuration changes as well
as providing statistics and error information. Configuration
can also be performed via TELNET or RS-232 interfaces
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with menu driven command interfaces. Configuration infor-
mation can be stored in a segment of flash memory and can
be retained across resets and power off cycles. Password
protection can also be provided.

In the first two modes of operation, addressing informa-
tion is needed to map from FC addressing to SCSI address-
ing and vice versa. This can be ‘hard’ configuration data, due
to the need for address information to be maintained acros
initialization and partial reoonfigurations of the Fibre Chan-
nel address space. ln an arbitrated loop configuration, user
configured addresses will be needed for AL_PAs in order to
insure that known addresses are provided between loop
reconfignrations.

With respect to addressing, FCP and SCSI 2 systems
employ diiferent methods of addressing target devices.
Additionally, the inclusion of a storage router means that a
method of translating device IDs needs to be implemented.
In addition, the storage router can respond to commands
without passing the commands through to die opposite
interface. This can be implemented to allow all generic FCP
and SCSI commandsrto pass through the storage router to
address attached devices, but allow for configuration and
diagnostics to be performed directly on the storage router
through the FC and SCSI interfaces.

Management commands are those intended to be pro-
cessed by the storage router controller directly. This may
include diagnostic, mode, and log commands as well as
other vendor-specific commands. These commands can be
received and procesed by both the FCP and SCSI interfaces,
but are not typically bridged to the opposite interface. These
commands may also have side effects on the operation of the
storage router, and cause other storage router operations to
change or terminate.

A primary method of addressing management commands
though the FCP and SCSI interfaces can be through periph-
eral device type addressing. For example, the storage router
can respond to all operations addressed to logical unit
(LUN) zero as a controller device. Commands that the
storage router will support can include INQUIRY as well as
vendor-specific management commands. These are to be
generally consistent with SCC standard commands.

The SCSI bus is capable of establishing bus connections
between targets. These targets may internally address logical
units. Thus, the prioritized addressing scheme used by SCSI
subsystems can be represented as follows: BUS:TARGET-
:LOGICAL UNIT. The BUS identification is intrinsic in the
configuration, as a SCSI initiator is attached to only one bus.
Target addressing is handled by bus arbitration from infor-
mation provided to the arbitrating device. Target addresses
are assigned to SCSI devices directly, though some means of
configuration, such as a hardware jumper, switch setting, or
device specific software configuration. As such, the SCSI
protocol provides only logical unit addressing within the
Identify message. Bus and target information is implied bythe established connection.

Fibre Channel devices within a fabric are addressed by a
unique port identifier. This identifier is assigned to a port
during certain we1l—defined states of the FC protocol. Indi-
vidual ports are allowed to arbitrate for a known, user
defined address. If such an address is not-provided, or if
arbitration for a particular user address fails, the port is
assigned a unique address by the FC protocol. This address
is generally not guaranteed to be unique between instances.
Various scenarios exist where the AL-PA of a device will
change, either after power cycle or loop reconfiguration.

The FC protocol also provides a logical unit address field
within command structures to provide addressing to devices
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internal to a port. The FCP_CMD payload specifies an eight
byte LUN field. Subsequent identification of the exchange
between devices is provided by the FQXID (Fully Qualified
Exchange ID).

FC ports can be required to have specific addresses
assigned. Although basic functionality is not dependent on
this, changes in the loop configuration could result in disk
targets changing identifiers with the potential risk of data
corruption or loss. This configuration can be
straightforward, and can consist of providing the device a
loop-unique ID (AL_PA) in the range of “01h” to
Storage routers could be shipped with a default value with
the assumption that most configurations will be using single
storage routers and no other devices requesting the present
ID. This would provide a minimum amount of initial con-
figuration to the system administrator. Altemately, storage
routers could be defaulted to assume any address so that
configurations requiring multiple storage routers on a loop
would not require that the administrator assign a unique ID
to the additional storage routers.

Address translation is needed where commands are issued
in the cases FC Initiator to SCSI Target and SCSI Initiator
to FC Target. Target responses are qualified by the FQXID
and will retain the translation acquired at the beginning of
the exchange. This prevents configuration changes occurring
during the course of execution of a command from causing
data or state information to be inadvertently misdirected.
Configuration can be required in cases of SCSI Initiator to
FC Target, as discovery may not etfectively allow for FCP
targets to consistently be found. This is due to an FC
arbitrated loop supporting addressing of a larger number of
devices than a SCSI bus and the possibility of FC devices
changing their AL-PA due to device insertion or other loopinitialization.

In the direct method, the translation to BUS :TAR-
GET:LUN of the SCSI addres information will be direct.
That is, the values represented in the FCP LUN field will
directly map to the values in effect on the SCSI bus. This
provides a clean translation and does not require SCSI bus
discovery. It also allows devices to be dynamically added to
the SCSI bus without modifying the address map. It may not
allow for complete discovery by FCP initiator devices, as
gaps between device addresses may halt the discovery
process. Legacy SCSI device drivers typically halt discovery
on a target device at the first unoccupied LUN, and proceed
to the next target. This would lead to some devices not being
discovered. However, this allows for hot plugged devices
and other changes to the loop addressing.

In the ordered method, ordered translation requires that
the storage router perform discovery on reset, and collapses
the addresses on the SCSI-bus to sequential FCP LUN
values. Thus, the FCP LUN values U—N can represent N+1
SCSI devices, regardless of SCSI address values, in the
order in which they are isolated during the SCSI discovery
process. This would allow the FCP initiator discovery pro-
cess to identify all mapped SCSI devices without further
configuration. This has the limitation that hot-plugged
devices will not be identified until the next reset cycle. In
this case, the address may also be altered as well.

In addition to addressing, according to the present
invention, the storage router provides configuration and
access controls that cause certain requests from FC Initiators
to be directed to assigned virtual local storage partitioned on
SCSI storage devices. For example, the same request for
LUN 0 (local storage) by two difierent FC Initiators can be
directed to two separate subsets of storage. The storage
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router can use tables to map, for each initiator, what storage
access is available and what partition is being addressed by
a particular request. In this manner, the storage space
provided by SCSI storage devices can be allocated to FC
initiators to provide virtual local storage as well as to create
any other desired configuration for secured access.

Although the present invention has been described in
detail, it should be understood that various changes,
substitutions, and alterations can be made hereto without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as
defined by the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A data storage gateway capable of interfacing with and

providing connectivity and mapping between 21 Fiber Chan-
nel and SCSI channel interface, the data storage gateway
comprising:

a virtual storage;
a storage router in communication with and providing

mapping to the virtual storage such that a fiber channel
device remote from the virtual storage can communi-
cate data to and from the virtual storage; and

wherein the storage router is capable of configuring a
SCSI device to contain at least a portion of the virtual
storage.

2. The data storage gateway according to claim 1, further
including a memory work space for the storage router usinga buffer.

3. The data storage gateway according to claim 2 wherein
a Fibre Channel transport medium connects to the storage
router and interfaces with a Fibre Channel controller and
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wherein a SCSI bus transport medium connects to the
storage router and interfaces with a SCSI controller.

4. A method for providing, through a storage router,
virtual local storage on remote SCSI storage devices to Fibre
Channel devices, comprising:

interfacing with a Fibre Channel transport medium;
interfacing with a SCSI bus transport rnedium;
maintaining a configuration for SCSI storage ‘ devices

connected to the SCSI bus transport medium that maps
between Fibre Channel devices and the SCSI storage
devices and that implements access controls for storage
space on the SCSI storage devices; and

allowing access from Fibre Channel initiator devices to
SCSI storage devices using native low level, block
protocol in accordance with the configuration.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising the step of
providing memory work space for the storage router using a
buffer.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the Fibre Channel
transport medium connects to and interfaces with a Fibre
Channel controller and wherein said SCSI bus transport
medium connects to and interfaces with a SCSI controller.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the maintaining step
and the allowing step are performed by a supervisor unit.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the supervisor unit is
coupled to the Fibre Channel controller, the SCSI controller,
and the butter.
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